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Preface
Horror Studies is the first book series exclusively dedicated to the study of the genre in its various manifestations – from fiction to cinema and television, magazines to comics, and extending to other forms of narrative texts such as video games and music. Horror Studies aims to raise the profile of Horror and to further its academic institutionalisation by providing a publishing home for cutting-edge research. As an exciting new venture within the established Cultural Studies and Literary Criticism programme, Horror Studies will expand the field in innovative and student-friendly ways.
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Preface

Priscilla Wald

When the editors and contributors submitted the initial manuscript of *Embodying Contagion*, none of us anticipated we would be making our final revisions during a global pandemic. The experience vividly illustrates many of the issues addressed in the volume, notably how such an event has starkly confronted us with the inequities and injustices that urgently require our attention. We can no longer call for change. At all levels, we have to make it. All of us.

The pandemic should not have taken governments by surprise. We have had considerable warning. In the mid-1990s, mainstream journalism and popular culture became veritably obsessed with what the science journalist Laurie Garrett called *The Coming Plague*. Her 1994 account of what she described in her subtitle as *Newly Emerging Diseases in a World Out of Balance* came out of the 1989 conference ‘Emerging Viruses: The Evolution of Viruses and Viral Diseases’, held at the end of a decade in which HIV had made its disastrous global rounds, puncturing the sanguinity of the scientific medical establishment in the global North. The eradication of naturally occurring smallpox in the late 1970s, among other epidemiological and pharmacological feats, seemed poised to make the serious threat of communicable disease a thing of the past, but the subsequent decade manifested the prematurity of that promise, and the conference put the phrases ‘disease emergence’ and ‘emerging infection’ into widespread circulation.
While the HIV/AIDS pandemic was the most widely known virus to shatter the complacency, it was one among a group of newly identified or resurfacing catastrophic communicable diseases that the participants in the conference identified as part of a social, geopolitical and epidemiological phenomenon resulting from an increasingly global, interdependent and shrinking world. As human beings moved into areas in which human habitation had been sparse or non-existent, they came into contact with microbes to which they were immunologically naïve. As people and goods circulated with increasing ease and frequency, microbes circulated with them and mutated in the process. The film director and producer Wolfgang Peterson began his 1995 medical thriller, *Outbreak*, which chronicles the threat of a viral apocalypse, with an ominous warning from one of the conference organizers, the molecular biologist Joshua Lederberg, that ‘the single biggest threat to man’s continued dominance on this planet is the virus’.  

Writing in a post-conference edited volume, the epidemiologist D. A. Henderson, who had spearheaded the campaign to eradicate smallpox, notes the ‘ill-founded complacency about infectious diseases’ that had turned the attention of scientific medicine, including the Centers for Disease Control, away from that threat and towards chronic disease. ‘It is evident now’, he observes, ‘as it should have been’ in 1969, when the US Surgeon General had declared the threat of communicable disease ‘marginal’, that ‘mutation and change are facts of nature, that the world is increasingly interdependent, and that human health and survival will be challenged, ad infinitum, by new and mutant microbes, with unpredictable pathophysiological manifestations’.  

The microbiologist Richard M. Krause had issued that warning in 1981 in *The Restless Tide: The Persistent Challenge of the Microbial World*. The problem of disease emergence had to be addressed not just as a problem for scientific medicine and epidemiology; it stemmed from globalisation, development practices and the inequities they exacerbated as well as the environmental devastation they accelerated. Accordingly, the problem had to be addressed through widespread changes in behaviours and practices at the individual, collective and governmental levels.

As the message circulated through scientific publications, mainstream journalism, and popular fiction and film, it produced a set of conventions – a vocabulary, images and storylines – that collectively comprise what I have called ‘the outbreak narrative’: an account of an outbreak – in its most archetypal and apocalyptic incarnation – that begins in the forests...
of the global South and travels into the metropoles of the global North, where it threatens humanity with extinction before heroic epidemiologists and other medical professionals in the global North draw on their expertise and the technologies of scientific medicine to save the species. As this story, exemplified by *Outbreak*, proliferated in the mainstream media and popular culture, it shored up faith in scientific medicine as it undercut the message of the need for radical change the conference participants sought to disseminate. And it created a popular sensation that titillated as it terrified.

The proliferation of the outbreak narrative attests to its broad appeal, raising the question of what cultural needs it fills. The essays in this volume address those questions, considering the titillation as well as the terror, the spread of ideas and affects as well as microbes and mutations, the power and danger of bodies in contact, and the fragility and tenacity of social bonds. The bodies circulating through these essays map the contacts of an increasingly interconnected, if often alienating, world. They bear witness to the social, political and economic inequities creating the conditions that turn outbreaks into pandemics.

This timely volume appears in the midst of a confluence of crises that make its vivid analyses undeniable. Certainly, what was once an insufficiently heeded warning can no longer be ignored. We are living the consequences of doing so. But what exactly will change remains unclear. The pandemic and the high-profile case of the police murder of a compliant and hand-cuffed Black man, George Perry Floyd Jr, have brought widespread media attention to structural racism in the US and elsewhere. Writing in June 2020, I am hopeful that the massive protests worldwide will translate into the profound social, economic and geopolitical transformations that are so very long overdue. But how quickly and comprehensively we make those changes remains an urgent question.

I hear the phrase ‘when we go back to normal’ with deep concern. We cannot – should not – ‘go back to normal’. The lesson of the pandemic should teach us that ‘normal’ is what got us here, and that the natural and social worlds are inseparable. There is no such thing as a natural disaster; our systematic inequities find expression in pandemics as well as catastrophic weather events. Racism, resource exhaustion, global poverty, environmental devastation, climate change: all, as the 1989 conference made clear, are interconnected as well as predisposing factors of pandemics. The outbreak narrative bespeaks a fundamental anxiety, perhaps even antipathy, in humanity’s engagement with the idea of ‘nature’. 
Countless observers over the years have sounded the alarm about humanity’s often hostile relation to our environs. The German Jewish philosopher Hannah Arendt noted the curious response to the 1957 Sputnik launch recorded in the media: not ‘pride or awe at the tremendousness of human power and mastery’, but ‘relief about the first “step toward escape from men’s imprisonment to the earth”’, which is to say toward escape from mortality. If mutation and change are facts of nature, and extinction or evolution are the fate of all species, then the one certainty is that the human future, if there is one, will not resemble its past. It is the insight Robert Neville achieves, in Richard Matheson’s 1954 I Am Legend, that ‘normalcy [is] a majority concept, the standard of many and not the standard of just one man’, and that it is he, not the viral vampires he has been fighting, who has become monstrous – and legendary – now.

Neville’s insight applies to geopolitical as well as evolutionary change, and the impossibility of disentangling them is evident in the uncannily insightful subgenre of science fiction horror, where the monstrous often trends towards the allegorical and the idea of the human is always just beyond definition. The highly evolved homicidal vegetation of the hybrid genre of science fiction horror in the mid-twentieth century – the ‘intellectual carrot’ in The Thing from Another World, the pod people of Invasion of the Body Snatchers, the carnivorous flora of The Day of the Triffids – and the familiar hybrid human/virus antagonists that speak in defence of an aggrieved earth in fictional outbreak narratives of the late twentieth century express the latent antipathy Arendt had noted. These demonic adversaries are diagnostic, manifesting a projected hostility in Nature that justifies humanity’s ostensible need to dominate our environs. Humankind is in a death match, fighting to survive, which is synonymous with resisting change. But they also diagnose the structural fault lines obscured by the term ‘natural disaster’ or the displacement of human responsibility onto ‘enemy microbes’ and other monsters. ‘Humanity’ is not all-encompassing; the ‘human’ is a mobile term, and ‘us’ and ‘them’ are contingent and contextual. The history of racial colonialism includes the naturalisation of populations, and the genre of science fiction horror, which is often the genre of the fictional outbreak narrative, frequently stages the return of a colonial repressed: a threat to white supremacy.

The term ‘Viropolitics’ manifests this slippage between the material and the monstrous. While HIV/AIDS demonstrated how catastrophic communicable diseases can remap social relations and geopolitics, the
changes resulted from the circulation of both microbes and stories. The essays that follow explore these fundamental entanglements. They show how apocalyptic threats have cycled through journalism and popular culture, with the outbreak narrative rising in response to each potentially catastrophic pandemic, such as the extensive West African Ebola outbreak of 2014–16. But as HIV/AIDS became increasingly less newsworthy, and warnings about the coming plague became sparser in the mainstream media, the viral zombie, a significant focus in the following essays, also underwent a transformation, appearing more frequently as a figure of sympathy, playfulness, even sexiness, as the world acclimated steadily to intensified globalisation.

We were woefully underprepared for COVID-19, and we are similarly not collectively heeding the threat of climate change, which in 2020 hangs more urgently in the air not least because of its role in the rapid global spread of SARS-CoV-2. Apocalyptic narratives – of outbreaks or weather-related disasters – show how anxieties surrounding geopolitical transformation find expression in the more dramatic scenarios of species-threatening events. As these stories titillate us, they shape experience: who, what and where a culture locates its threats, its definitions of ‘us’ and ‘them’, its response to other cultures and to the planet.

Apocalypse is about revelation and renewal, and these stories bear witness to how humans incorporate threats to our survival into mythic occasions of rejuvenation – opportunities, that is, to promise the inevitable triumph of humanity over species-threatening events, and, in the process, to affirm humanity collectively as unique, intangible, ineffable: a disembodied concept that is not ultimately subject to the decay or transformation represented by the zombie virus and a force that will ultimately use its distinctive ingenuity to conquer the ravages of Nature in its various meanings and its multiple threats. It is a narrative that dangerously obviates the need for change. The immediate question of how to survive obscures the more challenging question of how we might live responsibly and equitably in a shrinking – and ever more interdependent – world. As in the myths of classical literature, however, disruptions in the natural world signal crises in the social world. Adverse environmental events, such as pandemics, catastrophic weather disasters, and long-term climate change, illuminate the structural violence of a world out of balance and the urgent need for radical social and global transformation. The essays that follow take up these questions as they consider The Viropolitics of Horror and Desire in Contemporary Discourse.
Notes

From *Outbreak* to *The Walking Dead*, apocalyptic narratives of infection, contagion and global pandemic are an inescapable part of post-millennial popular culture. Yet these fears and fantasies are too virulent to simply be quarantined within fictional texts; vocabulary and metaphors from outbreak narratives have infiltrated how news media, policymakers and the general public view the world and the people within it. Indeed, popular cultural imaginations of outbreaks seem to have played an important role in responses to the coronavirus outbreak of 2020. In 2008, Priscilla Wald outlined the history of the ‘outbreak narrative’, emphasising the ways in which the politics of fictions and the fictions of politics have always been intertwined. Wald traces contagion from its early uses in the fourteenth century, where it literally meant ‘to touch together’, connoting dangerous or corrupting ideas and attitudes: ‘Revolutionary ideas were contagious, as were heretical beliefs and practices’. In contemporary contexts, we find narratives in which humans’ ‘futile efforts to defend themselves against the threat of illness in the daily interactions’ are ‘made global by contemporary transportation and commerce’. In all instances, contagion serves as ‘a principle of
classification that displayed the rationale of social organization and was, therefore, the force that bound people to the relationships that constituted the terms of their existence. Over its long history, the outbreak narrative has transcended the boundaries of any single text or discourse to become myth: ‘an explanatory story that is not specifically authored, but emerges from a group as an expression of the origins and terms of its collective identity’. In today’s always-in-crisis culture, outbreak is our shared mode of discourse. Riots in Minneapolis following the murder of George Floyd in 2020 seemed to ‘suddenly erupt’; the popular discontent that led to the election of Donald Trump has often been read as ‘fester ing under the surface’; when something ‘goes viral’, it ‘spreads quickly’.

That said, each outbreak presents its own challenges and discursive quirks. With this collection of essays about the viropolitics of horror and desire in contemporary discourse, we hope to demonstrate how, in its own unique historical moment, each outbreak has contributed to a larger contemporary obsession with metaphors and modalities of contagion. Understanding these obsessions and their histories can help us to make sense of our current situation, and hopefully to recognise these patterns and prejudices more quickly in future moments of crisis. In particular, we want to place special emphasis on one specific object of the outbreak’s viropolitics: the body or bodies that make contagion possible. In this we build on the histories of the contagious body laid out by interdisciplinary scholars like Margrit Shildrick, Sarah Juliet Lauro, Neel Ahuja, Edward P. Comentale and Aaron Jaffe. The interactions between human and non-human bodies form one aspect of this history of contagion, emphasising changing definitions of what it means to be (and be recognised as) human. Coronavirus, for example, has often been linked in the media to bats – animals that have been culturally understood as monsters for centuries. This happened as part of both the SARS outbreak in 2003 and the COVID-19 outbreak in 2019. In the case of COVID-19, many Western journalists incorrectly attributed the source of the virus in humans to bat-eating, and to Chinese ‘wet markets’ selling exotic animals. A viral video of a woman eating a bat in ‘a Wuhan restaurant’ seemed to corroborate this story – in reality, it was part of an old series of sensationalist videos from travel vlogger Wang Mengyun, and the video was not even filmed in China. The transmission of coronavirus from non-human to human animals also involved a far more complex chain of global food industries. Regardless of the facts, fantasies
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of Asian others with ‘exotic’ and ‘uncivilised’ eating habits effectively served to demonise and dehumanise them, contributing to a worldwide surge in anti-Asian racism.

Fantasy and myth-making also play an important role in contagion's changing definitions. For Wald, microbial contagions ‘take a mythic turn when they are cast as the response of the Earth itself to human beings who have ventured into primordial places they should not disturb’.6

In the twenty-first century, as Ahuja points out, this mythic turn is further intensified:

The living body is not only an ecology reproduced by constituent species (think of the life-sustaining work of gut bacteria or the ingested flesh of animals or plants). It is also an assemblage crosscut by technological, economic, and environmental forces (medical technologies, insurance markets, agricultural systems, toxic pollution) that render the body vulnerable as they reproduce its conditions of possibility.7

As contemporary science reveals the ways our bodies exist as shifting and sharing ecosystems rather than isolated and inviolate objects, contemporary culture unveils a seemingly endless series of new ways to be, to behave and to belong alongside other bodies. This was revealed with particular poignancy in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, which generated an outpouring of new strategies for intimacy and interaction under social distancing, but also prompted new waves of fear and violence towards certain bodies: towards masked bodies, towards unmasked bodies, and towards racialised bodies culturally marked as ‘contagious’. The global increase in xenophobia following the pandemic offers all too many examples of this fear and violence in action.8

These shifting ways of being in an outbreak and the increased levels of work and labour they demand are also accompanied by other systemic forms of resistance to, and anxiety about, contagion. For Ahuja, the contemporary contagious body is symbolic of ‘an anxiety about the dependence of the human body on forces that appear inhuman, even inhumane: medical technologies to extend, optimize, or end life; markets and institutions that unequally distribute resources for sustaining life; environmental processes that support, deprive, or injure bodies’.9 The contagious body is a body that cannot be neatly quantified: it is a body in flux. Consequently, the contagious body is difficult to market, insure,
regulate or reclaim – all of the processes central to twenty-first-century capitalist culture. As Shildrick suggests, in this context:

vulnerability must be managed, covered over in the self, and repositioned as a quality of the other. . . . in western discourse, the notion of the diseased, the unclean or the contaminated is never just an empirical or supposedly neutral descriptor, but carries the weight of all that stands against – and of course paradoxically secures – the normative categories of ontology and epistemology.10

Every time we talk about the contagious body, we negotiate the boundaries between bodies that are welcome, bodies that must be confined or silenced, and bodies that must be eradicated. We contribute to the contagion narrative and myth. For instance, during the COVID-19 pandemic, some countries emphasise monitoring body temperatures to detect potential cases, and practically everywhere, workers in the food supply chain have had to continue work as usual. Padmini Ray Murray tweeted about an Indian case of a food delivery service that listed, on the packaging, the body temperatures of the chef, the food packer, and the delivery boy, who might have been in contact with the food.11 Employing workers’ medical data in the interest of reassuring consumers sheltered in place, creates, as Murray suggests a kind of ‘data apartheid’, through which labourers’ data are used not to protect their own health, but to comfort paying customers.

**Fantasising Contagion**

For ease of reading and teaching, this book is divided into two sections: one emphasising the role of epidemic fantasies in theory and reality, the other focused on epidemic theories and realities in fantasy. Despite this structure, however, we hope it will quickly become apparent that such distinctions are actually quite difficult to make. This collection consequently aims to problematise and deconstruct such binaries rather than reinforcing them. Where previous scholarly work has examined the spread of epidemic realities in horror fiction, the essays in this volume also consider how epidemic fantasies and fears influence realities. Bringing scholarship from cultural and media studies into conversation with scholarship from the medical humanities and social sciences, the collection aims to give readers a fuller picture of the viropolitics of contagious bodies in contemporary
global culture. In this we aim to move away from the binary ‘two cultures’ approach to viropolitics and academic research described by Tim J. Lustig and James Peacock (2013), which addresses the continuing discursive practice, from the mid-twentieth century, of strictly differentiating science and literature/culture.

In this collection we especially want to highlight the persistent intersection of contagion discourse with narratives of fantasy or ‘the fantastic’. The fantastic – whether framed as a genre, a mode or a discourse – pervades narratives of outbreak. In academic and journalistic discourse, the fantastical nature of outbreak narratives often results in their dismissal as fanciful or hysterical, and those who spread them as uneducated or delusional. This is not a new perspective on the fantastic. In 1817 the poet and critic Samuel Taylor Coleridge described ‘Imagination’ as a literary form distinct from and superior to the ‘Fancy’ that dominated many novels of his time.12 Many years later structuralist critic Tzvetan Todorov would define the literary fantastic as follows:

In a world which is indeed our world . . . there occurs an event which cannot be explained by the laws of this same familiar world. The person who experiences the event must opt for one of two possible solutions . . . The fantastic occupies the duration of this uncertainty. Once we choose one answer or the other, we leave the fantastic for the neighbouring genre, the uncanny or the marvelous . . . The possibility of hesitation between the two creates the fantastic effect.13

For Todorov, writing almost twenty years after (though largely unaffected by) the publication of J. R. R. Tolkien’s landmark fantasy narrative _The Lord of the Rings_ in 1954, there is a clear distinction between the interpretation of events privileged in the uncanny (which privileges the supernatural explanation), the marvellous (which privileges the scientific or rational explanation) and the fantastic (which hesitates between the uncanny and the marvellous). This distinction has been highly influential, but has proved unsatisfactory to categorise the wealth of twentieth-century art and narrative that labels itself as ‘fantasy’, most of which relies heavily on the suspension of disbelief and the acceptance of another world, with laws that differ from our own.

Due to the incredibly broad range of modern texts categorised as fantastical, as well as the fact that scholarly interest in this type of fiction is relatively recent, definitions of what fantastical fiction is and implies are
varied. For major theorists in the field, it has primarily been a question of genre.  

In this approach the fantastic is defined as distinct from the science fiction genre, in that fantasy deals with ‘the construction of the impossible, whereas science fiction may be about the unlikely, but is grounded in the scientifically possible’. In the introduction to the *Cambridge Companion to Fantasy Literature* (2012), Edward James and Farah Mendlesohn suggest that a hold-all definition of fantasy is ultimately inadequate, and represents a misdirection of effort. Instead, they propose a system where we consider *gradations* of the fantastic, drawing on Attebery’s mathematical analysis of fantasy as a ‘fuzzy set’, or ‘a group of texts that share, to a greater degree or other, a cluster of common tropes which may be objects but may also be narrative techniques’.

Regardless of the definition of fantasy that theorists use, or of their theoretical approach, studies of fantasy and the fantastic still tend to focus on texts at the highbrow end of the cultural spectrum. It is generally no longer necessary to defend oneself when embarking on an academic study of genre fiction (fantasy, horror, science fiction), particularly considering the widespread academic interest in the fantastic prevalent from the latter half of the twentieth century, but the distinction between ‘serious’ and ‘trivial’ fiction highlighted by Coleridge in 1817 still pervades academic approaches to contagion narrative, much as the distinction between ‘reality’ and ‘fiction’ is used to divide those studies which are seen to have a valuable impact on politics and society from those which are purely cultural, that is, trivial or escapist. In this collection, we hope to demonstrate how the fantasies, horrors and desires of even the most trivial contagion fictions can return to shape new realities.

Containing Contagion

In their collection *Diseases and Disorders in Contemporary Fiction*, Lustig and Peacock note that one can, on a societal and cultural level, speak of a ‘syndrome syndrome’ – the tendency to understand any form of unconventionality or imperfection in individuals and societies as a syndrome, is itself a syndrome plaguing contemporary culture. In the same way, we can see an ‘epidemic epidemic’ and a ‘contagion contagion’. Therefore, to avoid a plague of self-referential contagiousness, a word on terminology: in this book’s title and throughout, we often refer to contagion, both in its literal meaning of ‘the communication of disease from one organism to
another, by close contact’, and as a metaphor to denote any kind of spreading. The contagion metaphor is itself highly contagious, and we have often allowed this infectious wordplay to bleed into the language. Although there is clearly also a risk to engaging too unselfconsciously in the very phenomenon that one is also analysing, we have chosen not to restrict ourselves overly in doing so – but caution remains necessary. It is very important to be aware that this metaphor, like any metaphor, carries its own ideological implications. As Lauren Oyler shows in the New York Times Magazine article ‘When Did Everything Get So Toxic?‘ (2 October 2018):

[the] image conjured is one of a passive population, helpless to defend ourselves against the invisible but deadly ideological forces that surround us, corrupting our purity and then turning us into agents of our own destruction . . . The epithet concentrates structural criticism in the symptom, not the cause.18

Toxicity is a different metaphor than contagion or virality, but this image of a helpless population under attack from a force that corrupts its purity, and turns it against itself, is the same, as is the notion that any contamination directly implies a risk of complete ‘turning’ from pure to toxic, from healthy to infected and infectious, from master to slave, and from human to zombie.

Naturally, no book on contemporary bodies of contagion would be complete without this final figure: as a famously ‘creolized and creolizing’ monster, the zombie has pervaded most of the chapters in this collection in one way or another.19 Echoing the mythologisation of contagion more broadly, several chapters in this collection offer an extended look at how, in the words of Sarah Juliet Lauro, the zombie serves alternately as ‘a metaphor, a symbol, an allegory, a figure, and an icon’, all aggregating into the contemporary ‘zombie myth’.20 In fact, zombified ‘monsters’ make an appearance in our very first chapter, on ‘The Krokodil Drug Menace, Cross-Genre Body Horror and the Zombie Apocalypse‘ (by Peter Burger). But as Lauro points out, reading ‘the zombie in the light of its full historical, anthropological, and mythological context suggests how we might rethink other myths and symbols and their sources in order to look at a wider range of unintended significations’.21 Rather than taking the zombie as either a static figure or a totalising one, each chapter in this collection stops to consider the local, specific and viropolitical implications of the infected, ‘zombified’ body.
Burger’s chapter, which details a number of Russian and European medical reports and news stories about Krokodil – a mysterious drug with allegedly gruesome, zombifying effects – shows how contagion narratives and popular cultural discourse impact news media. Crucially, the existence of the drug remains uncertain, to say nothing of its actual effects. Although they purport to share nothing more than the facts, then, these reports about the spread of Krokodil unwittingly morph into horror stories, made all the more horrifying by their repeated claims to objectivity. Users of Krokodil are constructed as zombified monsters, who are simultaneously victims of a substance that eats them alive, and innately criminal and societal outcasts.

Sara Polak’s chapter “Preparedness 101: Zombie Pandemic” and the Ebola Scare – How the CDC’s Use of Zombie Pop Culture Helped Fan a Nationalist Outbreak Narrative’ (chapter 2) closely analyses a public information campaign that uses the zombie as a readily available monster of otherness: the Centers for Disease Control’s (CDC) Zombie Apocalypse campaign to increase disaster preparedness among the American population. It does not look specifically at implementation, but reads the zombie metaphor that drove the campaign’s central text (a comic) in the context of the ideological implications of the contagion metaphor. The chapter shows that contagion has actually been understood by American publics as an exclusionary pretext to ‘close the borders’ and ‘stop flights’, in order to ‘keep out’ Ebola. Implicitly this is read as a call to keep out non-white people – for instance by Donald Trump, whose tweets in response to the Ebola epidemic are analysed in the article, alongside tweets that explicitly link the CDC’s zombie comic to the Ebola outbreak narrative.

Despite their inclusion of the zombie, as these chapters demonstrate, the metaphor of zombie-ism is far from the only lens through which we might consider the contagious body. As Wald points out, epidemiology involves ‘a fascination not just with the novelty and danger of the microbes but also with the changing social formations of a shrinking world’.

At heart, contagion narratives are not about disease at all, but rather about the warring horrors and desires inherent in human and non-human embodiment, networks and contagion vectors in an increasingly risk-averse world, illustrating the ‘power and danger of bodies in contact’ in a globalised world. Contributors reflect on the many contexts and mediated spaces of contagion throughout this book. When they occur in reports of real events in the real world around us, contagion metaphors introduce narrative schemata from popular culture
that are often both hard to miss, and easy to take for granted as ‘natural’ or ahistorical. Madison Krall, Marouf Hasian Jr and Yvonne Karyn Clark (chapter 3) discuss how the outbreak narrative around the Zika viral outbreak in 2016–17 gave rise in American news media and policy documents to an increasingly strong rhetoric of securitisation and militarisation, echoing the same process that was seen in responses to the 2013–15 Ebola epidemic in West Africa. Their critical praxiological studies approach focuses on determining the specific practical application of policies and guidelines. They also examine how these ways of applying and implementing policies affect the context in which they are introduced, and how the discourse of policy documents, informational leaflets and guidelines influence such processes.

In Angela Smith’s chapter, ‘An Affectionate Epidemic: How Disability Goes Viral on Social Media’ (chapter 4), it becomes evident that contagion and virality are not only matters of horror and disgust, but also of desire. Smith explores the widespread and global affective economy of disability images on social media platforms like Facebook. The chapter analyses the practice of ‘like-farming’ that invites users to like, share and respond ‘Amen’ to posts portraying disabled people – often children, usually without their consent, and with a story that is fabricated. Users who do ‘like’ and share such posts generally do not realise that they are supporting an unethical economic model, but even when they are made aware of this, the affective attraction of spreading such material continues unabated. The desire of many Facebook users to believe that their affirmation is helpful to the disabled person portrayed outweighs their knowledge that the narrative is a forged construction, designed to benefit other people and interests. Cultural contagiousness may sometimes seem positive and affectionate – in this case disability going viral – but can be just as violent as its more explicitly horrific equivalents.

Rounding off the first part of the collection, Francis Ray White employs Judith Butler’s theory of resignification to show how obesity has become discursively connected to climate change – first in British policy documents in the early twenty-first century, and subsequently in tabloids and elsewhere. In “‘Fatties Cause Global Warming’: The Strange Entanglement of Obesity and Climate Change’ (chapter 5), White examines how both issues are framed as ‘epidemics’, suggesting that they share a root cause. In this contagion narrative, fat bodies carry sole or extra responsibility for climate change as agents and harbingers of social, moral and environmental collapse.
These first five chapters concern non-fictional, real-life events, media campaigns and reporting that employ monstrosity and the fantastic narratively and discursively. In the remaining chapters the collection pivots to consider fantastical discourses, where actual zombies, monsters and spectres embody contagion. Sandra Becker's work on viral vampires and anti-intellectualism in “‘Time is of the Essence, Doctor’: Twenty-First-Century (Post-)Apocalyptic Fiction, White Fatherhood and Anti-Intellectual Tendencies in FX’s The Strain” (chapter 6), and Megen de Bruin-Molé’s analysis of the friendly zombie in ‘Killable Hordes, Chronic Others and “Mindful” Consumers: Rehabilitating the Zombie in Twenty-First-Century Popular Culture’ (chapter 7), show how the fantastical figure of the zombie changes over time to adapt to the culture in which it is established. Analysing Guillermo del Toro’s TV series The Strain, Becker argues that the series’ narration is underwritten by anti-intellectual tendencies, privileging its main protagonist’s role as father over his role as CDC investigator and medical scientist and offering fantasies of evil spirits in place of real-life systematic flaws and threats. Similarly, De Bruin-Molé looks at how late twentieth-century consumption and identity politics have impacted representations of the zombie in popular culture, showing how the rise of the ‘sympathetic’ or rehabilitated zombie takes neoliberal values to new extremes.

Chapters 8 and 9 each study fictional drama and narrative that specifically focuses on contagious bodies in the context of queerness and of the AIDS epidemic. Mica Hilson’s ‘Networks, Desire and Risk Management in Gay Contagion Fiction’ (chapter 8) examines this dynamic in the context of twenty-first century online gay contagion fiction, which is itself a medium that spreads very easily. Although rarely mentioning AIDS explicitly, the protagonists in the analysed online short stories face contagious health risks that they are ultimately unable to avoid despite their high level of risk management. In comparison to the plethora of zombie stories that follow the neoliberal ideology of self-managed health and survival, Hilson argues, these fictional short stories and their ‘complex ambivalence to contagion’ shed a more realistic light on contagious risks in our globalised, networked world. Astrid Haas’s chapter “‘This Long Disease, My Life”: AIDS Activism and Contagious Bodies in Larry Kramer’s The Normal Heart and The Destiny of Me’ focuses on issues around gay sexuality and AIDS activism, as portrayed specifically through late twentieth-century drama. Haas thereby shows the limits of the dramas’ strategy to change societal discourses by reflecting on the discriminatory merging
of gay men (with supposedly deformed identities) and IV drug addicts to a contagious, monstrous outsider group threatening the nation at the height of the AIDS epidemic.

Elana Gomel’s chapter, ‘The Epidemic of History: Contagion of the Past in the Era of the Never-Ending Present’ (chapter 10), is something of a cross-over between the two parts. It concerns both historical events that are fictionalised through the addition of fantastical elements, and fantastical narratives that historicise utopian and dystopian visions which might otherwise be lost. Like other chapters in this second half of the volume, it is primarily concerned with explicitly fictional depictions of contagion. Gomel’s analysis of post-historical monsters aligns itself with both parts of the collection, however, in that it ties together the zombie topos in popular culture and zombie-like figures in historical narrative.

As each of these chapters demonstrates, although contagion can take many different forms, in talking about and narrativising contagious bodies we also fix them momentarily in place, allowing us to symbolically reclaim and regulate them once more. As with other kinds of ‘monsters’ the contagious body makes a variety of contemporary anxieties manifest (and therefore manageable). Its ‘epidemiology turns an outbreak of communicable disease into a narrative’, making ‘the routes of transmission visible’ and helping ‘epidemiologists anticipate and manage the course of the outbreak’.24 This is where fantasies and narratives of contagion meet, mingle with, and supersede real-world fears. In an age where fact and fiction seem increasingly difficult to separate, contagious bodies (and the discourses that contain them) continually blur established boundaries between real and unreal, legitimacy and frivolity, science and the supernatural.

Notes

2. Wald, Contagious, p. 4.
19. Lustig and Peacock, *Diseases and Disorders in Contemporary Fiction*, p. 3
PART ONE

EPIDEMIC FANTASIES IN REALITY
In 2011, alarming stories about the new drug krokodil started to appear in Western European and American news media. Originating in Russia and neighbouring countries, krokodil is a home-brewed desomorphine-based opiate, associated with horrific images of decaying limbs. For drug chemistry cognoscenti, its name echoes that of alpha-chlorocodide, an intermediate product in the process that turns codeine into desomorphine. The name is more popularly understood, however, as reflecting the fact that it turns the addicts’ skin scaly and green, or, alternatively, makes them look as if they have been ravaged by a crocodile’s jaws. Gruesome images of krokodil’s alleged effects proliferate on news sites, in medical journals, and in YouTube videos, generating thousands of comments. A critique of krokodil discourse in these diverse sites and genres warrants an approach that merges the sociology of social problems with folklore studies.

The krokodil menace is the latest example of society’s penchant to construct drug users as monsters. A dominant trope in recent drug discourse is that of the zombie, that is, not the original living dead of Haitian folklore, but the pop culture and Western contemporary folklore zombies that take
their cue from George Romero’s cannibalistic ghouls. Contaminated and contagious, present-day ‘drug zombies’ may be black or white, but they are invariably represented as poor and marginalised, even among drug users. The stories told about krokodil and its users – whether vernacular, tabloid, educational or academic – display a strong cross-genre similarity, and ultimately feed the hegemonic narrative that dehumanises drug addicts of low socio-economic status. Merging global news and amusement media discourse and imagery with vernacular discourse, they also exemplify the interconnected and hybrid nature of present-day folklore.

Krokodil is Coming

Known in Russia since 2003, krokodil appeared on the radar of Western European and American news media, medical researchers and drug counsellors in 2011.2 The latest drug menace was said to be more lethal than any of its predecessors – and it was rapidly moving westwards. I will have occasion to reappraise these claims in subsequent paragraphs, but for the moment I shall stick with the story as it can be traced in news coverage and in the majority of papers in medical journals.

Although news media and medical authorities alike classified krokodil as the latest designer drug, this label, connoting style and affluence, belies its underclass nature. ‘Home-brewed’, another common epithet, comes closer: krokodil is described as a toxic concoction of codeine, matchstick heads, gasoline, iodine, bathroom cleaner, paint thinner and hydrochloric acid – practices and accounts may vary.3 Cooked up in kitchen labs, it is injected intravenously by Russian drug addicts too poor to afford heroin. Its effects are understood to be more vicious than those of other drugs. Krokodil is said to be instantly addictive and infallibly lethal. According to a 2011 feature in Pravda’s English-language edition, ‘Some may take it for five years, but many people die after taking their first dose of this drug’.4 Users are said to have a one-to-two-year life expectancy, during which time their bodies are eaten away from the inside. News media display, with varying degrees of restraint, their gangrenous limbs and mutilated bodies.

Originally confined to Russia, Ukraine, Georgia and other former Soviet republics, in 2011 krokodil was observed migrating westwards. According to a paper published in the American Journal of Medicine, krokodil use ‘has been spreading rapidly across Europe’.5 European news media sounded the alarm: “Krokodil” killer drug sweeps through Europe’,
ran a headline on Belgian news site *Het Laatste Nieuws* in October 2011. Employing a striking metaphor that plays on xenophobia and nationalism, the article claimed, ‘Already the krokodil rubs its body against the Belgian and Dutch borders’. In the accompanying picture a woman holds up her mutilated forearm, allowing an unimpeded view of its bones and tendons.

Individual cases in Western Europe were first spotted in Germany (October 2011), Norway (August 2012), the Netherlands (March 2013) and the UK (October 2013). Across the Atlantic, unconfirmed reports from Canada (November 2013) were followed by the first ‘official’ US case in December 2013, a Missouri patient who lost a finger to the drug. In December 2013, too, news media drew attention to the first patient in Mexico, a 17-year-old girl, highlighting the lurid detail that she had injected the drug in her genitals.

In spite of headlines like ‘Doctors confirm: Use of flesh-eating opioid drug krokodil is spreading in U.S.’, these are, without exception, scattered, individual cases, often unconfirmed or eventually labelled as false alarms by law enforcement and medical authorities. News media initially downplayed this uncertainty, dwelling on the alarmist claims and largely ignoring the retractions. Eventually though, in October and November 2013, the lack of evidence sparked a backlash. Pointing out that the horrific skin lesions found with American patients were probably MRSA infections or other known sequelae of ‘ordinary’ heroin use, a growing number of US news media slammed the krokodil threat as mere media hype: ‘Krokodil concerns lack teeth’ (*Newsweek*, 28 October 2013). After 2015, news coverage of krokodil use and dire warnings by health authorities subsided in the US, but they made a fresh resurgence in the UK in 2018, with headlines such as ‘Flesh-rotting “zombie” drug Krokodil “has arrived in the UK” – and it’s 10 times stronger than heroin’ (*The Mirror*, 1 November 2018).

Using material from varied and at first sight disparate media worlds – news sites, medical journals, and YouTube videos and user comments – I will examine the way this purported drug epidemic and its victims were discursively constructed in institutional and vernacular (or ‘folk’) venues.

The Vernacular Public Sphere

Novelty drug panics have frequently been analysed from a constructionist perspective on social problems. Regardless of their grounding in real-life conditions, these need to be recognised and promoted by claims makers.
The sociology of social problems leads us to expect a mostly top-down process, in which experts, policymakers and other high-status claim makers strive for the acceptance of their claims about the nature and proposed solutions to the new threat. News media usually do not act as claim makers in their own right, but rather transmit the claims of others, adapted to news media formats. Eventually, at the very bottom of this trickle-down model, the claims reach the public.

But this drug epidemic is different. With the coming of Web 2.0, the vernacular public sphere has grown more prominent. In the words of folklorist Robert G. Howard, the vernacular exists ‘alongside but apart from institutions’, for example in user comments on news sites or in more elaborate forms such as sick jokes and Photoshop humour in response to shocking news. English and communication studies scholar Trevor J. Blank reads these intentionally tasteless responses to death, disaster and scandal as counter-hegemonic: they voice vernacular criticism of the official perspective on these topics, as expounded by mainstream news media. Rather than the deaths themselves, the jokes target the emotionally stifling media coverage. Following Michael Jackson’s death, for example, jokes mercilessly spotlighted aspects of his life that news media necrologies piously glossed over: ‘Like Michael Jackson always said: Live fast, die young, leave a vaguely Vietnamese looking woman’s corpse’.

Despite its subversive potential, Howard cautions that ‘it is important to recognize that the vernacular can act to support or contest the institutional, and often it does a little of both’. Most studies of the vernacular web, however, focus on its power to subvert and disrupt, for example fueling the allegedly social media driven Arab Spring or fostering vaccination conspiracy theories.

The second major characteristic of the vernacular web is its hybridity. Its very existence is vouchsafed by the infrastructure provided by institutions, for example Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and comments sections on news sites. Expressing its own alternative authority, the vernacular necessarily invokes institutional authority. Institutions, in turn, avail themselves of blogs, Twitter accounts and Facebook pages to project an ethos-boosting grass-roots image. In the case of the alleged krokodil epidemic, I argue, the vernacular and the institutional are meshed to the point where it becomes difficult to say who is taking his cue from whom. Scholarly journals present images borrowed from YouTube videos as medical evidence and zombie metaphors pervade news discourse and users’ comments as well as medical discourse. In this collusion, the vernacular
web’s counter-hegemonic potential is not realised. As I start to try and unpick this tangle, the first thread I will follow is that of drug scare rhetoric.

Drug Scare Rhetoric

Time and again, news media, policymakers and law enforcement personnel discover a drug that is worse than all previous ones. The rhetoric they employ to sell the public on this new menace has been analysed by the American historian of social problems Philip Jenkins. In his book *Synthetic Panics* (1999), Jenkins predicts that each fresh threat will be given a ‘catchy label that would lend itself to imaginative permutations in news headlines’.19 In this respect, krokodil was a journalist’s dream come true. A small sample of headlines: ‘The drug that eats junkies’; ‘The drug that eats you alive’; ‘Flesh-eating drug krokodil “could sink its teeth into British addicts”, health workers warned’.20

The new drug, Jenkins says, will be depicted as more addictive, toxic and harmful than all its predecessors. Numbers are provided to substantiate the claim that we have an ‘epidemic’ on our hands. The numbers are personified through stories about individuals who suddenly turn extremely violent, or completely ruin themselves. The threat’s urgency is enhanced by implicating the new drug in current social problems such as illegal immigration. And, finally: claims makers demonise the new drug’s users by comparing them to zombies and other monsters.

A recent US instance of drug scare rhetoric is the prominent 2012 news story of Rudy Eugene (31), a black Haitian-American who was killed by a police officer when he was caught in the act of biting a 65-year-old homeless man’s face. He was, according to the Miami police, under the influence of ‘bath salts’ – like krokodil, a DIY designer drug. In epithets evocative of George Romero-style cannibal zombies, Eugene was labelled the ‘Miami Zombie’ and the ‘Causeway Cannibal’ by news media. As it turned out later, Eugene was neither a cannibal (no human flesh was found in his digestive tract) nor a bath salts addict – only marijuana could be detected in his system. Both allegations were used to exonerate the policeman who had shot a frenzied, but naked and unarmed suspect.21

Like the paddo and bath salts incidents, cautionary stories about krokodil can be, and have been, employed to support a political agenda. In March 2013, Belgian minister for Social Affairs and Public Health, Laurette Onkelinx, referred to krokodil when she announced a bill to ban legal
highs. The extreme case of the monster drug is used to prop up anti-drug policies meant to combat more mundane substances. In a more general sense, monsters, and zombies in particular, are a rhetorical staple of public policy discourse – the institutional as well as the vernacular.

Public Policy Discourse – and Zombies

The Miami police force did not need to invent the zombie label for Rudy Eugene, since this was already firmly established as an explanation for bizarre and violent behaviour. In fact, a study of three major Miami area newspapers reveals that reporters consistently ignored interpretations of Eugene’s behaviour in terms of mental illness, focusing instead on influences from outside that carried more cultural resonance. Law enforcement sources favoured craze-inducing narcotics, the explanation that carried most weight among officials. Eugene’s girlfriend claimed that he may have been a victim of drink spiking. Her attorney, however, pointed the finger at cannibalism, ‘a serious issue . . . very dangerous to the health and well-being of both the cannibal and the victim.’ Eugene’s Haitian background cued explanations in terms of zombies. Exactly what had turned him into a zombie remained a matter of debate. The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) felt it necessary to publicly deny the existence of a zombie virus.

A year earlier, however, the CDC itself had jumped on the zombie bandwagon, utilising the imaginary threat of a zombie apocalypse to urge citizens to prepare for real-life disasters. Zombie talk also crops up in drug prevention programmes. In 2011, the US Navy issued anti-bath salts posters in which a service member’s face appears as a zombie in the mirror (‘It’s not a fad . . . It’s a nightmare’). The Washington D.C. Department of Health ran series of ads showing decomposing teenagers who supposedly used synthetic marijuana or Spice: ‘No one wants to take a zombie to the prom.’

This use of zombie references is part of a general surge in popularity of the undead cannibals. During the nineties, but more emphatically since 2001, the number of movies, TV shows, video games, books and academic studies featuring the walking dead has increased. Unlike the elitist, solitary and eloquent vampires, zombies appear as a ragged, incoherent mob. In pop culture as in policy discourse, they exemplify global threats particular to today’s risk society, such as illegal immigration, terrorism and pandemics. Unsurprisingly, zombie references also cropped up in Ebola
news and rumours during the 2014 outbreak of the disease in western Africa. In one instance, a hoax news site presented a *World War Z* movie still of a black zombie as evidence that an Ebola victim had risen from the dead. Horror movie scenarios bled into concerns about real-world threats. As one medical doctor recalled, looking back on a public hearing:

> Fear during epidemics is based in distrust. People are quick to doubt experts, they criticize health officials for any perceived mistake, and they wonder aloud why more attention is not being paid to worst-case scenarios. As one frightened Texas congressman memorably said, ‘Every outbreak novel or zombie movie you see starts with somebody from the government sitting in front of a panel like this saying there’s nothing to worry about’.32

The word *zombie* triggers a frame for understanding, in which state and society have broken down, and evokes a post-apocalyptic landscape in which only clan solidarity and superior firepower stand between survival and the zombie hordes. Zombies provided both vernacular and institutional krokodil discourse with a ready-made metaphor. Before turning to an examination of krokodil coverage, comments and research, however, we need to look into the nature and history of its most powerful characteristic: more so than any preceding drug scare, krokodil rhetoric stands out because of its strongly visual nature.

**Fear and Disgust**

As a mediated menace, krokodil is first and foremost a visual, visceral threat: the stark images jump at the viewer from videos and news items. The prominence of the visual is a relative novelty in drug scares, although not unprecedented – remember the 1936 movie *Reefer Madness*, which had actors with contorted faces and postures portraying marijuana addicts. The most striking example of an anti-drug effort that depends on visual shock tactics for its effect, is the 2005 ‘Faces of Meth’ campaign.33 Displaying paired mugshots of meth addicts before and after they started using the drug, the campaign highlights signs of physical decay such as sores, sunken cheeks and rotten teeth (‘meth mouth’). The stereotypical ‘meth head’ is described as ‘white trash’ or, again, as a ‘zombie’: although originally about Haitians, the metaphor can also be used for marginalised white people.34
The anti-meth campaign is an instance of ‘pedagogical policing’, that is, scaring young viewers away from methamphetamine by instilling fear and disgust. To hammer home their message, ‘You don’t want to become like these people’, the pictures have to allow viewers to identify themselves with those depicted. Merely showing the ‘after’ pictures would not achieve this effect. The images do not just show the meth problem, they could also be said to create it. This is demonstrated by the effects of their use in British news media: in the UK, which unlike the US did not cope with methamphetamine abuse, the same before and after mugshots helped engender a moral panic, which resulted in law reform: in 2007, crystal meth was upgraded from Class B to Class A, even though its use in the UK was ‘almost non-existent’. Such is the performative power of these pictures.

Disturbing Content Warning: ‘You Cannot UNSEE This’

If the Faces of Meth are repulsive, krokodil images are up several notches on the scale of grossness. Many of these images are available for a general audience: CNN broadcast images of rotting feet and the picture of the woman showing the bare bones in her forearm has been published by news media worldwide. Usually, the images come with a warning. Viewers are protected from some of the most abhorrent YouTube videos about the drug – such as ‘The Effects of Krokodil – Real Life Zombies’: more than 1.7 million views since November 2013 – by a screen that requests them to log in, confirming they are over sixteen. In these cases, watching these images of human decay becomes a dare, an initiation, or something akin to legend tripping. Many viewers rate these videos as the most abhorrent they ever came across: ‘I just watched a cat teach a baby squirrel to purr and then I watched this. I think I ripped my brain. . . That’s the most horrifying thing I’ve ever seen! Nothing even comes close. Nothing . . .’

After watching a video showing a woman with an empty eye socket, whose skull is almost bare, another viewer comments: ‘What you will see here is 100-% REAL!!! NOT for kids! DO NOT watch if kids are around!!! From Russia with love. NO other drug is this insanely destructive!!! Keep in mind, you cannot UNSEE this!’ Why show these images? The sensation of seeing such images is itself addictive, because they are highly spectacular, and media know that viewers are interested in this kind of image-induced rush. In a typical US news clip (CNN, 11 October
2013: ‘Krokodil crosses over to U.S. from Russia’) the anchor apologises but insists: ‘And I wanna warn you, because some of these pictures here that we’re gonna show you, they are graphic, but it’s important for people to understand how awful this is.’ In the clip, a medical expert paints the nature of the threat in surprisingly vernacular language: ‘It’s a zombie drug’, says Dr Abhin Singla, introduced as the Illinois doctor who treated krokodil addicts. ‘I mean that literally, it kills you from the inside out. If you want a way to die, this is a way to die.’

So why would anyone want to use krokodil? Because of the price, the CNN reporter on the spot explains: ‘. . . to a heroin addict, there are a few things about the drug that are actually attractive. First of all, it’s cheap, about a third the price of heroin.’ Dr Singla concurs: ‘I think eventually if it stays on the market long enough, you get people that are desperate addicts that can’t support their own heroin habit, but can utilize this drug, not really caring about the consequences, and get the same high for a third of the price.’ This final expert quote segues into the pay-off, voiced by the reporter: ‘But the real price looks like this [gloved finger probing gangrenous foot] and the hope is that these images are horrific enough to prevent people from using the drug’.39

The argument that watching these images may prevent the use of krokodil can also be found – but less prominently – in comments on news items or YouTube videos: ‘Sorry if this type of content “upsets” you, however if one person watches this and it causes them to think and not do stupid shyte then it’s served some purpose. I made my teen daughter watch this, it gave her the horrors – good’.40 At first sight, this may look like an instance of pedagogical policing, taking its cue from the Faces of Meth campaign.41 The difference, however, is that krokodil footage and pictures skip the ‘before’ stage and dwell on the after-effects of krokodil use. For US and western European audiences, moreover, the majority of images depict foreign nationals: krokodil is invariably described as originating in Russia, and so do most of its victims. The most popular documentary on the subject, VICE’s 2012 ‘Siberia: Krokodil Tears’ (9.4 million views to date) is set in a remote part of Russia.42

Disgust and distance effectively bar most opportunities for identification with the addicts. In the Faces of Meth campaign, the first of each pair of pictures shows the addict as a deviant – these are mugshots, after all – but not as aliens or monsters. Krokodil imagery, in contrast, turns the addict into a spectacle and provides the audience with a front row seat at the freak-show.
Blaming the Victim

The social and geographical distance between viewer and victim all but precludes empathy. To be sure, a number of commenters do commiserate: ‘heartbreaking poor people must be in so much pain’.43 Some appeal to religion:

So long as they aren’t directly harming anyone but themselves, you should feel sympathy to drug users. It’s not like they grew up wanting to be an addict. Many made bad choices that got them addicted in the first place, but most would give anything to quit and be normal. I know many on this site are religious (nothing wrong with that), so I ask you: how would Jesus handle an addict? Would he cast them out or would he offer compassion and try to help?44

Yet, analyses like the following remain minority opinions: ‘Substance abuse is a disease; it isn’t a moral lapse or stupidity’. Or: ‘Communities need to start providing safe needles and spaces for users to shoot-up in or detox in as well. There is more help to provide that way than throwing people into jail, or simply allowing them to get sick and die on the streets’.45

Many comments are flippant or obscene, wilfully ignoring the pain and suffering of the afflicted: ‘This was difficult to masturbate to’.46 Most, however, are outright condemnatory, blaming the victim, or rather denying the krokodil addicts’ victim status. A British commenter:

We have become a nation sympathetic to drug users as if they are victims . . . As said no one forces them to start. I have the option which I choose not to take because I am aware of the repurcussions [sic], the same as I and everyone else have the option to jump off a bridge. Drug users are only victims of their own ignorance.47

The addicts have brought it on themselves by sheer stupidity: ‘Wow! Anyone dumb enough to ingest a drug made from gasoline, paint thinner & and lighter fluid deserves to die a slow and painful death’.48 ‘When you’re just too stupid to say “no” why should anyone else have to pay the bill for your idiocy?? Less than 2 years average survival?? That should cut down some of the demand.’49

This blanket condemnation of krokodil addicts is frequently underpinned by a vernacular version of social Darwinism: ‘I say health officials
should just sit back and let natural selection do its job'. On numerous occasions, addicts are jokingly nominated for the Darwin Awards: ‘In the spirit of Charles Darwin, the Darwin Awards commemorate individuals who protect our gene pool by making the ultimate sacrifice of their own lives. Darwin Award winners eliminate themselves in an extraordinarily idiotic manner, thereby improving our species’ chances of long-term survival.’ A forum user started a topic with the subject line: ‘Almost darwin award winner injects weird new drug into her genitals (graphic photos)’.

Hybrid Zombie Discourse

For many commenters, the krokodil addicts evoke as little empathy as the monsters in a video game: they deserve to die, because they are zombies. ‘Here it is guys. The start of the zombie apocalypse. The Walking Junkie Dead.’ More than a metaphor, the zombie label triggers an entire frame of understanding: it is one of those ‘little tacit theories about what exists, what happens, and what matters’. Frames contain an issue’s nature, its cause, consequences and preferred solutions. Being zombies, the krokodil addicts’ bodies and brains are beyond the reach of medical and psychiatric care. There is only one solution: ‘Kill them all!’ or, ‘Kill it with fire’.

This frame pervades vernacular and news media discourse about krokodil, and can be detected as well in medical publications. The feared krokodil epidemic that eventually did not materialise in Europe and the US was not exclusively a news media or a government creation. Medical doctors seemed as eager to scoop the competition as journalists were. In the rush to claim the nation’s or the state’s first krokodil patient, they inadvertently fanned the fires of rumour. Interviewed by CBS5, Frank LoVecchio, co-medical director at Banner’s Poison Control Center in Phoenix, Arizona, said: ‘Where there is smoke there is fire, and we’re afraid there are going to be more and more cases’.

The diagnosis of individual krokodil patients in case studies from western Europe and the US is controversial. It is usually based on the assessment of symptoms and patient self-reports, rather than toxicology. The alleged Dutch case of krokodil abuse, for example, concerns a 24-year-old Polish man, who told doctors he had been drinking and sniffing krokodil, which is unusual, given the fact that this is primarily injected intravenously. The man disappeared from the hospital before further examination and treatment could take place. These and similar case studies have been
criticised as fear-mongering, based on the absence of laboratory confirmation of desomorphine. A letter to the *American Journal of Medicine* dismissed claims about krokodil in the US as urban legend: “‘Krokodil’ in the United States Is an Urban Legend and Not a Medical Fact.”

The medical publications are indeed legendary, in the sense that they make claims about extreme, but disputed, cases of human behaviour and disease, and do so using language and images that derive from pop culture, mass media and vernacular sources. The following quote is from a paper in the *American Journal of Therapeutics*: ‘It is a modern day man-made Frankenstein-like drug which was manufactured due to the pursuit of drug addicts to make a cheap yet effective narcotic but ended up in creating havoc on its users.’

This feedback loop extends to the use of information and images. Dr Dany V. Thekkemuriyi and his colleagues refer in their article in *The American Journal of Medicine* to *Time* magazine for the oft-repeated mean two-year survival time since first use. Claims about prevalence and spread are often based on inaccurate or obsolete news reports. Maria Katselou and her research team at the Department of Forensic Medicine and Toxicology of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece, likewise refer in their paragraph on prevalence and use to online coverage by the *Daily Mail*, *Der Spiegel*, the *New York Daily News* and *USA Today*. Krokodil’s defining characteristic, the horrific imagery, too, is implicated in this hybridity.

A Hall of Mediated Mirrors

Contemporary media – vernacular and institutional alike – are awash in images that are shared freely and easily between platforms, genres and individuals. They can be recycled, altered, repurposed and refashioned. In our media-saturated world, representations of deviant behaviour exist in ‘an infinite hall of mediated mirrors’. Krokodil is no exception, but it does stand out for the free exchange of images between vernacular, journalistic and scholarly venues.

The Faces of Meth mug shots were produced and spread by institutions. Much of the krokodil imagery, in contrast, is user-generated content of uncertain origin. A case in point is the popular VICE documentary ‘Siberia: Krokodil Tears’. The climax of this 25-minute production is the British reporter’s meeting with two adolescent krokodil addicts. The boys come across as apathetic and do not display the lesions the viewer had
come to expect when, at the beginning of the documentary, the drug’s effects were discussed. At this point, footage taken from KAY9X’s YouTube channel is spliced into the documentary, without further clarifications as to its origins.

The very same pictures of rotting limbs and bare bones turn up in medical publications. The 2013 Dutch case report by pharmacist Marieke Roskam-Kwint and colleagues at the hospital Gelderse Vallei in Ede recycle stills from a Dutch newscast, that in turn lifted them from an unspecified YouTube video. Two out of five pictures used by Emanuele A. Alves and his international research team to illustrate the effects of krokodil in their article in *Forensic Science International* are sourced to news sites (*International Business Times*, Elmanana.com.mx), one was even taken from a Namibian web forum.

Studying krokodil use in Russia and the Ukraine, Jean-Paul C. Grund and his fellow addiction scholars, Alisher Latypov and Magdalena Harris, belong to the minority of researchers who use YouTube videos and news sources with due caution and in addition to other sources of information, such as consultations with NGO representatives in the region investigated. Given the dearth of ethnographic fieldwork among krokodil users, other sources of information may be necessary to fill the gaps.

**Conclusion: The Danger of Off-the-Shelf Metaphors**

Stories about the novel drug krokodil are made up of familiar elements from preceding drug scares, but take them one step further. The images are even more horrific, the contributions of the vernacular, the journalistic and the academic even harder to distinguish. The knee-jerk employment of the term zombie, to pick out one of the most salient elements of krokodil discourse, has been criticised before, albeit not in the context of vernacular and institutional hybridity.

In the CNN newscast quoted earlier, an American doctor who has treated patients with krokodil-like symptoms says: ‘It’s a zombie drug. I mean that literally, it kills you from the inside out.’ Strictly speaking, this is apt, because any toxic or infected substance that is injected or ingested could be said to kill you from the inside. However, the word zombie also conjures up the image of the flesh-eating ghouls who devour people from the outside in. The zombie epithet conflates the drug and the addict, and in the process turns the addict into a cannibal threat to humankind.
The zombie label evokes the threat of violence, but in fact even the most garish news stories do not portray these addicts as violent. ‘Krokodil’ connotes violence, but its first victims are the addicts themselves. The monster metaphor is force-fitted onto a category of persons who risk becoming the victims of (state) violence themselves. Several researchers have argued that the horrendous bodily decay associated with krokodil use is the consequence of persecution and poor health care: police harassment and discrimination, maltreatment in medical facilities and lack of needle exchange or methadone replacement programmes push drug addicts towards the most dangerous kinds of home-brewed opioids. These explanations in terms of drug and health policy effects have been largely ignored by the news media and only gained some traction during the backlash at the end of 2013, when the krokodil epidemic did not materialise on US soil, for example Newsweek, 28 October 2013: ‘Krokodil Concerns Lack Teeth’.

The zombie metaphor does not inevitably support a political and law enforcement agenda that dehumanises drug addicts and can even be used as an excuse for lethal police violence. In fact, zombie talk and zombie walks have been hailed by social critics as instruments to subvert the hegemony of neoliberal discourse and consumer culture. Recalling its origin as a Haitian slave, the zombie has also been used as a symbol for capitalist and colonial exploitation. The banking crisis has generated a wave of zombie enthusiasm, for example Occupy Wall Street protesters dressing up as zombie bankers.

Krokodil addicts, however, who are predominantly represented as monstrous and alien, have few allies. Vernacular discourse about the drug sometimes hints at conspiracies: ‘They are trying to make zombies a reality, through drugs, this is their test subject. First bath salt now this. They are seriously attempting to create a zombie apocalypse, I know I sound silly, but that’s what we’re headed for’. These suspicions have not developed into a full-fledged counter-narrative, similar to the conspiracy allegations of CIA involvement in the crack crisis in black neighbourhoods.

Krokodil discourse does not appeal to solidarity with fellow humans, but to xenophobic and nationalist fears of a threat to the body politic. The zombie hordes are coming: ‘Krokodil In Nogales: Mexican Officials Report Flesh-Eating Drug In City Near Arizona Border’ (Huffington Post, 2 June 2014); ‘Has Krokodil, the Flesh-Eating Street Drug, Made Its Way to the UK?’ (Vice.com, 2 October 2013); ‘EXCLUSIVE: The sisters who are the first proof that Russian flesh-eating “cannibal” drug Krokodil IS in the U.S.’ (Mail Online, 5 October 2013); ‘Krokodil In Canada: Deadly,

The story does not end here: new ‘worst drugs ever’ keep being introduced on a frequent basis. In 2015, news media discovered a fresh novelty drug that ticks all the boxes. Flakka, or Alpha-PVP, is imported into the US from China, is said to be more addictive than crystal meth and to cause zombie-like behaviour (The Times, 12 June 2015: ‘Florida swamped with Chinese “zombie” drug’). Flakka is ‘nicknamed “$5 insanity” and notorious for triggering . . . violent, naked sprees’ (New York Times, 23 June 2015). The drug’s unique selling point – for journalists, at least – is that it reportedly gives its users ‘superhuman strength’, which may very well prime the use of excessive force to subdue them. In 2017, Manchester and other UK cities suffered a ‘zombie spice addicts plague’ (The Independent, 11 April 2017). One year later, Stoke-on-Trent was coping with the synthetic drug Monkey Dust. According to one police officer, restraining users was like ‘dealing with someone who thinks they are the Incredible Hulk’.

The vernacular, according to Howard, ‘can act to support or contest the institutional, and often it does a little of both’. In the case of krokodil, it mostly supported the institutional appraisal of the issue. Krokodil addicts have primarily been constructed as Others. Their metamorphosis from humans into monsters, this analysis suggests, was as much discursive as it was drug-induced. In traditional Haitian folklore, zombies are victims first: a magical drug has robbed them of their agency, transforming them into undead slaves. The zombie metaphors of contemporary drug scare rhetoric, however, downplay their victimhood, representing them instead, George Romero-style, as subhuman cannibals.
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‘Preparedness 101: Zombie Pandemic’ and the Ebola Scare
How the CDC’s Use of Zombie Pop Culture Helped Fan a Nationalist Outbreak Narrative

Sara Polak

FROM 2011 TO 2015 the American Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) ran an emergency preparedness campaign targeting young adults, called ‘Preparedness 101: Zombie Pandemic’. The campaign used the zombie hype – at a highpoint in 2011 since the airing of the television series of *The Walking Dead* in the fall of 2010 – as a vehicle to encourage citizens to think about their own disaster preparedness.¹ The campaign had a few main elements: a website and a blog around the theme of preparing for the ‘zombie apocalypse’, and most notably: a ‘graphic novel’, disseminated online.² In comic strip form, the CDC narrated a pandemic outbreak of a zombie virus, instructing young adults what to have ready and what to do in the case of a zombie attack, ‘or a real disaster’ as the site repeatedly stresses.³

Toward the end of the period in which the campaign was active, a real disaster did happen, albeit on a different continent: there was an outbreak of the Ebola virus in West Africa (primarily in Ivory Coast, Liberia and...
Sierra Leone). Although this was obviously, from a US American point of view, a faraway crisis, a few cases occurred within the United States in the fall of 2014, sparking a veritable Ebola scare in American media, particularly across social media platforms. These two events – the CDC zombie preparedness campaign and the Ebola panic – may seem entirely separate, but on closer inspection they are eerily linked. The Ebola outbreak was employed politically, among others by Donald Trump, to advocate for isolationism and border closures. Social media responses suggest that the CDC, however unintentionally, encouraged and sanctioned this specific reaction through its zombie pandemic comic campaign.

To grasp the subtle mechanism that underlies effects like this one, Steve Shaviro addresses the cultural role zombies take on in representations of ‘capitalist monstrosity’, concluding that zombies ‘present the “human face” of capitalist monstrosity’ because they ‘are the dregs of humanity’. This idea that zombies represent the gory outliers of humanity is taken up by Gerry Canavan, who uses it as a starting point for his argument that ‘the evocation of the zombie conjures not solidarity but racial panic’. This is what both the CDC, presumably inadvertently, and many participants in the ‘Ebola scare’ across social media platforms, share: they allow for fantasies of zombification (whether or not explicitly linked to Ebola or another ‘real disaster’) to bleed over into racial panic about infestation and infection by the other. As Canavan notes: ‘The audience for zombie narrative, after all, never imagines itself to be zombified; zombies are always other people, which is to say they are Other people, which is to say they are people who are not quite people at all.’ A similar dynamic quickly evolved in responses to the COVID-19 crisis: a division was made between lives that need to be protected at all cost and lives that are put to the service of that aim and are more expendable. One of the global triggers for the massive #BlackLivesMatter protests following George Floyd’s murder, may have been the painfully black-and-white quality of this division, in the US and elsewhere. This article analyses how the cultural type of the zombie as employed in the CDC comic has impacted how Americans have understood the Ebola epidemic, which in turn has affected popular responses to the crisis.

The CDC comic’s narrative is in many ways straightforward. A young white couple, Julie and Todd, watch a scary movie. Julie goes to bed; Todd, and their dog Max, stick around to watch more horror movies. Todd sees a newsflash about a worrying virus outbreak, and decides to put together an emergency kit. This turns out to be extremely fortunate,
because it becomes clear in the hours afterwards that a dangerous zombie virus is spreading rapidly. The couple is confronted by their neighbour, an elderly woman who has turned into a zombie, and after a few days of staying locked in their house, they decide to flee to the nearby Safe Zone. Meanwhile researchers at the CDC in Atlanta quickly, and in excellent communication and work spirit, research the virus and create a vaccine, which they have produced and distributed to the Safe Zones. Throughout, standard tropes of zombie narratives come up, such as the escape from the house, by car, with zombies hammering on the windshield, and the arrival at the Safe Zone at a moment when the car has just run out of gas. At the very end, as Todd and Julie congratulate each other on the arrival of the vaccines, the Safe Zone is overrun by zombies – yet another staple of zombie popular culture. At this point, Todd, who has fallen asleep in front of the television, wakes up from his bad dream. Of course, however, he once again starts to compile an emergency kit. This is the comic’s explicit moral: all American families should have a regularly checked emergency kit ready in case disaster strikes, for example in the form of a virus pandemic.

It is easy to dismiss comics like this one as merely an information leaflet, thinly veiled as entertainment. It is information packaged as entertainment, as the CDC also says on the accompanying website. The narrative follows a classic zombie apocalypse script. Because of this predictability and the undisguised advice about preparedness and emergency kits, this remains unmistakably a piece of public health communication. However, this text merits serious reading as popular culture, because despite being promotional material from a federal agency, it does, in its careful adoption of the form and conventions of a regular popular cultural text, show something about that culture from a federal agency’s point of view. Knowingly or not, the text plays into a dynamic of dehumanising victims of epidemics. This dynamic was evolving around the Ebola crisis during the same years, spurred on via social media, the rising 'Alt-Right', and Donald Trump.

The original intention of the campaign had been to engage new audiences by aligning with their interests:

Wonder why Zombies, Zombie Apocalypse, and Zombie Preparedness continue to live or walk dead on a CDC web site? As it turns out what first began as a tongue in cheek campaign to engage new audiences with preparedness messages has proven to be a very effective platform. We continue to reach and engage a wide variety of audiences on all hazards preparedness via Zombie Preparedness.
Clearly, it is a way of reaching new audiences with ‘all hazards preparedness’ – which presumably aims to reach everyone – and apparently it works. The website does not make explicit how this has been measured, but it has clearly been deemed ‘very effective’ in reaching ‘a wide variety of audiences’.

As noted, many cultural objects that are (or dovetail on) popular culture are worth studying because of their very triviality, through which they ‘give away’ something about the culture in which they exist. Some of these points are obvious and unsurprising. Throughout the story, for instance, a heteronormative, white, able-bodied and middle-class character is visible. Their specifically gendered white middle-class representation of Americanness includes a response to the crisis that is just the ‘correct’ balance of prudent yet willing to take risks, and self-reliant yet trustful of authority and science. Todd’s ability to quickly gather an emergency kit, and their alert response to their infected neighbour, reflects the shape the CDC expects civilians’ disaster preparedness to take. It goes without saying that the couple’s dog Max will accompany them to the CDC’s Safe Zone, and there is a procedure in place to check the dog’s health as well as the humans’, after which all are equally welcome.

But the comic also reflects, and reproduces, more unusual troubling aspects of the dominant culture in which it ‘continue[s] to live or walk dead’. Given the specific shape anxiety sparked by actual epidemics tends to take, particularly in the US, the CDC’s use of the zombie figure as a placeholder for any virus outbreak or other disaster is troubling. As is argued elsewhere in this book, mediated words and images can themselves form a metaphorical virus with effects that have a very real impact in people’s lives. The CDC’s zombie comic did nothing to assuage the fear of Ebola in the US, but instead sparked the notion that a popular cultural zombie scenario was in some sense like the Ebola epidemic. In what sense precisely, and what the implications of such a similarity might be, was negotiated in various ways. However, the basic idea, coming from a federal body, that the Ebola outbreak in West Africa has something to do with twenty-first-century American zombie fantasies, constitutes a frame that in fact helped the newly minted Alt-Right in the US in 2014–15 formulate its core message of othering and exclusion.

The comic and the responses to the Ebola epidemic together closely follow the trajectory Canavan describes in his analysis of zombies as quintessential racial threat, also from the perspective of the State:
One of the ways the State apparatus builds the sorts of ‘preaccomplished’ subjects it needs is precisely through the construction of a racial binary in which the (white) citizen-subject is opposed against nonwhite life, bare life, zombie life – that anti-life which is always inimically and hopelessly Other, which must always be kept quarantined, if not actively eradicated and destroyed.\(^9\)

The white heterosexual young Judy and Todd and their dog, clearly embody the ‘preaccomplished subjects’ that Canavan refers to, and the comic can be seen as a kind of state apparatus that constructs ‘a racial binary in which the (white) citizen-subject is opposed against nonwhite life, bare life, zombie life’. As soon as the Ebola epidemic became global news, some users commented on Twitter on the CDC’s eerie prefiguration of that epidemic in its comic. The same happened following the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. This specific concretisation of the metaphor was of course not the CDC’s intention, but it had nonetheless come to embody this function of ‘State apparatus’, which employed narrative to protect its constituents, othering ‘nonwhite’ life in the process. In this chapter I will use conceptual metaphor theory to understand how thinking about one thing in terms of another – the Ebola epidemic in term of zombie culture – affects how the former was politicised on US social media.

Representing Ebola

Marouf Hasian Jr in *Representing Ebola* (2016) gives various examples of popular films and other texts, such as the Hollywood movie *Contagion* (Steven Soderbergh, 2011), that simultaneously tell fictional stories about contagious disease, and ‘served as an “infomercial promoting specific national and international agencies while encouraging specific behavior from the public”’.\(^{10}\) Thus, there was a cultural context in which reality and fiction were often difficult to distinguish, and fiction was used to influence behaviour in the real world. In that context, for a federal body to represent a disease outbreak as a zombie apocalypse logically sets the stage for understanding an actual disease epidemic as a horror story, for consumption by American audiences. The commodification implicit in using a zombie apocalypse as a cautionary tale to entertainingly prepare civilians for a disease outbreak, creates a specific exclusionary narrative frame. This frame offers American civilians an already familiar narrative frame in which to
understand real epidemics: not as a collective threat to humanity, but as an attack from actors which have already lost their humanity as a result of being (potentially) infected, and which must in terms of narrative justice be quenched and subjected, in the interest of all involved.

Chapter 6 of that book, ‘Anticipating the Ebola Apocalypse and American Mediascapes’, opens with the key point that ‘Government authorities, public health officials, and journalists who talk and write about the spread of infectious diseases have a difficult time drawing that mythic line that is supposed to exist between providing citizens with adequate warnings and creating moral panic’. Hasian offers ample evidence of this idea in attending to the Ebola epidemic of 2013–15, and clearly shows how many television producers and book authors of journalistic and fictional works on contagious diseases became ‘Ebola specialists’ in the media. Although the CDC of course comes up in this context, and although Hasian through referring to the ‘Ebola Apocalypse’ himself introduces discourse from zombie studies, he does not explicitly comment on either the CDC’s own crossovers with popular cultural representation of viral diseases, nor does he make the link between Ebola and apocalyptic monsters in the cultural imaginary. Representing Ebola does not focus specifically on social media representations of Ebola.

A contagious virus, with horrific lethal symptoms, Ebola quickly came to be perceived as an acute threat to public health and national security, both in US mainstream media and online. Ebola already had a place in the American imagination, premediated by age-old plague narratives, mediations of the HIV/AIDS outbreak in the 1980s, and previous Ebola outbreaks. Narrative contexts in which to frame concrete news of the epidemic abounded in American popular culture, in which contagious disease is often the driving theme, providing suspense through its invisible yet threatening nature, and fascination for its gruesome symptoms. The spectral nature of a pandemic – it is powerful but cannot be seen – and its entertainment value, are particularly traceable in zombie narratives, presumably because they are the most prolific popular cultural representations of othering contagion. Defined in modern popular culture by their non-humanity, zombies’ main menace lies in their ability to infect humans, transforming them into their own bleak, dangerous and immoral kind. As such, zombie films provide a ready-made frame of reference in which to understand the Ebola epidemic. This interpretation of Ebola as a zombie virus was quickly developed in the straight-to-DVD movie Ebola Zombies.
Ebola on Twitter

I came across the CDC’s zombie preparedness comic when I was researching the metaphors US American social media users (particularly on Twitter) most commonly employed when they posted about the Ebola epidemic of 2013–15. In my Twitter research I have aggregated about 309,000 US American tweets that mentioned ‘Ebola’ from 28 September to 5 October 2014, the week following the discovery of the first case in the US, and 183,000 from 23–29 October 2014. This was done using T-CAT, a tool that captures randomly about 1 per cent of the ‘full firehose’ of tweets. Because the Twitter API (application programming interface) does not allow for collecting historical Twitter data, I had to rely on existing databases of historical tweets. I used a T-CAT database that contains tweets including the word ‘Africa’. As a result all selected tweets include both ‘Ebola’ and ‘Africa’. Following this, I sorted them on the basis of other words they used. There are a couple of obvious themes to be discerned within the collection of other words that ‘Ebola’ tweets use, including ‘zombies’ – that is, tweets that use both ‘Ebola’ and ‘zombie’. It is hard to establish precisely what percentage of tweets that mention ‘Ebola’ also include the word ‘zombie’, because the sample is selectively limited by the fact that all these tweets also include the word ‘Africa’. Nonetheless, even within this specific sample there are thousands of tweets that use both ‘Ebola’ and ‘zombie’. It is important to consider this specific genre of responses to the Ebola epidemic together with the CDC’s comic about a zombie outbreak, as a warning for disease outbreaks, because such connections are culturally very easily made. The number of tweets referring to the Ebola outbreak as a ‘zombie’ attack/outbreak/apocalypse shows that the connection was indeed often made.

There were various memes, no doubt mostly in jest – although, as I will discuss, no less troubling because of that – which posed as news of Ebola victims who had arisen from the dead. This link, in the context of pop culture and classical outbreak narratives, is all too obvious. Ebola easily lends itself to being imagined as a zombie virus. It has gruesome effects on the affected body and spreads quickly, though probably less quickly than the visceral fascination its gory aspect arouses. Ebola shares many other aspects with cultural imaginations of zombie viruses. For one thing, Ebola affects black bodies primarily, and zombies have a notorious historical link to African enslaved people, dispossessed and turned into a mindless, but threatening horde. The fact that both are conceptualised as
highly contagious viruses also shapes their supposed similarity. In ‘Metaphors We Live By’, linguists Lakoff and Johnson have shown that through conceptual metaphors, pre-existing mental images can structure linguistic expressions and basic cognitive routes. In an extension of that theory, Thibodeau and Boroditsky explore how the choice of conceptual metaphor structures reasoning, by comparing participants’ responses to a text about crime in a city, framed in different metaphors, for instance as a ‘beast preying on’ the city (animal metaphor) or a ‘virus infecting’ the city (disease metaphor). They conclude that animal metaphors are correlated with more repressive measures, while disease metaphors correlate with measures that provide care. To think of Ebola victims through the metaphor of zombies – monsters of sorts – presumably affects the nature of responses, in the direction of repressing or excluding the affected.

Priscilla Wald has extensively theorised the cultural and political implications of the virus metaphor, coining among others the term ‘outbreak narrative’, to think through the narratives of communicable disease outbreaks as related by media and other involved actors. One important aspect, Wald notes, is that outbreak narratives can be more infectious metaphorically than the actual virus whose spread they narrate, and also that outbreak narratives must be treated as stories that affect ‘which social structures and whose beliefs, poverty, prejudices, and personalities become the focus of analysis, as well as who is included in the “we” who might have been better off had the virus not been identified’. The metaphors and ensuing narrative units (narremes) driving outbreak narratives are clearly influential and ideologically charged, and will usually focus on the interests not of the virus’s victims, but of those presumably threatened by virus carriers.

Although her book *Contagious: Cultures, Carriers, and the Outbreak Narrative* was published in 2008, well before the large 2013–15 West-African Ebola outbreak occurred, and just before social media were used widely enough to be useful to researchers in providing an impression of how groups of people responded to the threat online, Wald discusses the mythological aspects of the Ebola virus based on earlier outbreaks. The Ebola-specific outbreak narratives Wald attends to clearly tend towards treating Ebola as a zombie-like virus, more so than other outbreak narratives. Richard Preston also clearly invokes zombie discourse to describe the Ebola virus in his journalistic account *The Hot Zone* (1995). Here Ebola is ‘a dweller in blood’ and a virus that ‘can seem neither quite alive nor quite unalive’.
Ebola is a viral disease with gruesome bodily symptoms that in 2013–15 affected mainly black people, whose contagiousness could easily be framed as focused on turning presumably mainly white Americans into their own abject kind. This often obviously racist narrative found fertile soil as a result of ages of premeditation through narratives of monstrous virus spreaders. This type of narrative has a long history in the American cultural imagination, particularly with regard to enslaved, dispossessed and wounded Africans, who, in the Haitian voodoo tradition, were cast, and conceived of themselves, as zombie-like wanderers. Most tweeted zombie metaphors employed to talk or joke about Ebola are white-supremacist, or clearly tend in that direction. They do not interact primarily with the actual circumstances of the Ebola outbreak, but with pre-existing narrative traditions and cultural preconceptions. They closely stick to the schema Sarah Lauro has outlined in her consideration of ‘zombie runs’, which are ‘geared to the participant who identifies not with the living dead but with the human who must outrun the zombie horde’.22

This claim, that American pop culture and politics are invested in the idea that American citizens are having to outrun a zombie horde, is clearly echoed in other areas of popular discourse. A great deal of Ebola discourse on Twitter, and zombie discourse that pertained to the fear of Ebola entering or spreading in the United States, revolved around running from the horde of carriers, supposedly eager to spread their disease. In such tweets one observes a classical replay of the Patient Zero narrative Wald outlines. In Patient Zero narratives, the first identified case of a disease outbreak is cast as a malignant actor who is consciously infecting others with their disease. For instance, as one famous user tweeted on 15 October 2014 ‘Screw Thomas Duncan for lying on a medical evaluation and entering the U.S. after knowingly having direct contact with numerous Ebola victims’. The patient is named, shamed, criminalised, and assumed to have acted intentionally to infect others. Thus ‘Patient Zero’, in the case of actual disease scares, allows for the construction of a ‘narrative of survival’ as we know it from contemporary zombie fiction. Of course, even if the narrative of healthy people fighting the disease through ‘escaping’ super-spreaders is usually presented as a case of necessary self-protection, it is also a narrative that justifies exclusion. Patient Zero’s presumed evil intentions are instrumental in legitimising this step. The popularity of narratives of ‘outrunning the zombie horde’ aligns with the construction of and animosity towards Patient Zero figures.
From my sample of tweets that use ‘Ebola’ and ‘Zombie’ it is difficult to pick out the most ‘representative’ examples. But based on the thousands of tweets that use both words (in the actual tweet itself, not the user name, biography or other paratext) included in my sample, I conclude that in most cases the tweets are ‘jokes’ that play on the fascination with zombies, and the combination of that fascination with the objectification of actual victims of the Ebola virus. Many tweets for instance include an obvious hoax containing an image of a black zombie, adapted from a still taken from *World War Z* (2013). Those tweets come with texts such as ‘Africa Confirms 3rd #Ebola Victim Rises From the Dead, Releases Picture of First “Ebola Zombie” Captured’ or ‘Liberia Turns Into Zombie Movie as 2 Ebola Victims Supposedly Rise from the Dead’. While those messages are often clearly hoaxes, and indeed an article that explained that it was a hoax was itself highly popular, it gives a sense of the way in which zombie fascination, as well as images from zombie movies, are linked to and shape the imagination of Ebola in online popular culture. In terms of Richard Grusin’s notion of premediation, a great deal of recent zombie discourse as offered in movies such as *Contagion* or *World War Z*, actually prepared US dominant culture for the reception of an Ebola outbreak in those terms. Arguably, the CDC’s *Preparedness 101: Zombie Pandemic* acted as a government-sanctioned version of that premediation.

Such processes of premediation are always already politically charged. Tweets that tickle readers with the similarities between Ebola and an enduring popular cultural favourite confirm what Lauro and Wald have argued: the subject position in both the outbreak narrative and the concomitant zombie fantasy is reserved for the people running away from it; the victims or zombies are objects made to stare at. Beyond that, this type of imagery and the anxiety and visceral responses they excite, have been employed politically to disrupt. Social media expressions of often anonymous, under-the-radar users spread these messages, seemingly in order to spur distrust and antagonism in US American society.

One particular, non-anonymous, but loudly heard Twitter voice in this chorus was that of Donald Trump – not yet at the time a presidential candidate. This account was of course both amplified strongly, and it is representative of a common US American response to the epidemic. In September 2014, when a Liberian tourist was diagnosed with Ebola in Texas, the disease moved to the forefront of attention in American politics, news and social media. Donald Trump bought into the Patient Zero
Myth, by tweeting: ‘The Ebola patient who came into our country knew exactly what he was doing. Came into contact with over 100 people. Here we go – I told you so!’ Trump implies that the patient did, in a real-life performance of the zombie scenario, maliciously travel to the US to meet as many as possible in order to spread the disease.

Trump sent out around a hundred tweets about Ebola in that same period, often stressing the importance of protecting the US border in order to keep out Ebola, and deriding Obama for ‘allowing’ the disease to affect the US (‘President Obama has a personal responsibility to visit & embrace all people in the US who contract Ebola!’, 15 October 2014). In doing so, Trump created and contributed to a hype on social media that was clearly intended to disrupt support to affected regions, and international diplomatic and other processes, foreshadowing the America First mentality that has since become a key element of US politics. As I have argued elsewhere, the Ebola scare, like other social media storms (e.g. around Gamergate, and the Birther movement) can be seen as events through which Donald Trump and the collectives now considered part of the Alt-Right – often actually conjured up as a result of such social media storms – found their voice on social media. As such, the criminalisation and zombification of Ebola victims, be it as a joke or as a Trumpian allegation, particularly organised around alleged illegal border-crossing, can itself be seen as a prefiguration of the Trump presidency. Medially, social network sites are the places where Alt-Right communities have been forged and grown, and, ideologically, the particular narrative of Ebola victims infecting the country from the inside is easily linked both to earlier notions of the ‘enemy within’. That enemy (usually the left) allegedly infected American society and corrupted it from within. This narrative fits with the conservative perception of Ebola as primarily a threat for the US, which Obama – as part-African himself – did not sufficiently protect the American people from.

In the early days of the COVID-19 outbreak in the US, too, Trump, by then US president nearing the end of his first term, pounced on the opportunity to frame a Patient Zero – this time not an individual, but ‘the Chinese’ in general – as malignant and guilty. Trump’s framing of the coronavirus as a ‘Chinese virus’ fits his previous eagerness to stress Ebola’s exotic origins. Trump’s eagerness to blow up the fear of Ebola in 2014, under Obama, is diametrically opposed to his fervour in 2020 to deny the seriousness of COVID-19. However, the basic reflex to interpret this as a reason to ‘stop flights’ and otherwise block routes that might carry
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non-American or non-white people into the US, is the same – as is the 
desire to portray the CDC as inadequate and untrustworthy. Nonetheless,
the metaphors and images that the CDC employed in its zombie prepar-
edness campaign, fit strangely comfortably with Trump’s binary discourse,
which seems itself inherited from a fantasy universe.

CDC and *The Walking Dead*

The CDC’s *Zombie Pandemic* comic conforms both with Lauro’s claim
that we now identify with those outrunning the zombie horde, at least
in the case of some though not all zombie others, and also with Trump’s
posing as such in response to Ebola. In establishing how the comic relates
to the Ebola epidemic, it is important to evaluate its place among similar
cultural texts, and to understand how it interacts with the emergence
of the social media sphere as a space in which political constituencies
take shape.

Generally speaking, the CDC’s graphic novel seems highly aware of
its own mediality and interaction with popular culture: it is because of the
horror movies that Todd presumably has his zombie apocalypse dream,
with a stock ending of being overrun by a horde of zombies, and Julie
and Todd get their information about what is going on through radio and
television, but their basic knowledge of zombie ontology, as well as disease
outbreaks, comes apparently from popular culture, like the horror movies
they watch. The dream framework effectively stresses that the comic’s core
narrative is a remediation of popular zombie culture. It only takes on the
characteristics of a premediation when an actual disease outbreak in the
real world is understood in the context of that pre-existing story. That
this did happen, with this particular comic, is shown in tweets like: ‘CDC
provided Ebola info in 2011: CDC – Blogs – Public Health Matters – Pre-
paredness 101: Zombie Ap... – @CDCemergency http://blogs.cdc.gov/
publichealthmatters/2011/05/preparedness-101-zombie-apocalypse/’.31
Of course this is a joke, but the point that the CDC’s fictional zombie
outbreak is directly applicable to the Ebola outbreak works because it can
be taken to imply that the CDC extradites Ebola victims from humanity
and shifts them to zombie status.

Furthermore, the comic premediates potential real outbreaks in
the sense that it wants to portray and put right the public’s idea of the
CDC’s real policies and the workings of federal emergency response in
general, compared to the fictional imagination that *The Walking Dead* and others put forward. This is true even if the material is also to some extent ironic and self-conscious, explicitly dovetailing on the success of *The Walking Dead* and intended to be cool, and interact with popular culture, at a time when the popularity of *The Walking Dead*, as well as other zombie franchises, were peaking. Arguably, the CDC had to do something around the zombie hype, in part because in the first season of *The Walking Dead* the CDC’s headquarters in Atlanta is the setting of the final two episodes, and the centre plays a crucial role in the narrative, and also in the narrative of other contemporary movies, such as *Contagion* (2011).

As Timothy Melley argues in *The Covert Sphere: Secrecy, Fiction, and the National Security State*, American citizens do not have much access to the operations of US federal services, and therefore rely on fiction to shape their imagination of these agencies. Melley studies cases of national security agencies, which actually operate largely in secret. As such, cultural texts that offer a sense of how secret services work, like spy movies, and television series such as *Homeland*, *The Americans* and *24*, are most clearly within the scope of his analysis. For most citizens to get a sense of the workings of the CIA or the FBI, they need those films and series, and, as a result, the fictional cinematic texts operate in lieu of journalistic storytelling.

Although the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention do not occupy the position of a federal service without regular democratic transparency that is specific to secret services, Melley’s claim that fictional representation is the main avenue towards shaping a popular imagination available to the general public, does also extend to the CDC. Even though it is not part of the spectacle of secrecy that Melley associates with the intelligence services, it does offer a kind of spectacle of incomprehensibility in Giorgio Agamben’s sense. The CDC’s work is both fascinating and scientific, and specialised enough to invite clichés of brilliant scientists who do incomprehensible science in a hyper-technological setting, to save the country and world from threats the rest of us could hardly have imagined. *The Walking Dead*’s portrayal of the CDC in the first season largely buys into that image. It portrays science as completely incomprehensible to ‘normal’ people, and the brilliant-yet-morose white male scientist in charge of all this, as teetering on the brink of madness. The series’ main characters are caught with him in the agency’s headquarters. Both the group of survivors led by Rick Grimes (Andrew Lincoln) and
Dr Edwin Jenner, the scientist (Noah Emmerich), embody the prototypical pre-accomplished – white – subjects that the fictional State in the series sets out to protect. Almost to their own detriment, since it is practically impossible to leave the building. This protection from infestation by the other, even to one’s own detriment, is presented as a rational endgame choice from the perspective of the CDC – if there is nobody left to responsibly take charge of the centre, it should not exist.

This type of imagination of how the CDC works, and how it would work in a situation of irrevocable and overwhelming disaster, is closely aligned to what one would expect on the basis of Melley’s analysis of the workings of fictional representations of federal agencies like the CIA or the FBI. It is understandable, then, that the CDC, which can be more transparent about its workings and which has a concrete stake in being trusted in its communication with the public, wants to offer its own impression of what it is doing, and what it would do in dystopic future scenarios. After all, the image *The Walking Dead* offers is perhaps not anti-science, but it does capitalise on the supposedly inscrutable nature of scientific research, and on fantasies about mutually exclusive interests of individuals and the population as a whole, which also come into play, for example, in the debate about vaccination programmes for children.

This is, as the vaccination debate shows, a dispute that easily transforms into either exaggerated reverence, or mistrust, and even outright rejection of science.

Like the secret services for security, the CDC is understandably regarded as an agency involved on the one hand in inaccessible research, and on the other in the opaque, even manipulative, machinations of managing public health. One obvious reason to mistrust it is that it does not only fight disease and work to improve public health, it also is in charge of communicating about this. As doing that can directly influence public health, particularly in the context of contagious diseases and the contagion of mass anxiety, there is a logical potential for duplicity in its communication. The fear here, presumably, would be that it can be good from the CDC’s point of view not to create panic, for instance in a country receiving people from a geographical region affected by a contagious disease, when for individuals in the receiving area panic could be justified, because to them there is a risk involved. It is understandable, then, that agencies like the CDC both have a strong presence in fictional narratives, and also, that they are easily integrated in conspiracy theories of ‘deep government’ that falsely reassures ‘the people’.
Conclusion

Particularly after the portrayal in the first season of *The Walking Dead*, it made communicative and narrative sense, that the CDC – which gets its public image more from popular fiction featuring the centre than from its own often invisible work – chose to offer its own take on how to prepare for, and battle, the zombie apocalypse. To do so in the form of a graphic novella pays tribute to the origins of *The Walking Dead*, which of course originally is a black-and-white comic, created and written by Robert Kirkman, which first came out in 2003. Moreover, by presenting preparedness advice in the form of a comic strip, it is possible to combine a high degree of accessibility of information with entertainment value. Whereas the majority of public health advice texts are perceived as dry or boring, the graphic novella form increases the chances of engaging a young audience.

The comic obviously has good intentions in its effort to rewrite the story of a zombie epidemic so as to give a sense of how civilians and the CDC would or should act. However, in doing so, it also strengthens the pre-existing metaphor by which people are turned into ‘zombies’ through Ebola and other contagious diseases that affect black people in the first place. The CDC is a federal agency, dedicated to research and applying the power of science in emergency public health situations. While I do not think readers take the threat of a zombie apocalypse as presented in the comic too seriously, the mental connection is nonetheless reinforced, and to some extent officially authorised.

Social media responses to the Ebola epidemic of 2013–15 show how the CDC’s use of the zombie metaphor is actually problematic, in light of the Ebola ‘scare’ in the United States, which erupted, mainly, on social media platforms. Hasian’s discussion of Arjun Appadurai’s ‘mediascapes’ and ‘ideoscapes’ as they evolved in the unfolding of the Ebola epidemic, show how American popular culture in a sense premediated the Ebola epidemic, so that it was, when it occurred, already highly present, both as a narrative and in terms of images, in the US American imagination.33 Where Hasian attended in detail to films that represent Ebola and other virus outbreaks, and to television and other traditional news media’s framing of the epidemic, I have additionally explored the dynamics in which Ebola was specifically connected to zombie discourse and narratives in the specific process of ‘going viral’ online.

Although the pun here is of course intentional – and there are many alluring opportunities – I have tried to be as literal and un-metaphorical as I
can, because I want to argue that the conceptual metaphors used to describe the Ebola epidemic, particularly online, but elsewhere too, are key to understanding the fascination and scare surrounding the Ebola epidemic. This can be seen for instance in the popular notion of the ‘Ebola apocalypse’ Hasian refers to, and the metaphor – ‘Ebola patient IS zombie’ – seems to play a central role in ensuring the fascination of American audiences, both to news and social media references to the epidemic. The same fascination with zombies is employed, clearly, by the ‘Preparedness 101: Zombie Pandemic’ campaign to inform the public about preparedness for real disease outbreaks or other hazards. The many tweets that have jokingly noted that the Zombie campaign was the CDC’s disguised preparation for the Ebola epidemic, show how easily the equation can be reversed to ‘Zombie IS Ebola patient’.

However, while the comic seems to engage critically to some extent with its own role in society and the agencies and institutions that usually shape the CDC in the cultural imaginary, the campaign also misses important points. For one thing, the decision to allow the website to ‘live or walk dead’ after the campaign’s ending, has implied that, in the wake of the 2013–15 Ebola epidemic, the graphic novel suddenly revived, but in a way in which it was not intended. Although the link between Ebola victims and zombies is obviously made by many regardless of the Zombie Pandemic preparedness comic, those who were aware of it could easily attribute meaning to the coincidence so that it became a premediation of the actual epidemic, or rather of the way the Ebola scare played out in the USA. This was further enabled by the fact that a disease scare produced by hardly any actual victims on American soil remained an outbreak narrative rather than an actual outbreak.

Clearly, the CDC understands, at least on some level, and plays with the force of the zombie metaphor. The joke about Zombie Preparedness ‘living or walking dead on a CDC website’ wittily links the key characteristic of zombies to one of the central issues around online communication: do you leave it online even if it is no longer current or relevant? It might seem an inconsequential issue, and as a researcher of course I am glad that it has been left online, but ironically, the zombie metaphor here can be carried further than was probably foreseen. The campaign came back to life as a result of the resonances with the Ebola epidemic in a now-malignant form, often both criticising the CDC and dehumanising potential Ebola victims.

Thus, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have been naïve in assuming that the zombie metaphor could be harmless. The cultural discourse and narratives that this metaphor plays into in a social media
context are heavily ideologically inflected with racism and nativism, as Priscilla Wald has shown for outbreak narratives in general. When coming from the CDC, phrases like ‘The rise of zombies in pop culture has given credence to the idea that a zombie apocalypse could happen’ have a self-fulfilling quality. Of course, no actual zombie apocalypse could happen, but the fact that the CDC is hypothetically addressing it facilitates and legitimates the metaphor. The ideological interests and desires that underlie the fascination with hordes of undead aliens, out to infect ‘us’ with their abject condition, are unaccounted for, but were quickly picked up by Donald Trump and early exponents of the nascent Alt-Right. The zombie metaphor in this context is a medially attractive way to dehumanise real victims. And Ebola as a disfiguring viral disease already has a history of being discursively linked to horror and zombies. On Twitter, the comic came to be an obvious reference point for how ‘even the government’ knew that the Ebola epidemic was really a zombie attack. Of course, this was mostly done in jest, but that does not make it innocent or harmless. As such, the CDC with its ‘playful’ campaign to warn Americans to be prepared for outbreaks and other disasters, presumably accidentally, played into a popular cultural fascination with Ebola that was politically actively used by others to fan the flame of xenophobia.
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The Zika Virus, Ebola Contagion Narratives and US Obsessions with Securitising Neglected Infectious Diseases

Madison A. Krall, Marouf Hasian Jr and Yvonne Karyn Clark

In this particular chapter we extend the work of Priscilla Wald and others who have written about how the circulation of ‘outbreak narratives’ impact the ways that many social agents write or talk about infectious diseases, including avian flu, H1NI, Ebola and the Zika virus. Within the last several years the World Health Organization (WHO) has had to declare that global communities were having to deal with some ‘public health emergencies of international concern (PHEIC)’.¹ For example, WHO Director-General Margaret Chan recalled the PHEIC for Zika virus infection on 18 November 2016, and on 18 May 2018 the WHO Emergency Committee convened for its first meeting under the International Health Regulations (IHR) to decide whether the most recent Ebola outbreak in the Democratic Republic of the Congo constituted a PHEIC.² Instead of viewing this as reason enough to spend billions of dollars on infrastructures that might help with the prevention, and long-term containment of these diseases, many participants in what we call ‘outbreak
debates’ insisted on finding less costly, emergency preparedness schemes that justified certain types of foreign health interventionism.

It will be our contention that the application of critical ‘praxiological studies’ will put on display the ways that US obsessions with militarising rhetorics and securitising discourses impact infectious disease containment efforts. If, as Michel Foucault once argued, plagues are forms of real or imagined disorders, then it is imperative that we pay attention to the myriad ways that infectious diseases are treated – figuratively and literally – as militarised or ‘bioterrorist’ threats that are linked to disciplines, crimes, memories of contagion, disorders, and living and dying.3

Critical ‘praxiological studies’ are materialist types of studies that illustrate how particular theories are actually put into practice in contentious debates about public health ‘emergency’ or ‘security’ settings. For example, a critical praxiological study might investigate the ideological reasons why US health communities constantly wrote and talked about ‘health security’ and the need to declare ‘war’ on infectious diseases like Ebola, and then proceeded to send troops overseas during the 2014–16 West African outbreak in order to win victories against these microbial enemies or disease vectors. Were American military forces interested in extending their spheres of influence at the same time that they aided Liberians or others who suffered from Ebola?

An example of a critical praxiological study would be when social scientists and humanities scholars study how the circulation of particular interpretations of PHEIC guidelines are used to rationalise interventionism or non-interventionism. Unlike others who might take-for-granted the truth value of claims that are made about infectious diseases, causes or cures, we focus on the ‘truth effects’ that go into the constitutive, co-production of epistemes that become parts of larger ideological formations – what Foucault called a dispositif. Foucault used the term dispositif to refer to the large physical, institutional or administrative apparatuses that are used by social groups or societies to produce and maintain particular knowledge structures – related to Bruno Latour’s object-oriented dingpolitik.4 Priscilla Wald’s notion of outbreak narratives has affinities with our critical commentaries on the need for praxiological studies.

Some authors of earlier praxiological studies have noted that the declarations of any public health emergency, especially in international contexts, do not occur in any ideological vacuum, and that public health officials often have to balance helpful consciousness-raising with the dangers that come from crying wolf too often. While we realise that elite and
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public declarations of war may help get the attention of Washington, DC politicians, praxiological studies highlight how the select uses of war or security frames – especially during times of war – carry risks.

As we will argue in more detail below, characterising Zika viruses as monsters that have to be fought as if they were zombies, or using phantasmagoric images of Zika victims, may deflect attention away from the structural, material and long-term issues that influence how diseases like Zika are diagnosed and treated by local groups, nation-states or international communities. It is no coincidence that those who search for quick fixes to infectious disease problems oftentimes use military and security frames so that they can declare emergencies, win ‘wars’ against diseases, and then go home.

We are obviously not the first researchers who have studied how the use of select media frames, and the deployment of particular cultural imaginaries, have influenced the epistemic and epidemiological treatment of the Zika virus. Nerlich, McLeod and Burgess, in 2016, provided interdisciplinary communities with an assessment of how a few Anglo-American blog posts used strategic metaphoric framing of Zika. During this same period Dredze, Broniatowski and Hilyard investigated how various Twitter debates put on display various public communities’ understanding of the Zika crisis. Several years later Ribeiro, Hartley, Nerlich and Jaspal highlighted how Brazilian media outlets used ‘war frames’ – both during and after the ‘end’ of the Zika outbreak – to deflect attention away from the links that could be made between poverty, regional inequality and gender inequities.

In this chapter we will be arguing that our own praxiological studies of US military and securitising frameworks of Zika viruses support many of the conclusions that appeared in these earlier assessments. It will be our position that an analysis of American popular culture and US scientific communities’ representations of Zika virus show the problematic nature of some magnification of risks and some promotions of public health security strategies. These popular and scientific representations, intentionally or unintentionally, oftentimes echo and mimic the positions of those who worry about everything from imaginary zombies to actual foreign terrorists. We contend that while some of these cultural or scientific frames did indeed allow various US and international audiences to visualise how Zika was a flavivirus transmitted to humans by different mosquitoes that could be managed and contained, other ideological frames surfaced to supplement, or supplant, those managerial rhetorics that involved zombification or monstering.
At this point we need to explain that our understandings of the representational processes associated with zombification have been influenced by Lorenzo Servitje and Sherryl Vint’s edited collection *The Walking Med: Zombies and The Medical Image*. We view zombification and its causes as part of the shift away from ‘the supernatural to the biological realm of viral infection and human scientific interference’, and see praxiological studies of zombification as investigating these interferences. In infectious disease contexts zombies are no longer merely sources of public entertainment, and studies of zombification become a ‘critical tool with which to explore the limitations of scientific and medical knowledge’. We are conscious of the problematic nature of some of this monstering and zombification, and yet we feel that we have to attend to the ways that societies treat the zombie as a figure of contagion that ‘speaks to our ongoing fears of global pandemic and to recent outbreaks’.

While some zombification – with images of fast-moving zombies – effectively shows the speed with which social structures are overwhelmed by said contagion, others use zombies to get across their counter-terrorist, counter-insurgency or bioterrorist messages. Some of this zombification provides more heat than light, especially in situations where militaristic monstering metaphors become a part of pervasive modes of scientific communication that are then being shared with public audiences.

Instead of improving scientific literacy, and instead of inviting publics to pay far more for needed health-care infrastructures to combat many types of infectious diseases or emerging diseases, spikes in coverage of the ‘war on Zika’ oftentimes reflect how groups, like mothers or children, are vilified, to the point where those who suffer from Zika are hurt by the circulation of these monstering representations.

Our praxiological review reveals how in some cases even well-intentioned disseminators of information about the Zika virus often (re)produced problematic, graphic and emotive images of newborn babies with serious birth defects in popular culture representations and other rhetorical materials that appeared in scientific journalistic coverage of Zika. In other cases, health planners and other practitioners wrote about the potential bioterrorist usages of the Zika virus or they conflated infectious disease threats and military terrorist threats. The research question that needs to be asked by critical investigators is whether the use of these war frames – that admittedly helped with the funding for anti-Zika campaigns and consciousness-raising efforts – proved to be too costly a venture? How much of this zombification helped public health care planners, and how
much of it deflected attention away from some other environmental or epidemiological causes of the spread of the Zika virus? Did this appropriation of select cultural frames in infectious disease contexts tell us more about the popularity of the global war on terrorism, or more about zombification voyeurism, than it did about how best to combat the Zika virus?

In order to help answer those types of queries the rest of this chapter will be divided into four sections. The first portion of the chapter provides a brief commentary on the role that framing studies play in praxiological studies of infectious diseases like the Zika virus. The second segment illustrates how crafters of American popular press representations, between 2015 and 2017, used monstering or securitising techniques as they commented on the similarities that purportedly existed between wars that had to be fought against Zika viruses and terrorist foes. The uses of these frames helped magnify the perceptual existential dangers for anxious US audiences who did not want their families to suffer. They did not want American communities to suffer in the same way that Brazilian families had suffered from the Zika virus, and they did not want to see any non-interventionism in the ‘war’ on Zika.

In the second section we also note how mass-mediated representations of the Zika virus circulated in the mainstream presses, as well as in the alternative outlets that could be found on the web. The third section complements this by highlighting how authors of scientific articles – even those that complained about epidemiological misinformation – may have also contributed to the zombification and securitisation of the Zika virus. While masquerading as forms of scientific literacy, or attempts to provide practical critiques of problematic popular press representations, these scientific frames of the Zika virus oftentimes reified the very ideological formations that they were critiquing. In the concluding fourth section we comment on the heuristic value of praxiological analyses while also noting how this extends the work of others who have worried about the use of zombification, military metaphors or the public health securitisation of infectious diseases.

The Role of Framing in the Constitutive Creation of Problematic Zika Perceptions

Even though they have used different methodologies, both social scientists and humanities scholars have been concerned about the role that framing plays in scientific literacy and public health planning for the containment
of infectious diseases. As Baruch Fischhoff noted, the labeling of risks does impact their perceived outcome, and several scholars have sought to better understand how mediated representations impact public perceptions of Zika, the regulation of bodies, and public health intervetionism. In their study ‘Frequency of Risk-Related News Media Messages in 2016 Coverage of Zika Virus: Risk-Related News Media about Zika’, for example, Sell et al. learned that public concerns surrounding Zika were possibly increased as a result of the large percentage of news stories with risk-elevating messages, such as ‘mosquito-borne transmission, potentially catastrophic birth defects, and potential spread in the United States’. Their conclusions were supporting existing research that public perception regarding risk increases in part, based on skewed news media articles about the dangers of infectious disease outbreaks. As it pertains to social media, Seltzer et al. determined that the majority of Instagram posts between May and August 2016 contained unclear or misleading information about Zika, with the majority of images expressing ‘fear and negative sentiment’. They were worried about the further circulation of problematising public perceptions, given the high volume of misinformation or incomplete information that was being shared with diverse audiences.

In some cases, studies have reviewed not only representations of the Zika virus, but commentary on vaccines and other preventive measures as well. Regarding public views on the mass-mediated transmission of the seminal human trial of a vaccine for Zika, Hilgard and Jamieson discovered there was a significant, though short-term, increase in the confidence people had in science, suggesting ‘that it is possible to bolster the credibility of science when science provides uncontroversial solutions to problems covered by the media’. As highlighted by Lazear, Stringer and De Silva, the driving force for discovering such vaccines and antivirals, in keeping with the majority of the current Zika virus literature, is the desire by the public to ‘combat ZIKV infection’ because of alarmed perceptions regarding ZIKV’s association to microcephaly.

Humanities scholars who have studied these Zika frames are worried about not only the spread of misinformation about Zika but the ideological and material aspects of these portrayals. Although Brazil would be the first nation in the Western Hemisphere to experience a large-scale spread of Zika during autumn 2015, critical scholars interested in the cultural, social, legal, military and security dimensions of infectious diseases critiqued how communities in dozens of other countries were representing cases of Zika infection. As Ribeiro, Hartley, Nerlich and Jaspal
have recently noted, those who were involved with the construction of particular mediatised ‘frames’ could have investigated how this outbreak had something to do with a host of social and gender inequalities, but instead, officials and media agenda setters in places like Brazil decided to characterise the reaction to the early 2016 response to the Zika outbreak as a declaration of war. Given the horrific nature of the death toll that came from the earlier Ebola outbreak of 2013–16 it was understandable why those who worried about the effects of the spread of the Zika virus might write about the anxieties of those who worried about losing ‘the war’ against this epidemic that took the lives of thousands in Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea. Were they dealing with Zika but seeing Ebola? If Yanbi Andrea Wang and Michele Barry’s Los Angeles Times article from 9 February 2016, entitled ‘Zika Outbreak Bears an Eerie Resemblance to the Spread of Ebola’ gives any indication of the problematic way in which Ebola discourse was mapped onto Zika, then we can presumably offer that yes, they likely were.

In the next section we extend our analysis by showing how Zika mass media representations that circulated in the popular culture tried to magnify the significance of the spread of this disease by monstering and securitising Zika.

The Circulation of Zika Media Representations Between 2015 and 2017 and the Monstering of the Zika Virus

On mainstream and social media websites Zika has been categorised as a security threat in myriad ways, and we would argue that one of the most popular ways to characterise Zika involved the use of monstering techniques. For example, some online bloggers, like those using the popular video sharing website YouTube, announced the early arriving threat with direct language in titles such as ‘ZIKA ZOMBIES CONFIRMED IN AFRICA’ and ‘Survivors of Zika Virus Mutate into Zombies Want to Eat Doctors’, producing frames that sutured together Zika contagion frames with zombie rhetorics.

Media coverage of the Zika virus and this monstering spiked between 2015 and 2017, but this would not be the first time that infectious diseases would be zombified. As Sara Polak noted in chapter 2, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) launched their zombie preparedness website, their blog and their Facebook campaign to spread the word in 2011.
Ali S. Khan, head of the CDC’s Office of Public Health Preparedness and Response, stated during an interview with *The Atlantic* that: “The rise of zombies in pop culture has given credence to the idea that a zombie apocalypse could happen. In these scenarios, zombies would take over entire countries, roaming city streets eating anything living that got in their way. The proliferation of this idea has led many people to wonder: How do I prepare for a zombie apocalypse?”

This would not be the first time that members of public cultures heard these types of dire messages. As Marina Levina once remarked, monsters have historically served ‘as illustrations of the fallibility of nature – diseases, viruses, and pandemics, as opposed to the will of God or other supernatural forces’. Given this historical backdrop, it was necessarily surprising that in a world where publics worried about the Avian Flu, Ebola and other diseases, fears of pandemics (e.g. the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic) would be linked to zombies. Our praxiological study of some of this zombification of Zika in US presses between 2015 and 2017 reveals that there were at least three main strategies or sub-frames that were used in the production of these epistemes. The first, almost ubiquitous, rhetorical technique, involved the mention of microcephaly. The second strategy involved linking talk of vaccines or cures to the containment of mythic monsters, while the third zombification strategy focused on the supposed ‘biting’ similarities that existed in zombie and Zika scenarios.

Given the neurological features of the human brain, the rhetorical leap to zombies is sometimes easy to make. After all, microcephaly is a disorder that can be represented in non-clinical ways, permitting those in the popular culture to comment on how an infant’s head is significantly smaller than average and is linked to abnormal brain development in the womb. International presses in 2016 carried countless stories of how Brazilian families had to cope with microcephaly, impacting everything from sanitation programmes to Olympic planning, but these were just some of the places where global audience texts and visualities honed in on perceived microcephaly dangers. For example, many mass media outlets reported on how knowledgeable experts were saying that the Zika virus, if contracted by a pregnant woman, may cause microcephaly in the infant being carried. Margaret Chan, the World Health Organization (WHO) Director at the time of the initial Zika outbreak, told reporters that there was only circumstantial evidence of Zika causing microcephaly, but the evidence that infectious disease researchers had in their possession was ‘suggestive and extremely worrisome’.
The oftentimes eugenical characterisations of infants with microcephaly quickly morphed into commentaries that assumed that this was a form of monstering that needed to be prevented, in much the same way that one might prepare for the zombie apocalypse. The possibility of a microcephaly connection to Zika spurred some, like Eddie Cole, to write articles about some of these symbolic linkages. In his 2016 article, Cole took content from Reuters and argued that while ‘health officials haven’t explicitly stated that Zika will cause people infected with it to rise from their graves and hunt down the living . . . it kinda sounds like it will’\(^\text{28}\). In addition, Cole claimed that officials advising women to avoid pregnancy until more is known about the virus were ‘afraid of zombie babies’\(^\text{29}\).

Mainstream newspapers were not the only outlets that participated in this zombification. Sydney Lupkin, a journalist writing for Vice News, also covered the connection to the birth defect for Vice’s news coverage website. Lupkin wrote that while the disease can be fatal, those contracting Zika and suffering from the secondary symptom of the disease (microcephaly), could survive, although those with microcephaly would likely have ‘developmental issues’. These developmental issues rhetorically (if unfairly) connect the Zika virus and microcephaly survivors to zombies, monsters often represented as brain dead\(^\text{30}\). Microcephaly was covered in depth by many news sources, and a critical purposive sample of some mainstream newspapers shows that the New York Times had fourteen articles (out of over one hundred articles on Zika broadly) specifically covering the dangers of Zika as connected to birth defects in depth between 2016 and 2018\(^\text{31}\).

Other outlets carried similar representations. Quora, a website branded as ‘a place to share knowledge and better understand the world’,\(^\text{32}\) commonly posted news blog posts that allowed individuals to ask and answer questions. Unsurprisingly, the question ‘Will Zika virus bring the long-awaited zombie apocalypse?’ began an online debate between microcephaly in ‘unborn children’ and milder ‘rashes’ in adults. The comment thread ends on the following note:

Actually once we are told harmless lil [sic] zika [sic] was only a minor rash . . . then . . . then . . . then . . . Now they are saying it eats memory . . . learning . . . motor skills . . . eyesight . . . hearing . . . causes bad headaches . . . and next??? Zika now may stay with you till death. and [sic] slowly eat your brain away till [sic] you suffocate to death while paralyzed . . . ZIKA ZOMBIES.. [sic] OR. [sic] ZICKIES.\(^\text{33}\)
The lack of clarity in media representations over what are the risks and side effects of the Zika virus contributes to the problematics that we alluded to in the earlier portions of this essay. Many websites, including Business Insider and the Zombie Research Society, similarly covered Zika and its connection to microcephaly while downplaying the effects on adults contracting and spreading the disease.34

The spread of the disease heightens the monstrous and threatening nature of Zika, which is connected in these infectious epistemes, and this spurs some communities’ demands for a vaccine or a cure for the virus. Similar to countless other apocalyptic representations that circulate in mainstream or popular culture venues, zombie Zika epidemics can create the impression that there is no feasible ‘cure’ that can stop the spread of the virus. Cole argued that the lack of a vaccine or pharmaceutical cure gives a sense of déjà-vu of Ebola as, referencing Reuters once more, ‘We’ve got no drugs and we’ve got no vaccines’.35

Talk of vaccines and cures might seem innocent enough, but during a Global War on Terrorism (GWOT) talk that begins with the spread of infectious disease containment can quickly lead to discussions of militarisation, securitisation and potential bioterrorist threats. Writers Tom Miles and Ben Hirschler also make the connection to Ebola, a disease with its own allegedly monstrous and militarised connections, and they point to the spurring of a ‘hunt’ for a vaccine. Readers might assume that the Zika virus epidemic came new to the biological world in 2015. And these impressions may be created, in spite of the fact that the WHO cites Zika as first discovered in Uganda in 1947.36 Miles and Hirschler also comment on the related topic of ‘mutation’, a concept that is also connected to zombies, since one problem with a possible vaccine is the fact that the disease could be ‘evolving’ in ways that hinder vaccine efficacy.37 Mutations are often said to interfere with everything from Ebola containment to counter-zombie strategising.

In the same way that commentary on microcephaly was used to magnify familiar health risks to growing numbers of the population, this talk of vaccines, zombies and Zika could be used to critique treatments and governmental plans for containment. The lack of a vaccine means that only the ‘flu like’ symptoms of the disease can be treated ‘with rest and fluids plus over-the-counter pain medications’.38 The issue over treatment caused the Zombie Research Society to criticise both the WHO and the CDC, as they argued that the organisations were ‘fumbling the handling of a dangerous virus.’39 Some contributors to social media or mainstream
media outlets tried to argue that preparation for an adequate response to Zika was in its infancy, but, as noted above, this was the type of disease that researchers knew about long ago. More than a few mentioned the 1947 discovery of Zika in Africa, and how, only in 2015, when the threat of Zika spreading from Brazil, to Latin America and the Caribbean (and therefore Florida and the rest of the United States), American decision makers finally seemed to show any concern. This ‘leap to the Western Hemisphere’ prompted the WHO to belatedly declare that the Zika virus outbreak could now be ‘categorized as a “public emergency of international concern”’.40

This monstering of the Zika virus also impacted the ways those in popular cultures or mainstream presses wrote or talked about ‘patient zero’ and the initial spread of the Zika virus. After all, one primary way the Zika virus spreads internationally is through the bite of a mosquito and the movements of infected individuals. In May of 2015 when the epidemic gained international attention, the Atlantic reported that more than 200,000 had been infected by Zika, mostly from mosquitoes.41 Given the fact that zombie aficionados oftentimes note how zombies can infect their victims via biting, or an exchange of bodily fluid, we can understand why some pundits would want to focus attention on the ways that the Zika virus might affect an unborn child in the womb. In the same way that fans of zombie movies might note the rapidity of moving zombie threats, one might note how the spread of the Zika virus was rapid, crossing the borders of more than twenty countries by May of 2015. The WHO was claiming that all of the ‘Americas’ are at risk to the spread of the disease, and by May of 2017 the virus spread to dozens of countries throughout the Americas, ‘and all 50 U.S. states’.42

The potential reasons for the rapid transmission of Zika (not unlike zombie transmissions) was a major topic of discussion. One observer noted that the ‘virus likely arrived via infected travellers, who were bitten by local mosquitos’.43 Stobbe noted that the Zika infectious sweep ‘across Latin America and the Caribbean in 2015 and 2016’ via unaware travellers prompted the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to require blood banks to screen for the disease to prevent furthering the spread via blood transfusions. However, similar to the issue surrounding possible vaccines, there is ‘little bang for the buck in Zika blood testing’.44 Advisers to the FDA have noted that if there is no cheaper solution to testing for Zika in the United States, the screening should largely be abandoned.
All of this talk of the Zika virus and zombie threats is understandable in popular cultural contexts, but what do we do when scientific journalists, scientists and others within scientific communities use similar literal and figurative analogies as they declare ‘war’ on Zika?

Scientific Press Coverage of the Need for ‘War’ Against the Zika Virus

Sorenson, Jordan and LaDeau recently remarked that the way ‘science is communicated’ – particularly the components of science that are emphasised to members of the community, i.e. framing – can have an impact on ‘how individuals respond to the implications of this science’. The framing of the Zika virus (commonly referenced as ZIKV) in scientific press coverage in the public health domain of the United States has a significant impact on public understandings of ZIKV with regards not only to its transmission, but also with respect to how the public can effectively ‘combat’ and contain this ‘fatal’ disease through individual prevention strategies and collective efforts guided by varying government agencies. Dealing with the Zika virus is, therefore, even in scientific communities, a matter of individual security and safety. Note, for example, how scientists or scientific journalists can comment on how a mother acting in sanitary ways can prevent microcephaly. This can be configured as a national ‘health security’ issue as well.

The securitisation and militarisation of the Zika virus is relatively apparent in the titles and headings of many of the articles or the contents therein that appeared in the scientific press coverage of ZIKV between 2014 and 2018. For example, Science Magazine, a publication of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, showcases this militarisation explicitly in its December 2016 issue, with a news article in the infectious disease section entitled ‘One Year Later, Zika Scientists Prepare for a Long War’. Written by Gretchen Vogel, the article highlights the fact that researchers are still uncertain of the risks surrounding Zika and that they are concerned that an additional wave of ‘birth defects’ should be anticipated. Vogel further reminds readers that ‘The virus is now firmly entrenched [emphasis added] in Latin America, which is already battling [emphasis added] several other mosquito-borne diseases’. The author of that same article underscored the similarities and differences that existed between the United States and other Zika-affected countries,
such as Colombia and Brazil. Clare Wilson, a contributor to *New Scientist* magazine, employed similarly militarised language in her February 2016 article, entitled ‘7 Ways the War on Zika Mosquitos Could Be Won’. Jeanette Ferrara, an author for *Scienceline* – a project of the Science, Health and Environmental Reporting Program at NYU – asked if there was ‘An Easy Solution to the War on Zika?’ in her article under the same title. A praxiological review of these articles illustrates how many members of the scientific journalistic community viewed their own participation in the ‘war’ against Zika as something that involved more than mere rhetoric. Oftentimes the main issue was not whether this was a war, but how it needed to be fought.

The content of the scientific press coverage is also overwrought with implicit and explicit war framing and scientific configurations of the Zika virus that work to engage readers in the ongoing war with the ‘fatal’ disease. Mirroring the US approach to the COVID-19 virus, fighting Zika thus becomes a moral imperative, where scientists, doctors, lay persons and others work together to control the spread of this infectious disease. In Wilson’s *New Scientist* article the rhetoric is more implicit, since she highlights that the US population is an international body responsible for funding research and organising ‘international efforts to combat [emphasis added] mosquitos’. Wilson shares the following tweet from Brazil’s president Dilma Rousseff: ‘We must wage war against *Aedes aegypti*, the vector of dengue, of chikungunya and of Zika’. Was this simply a figure use of militarised metaphors, or was Brazil’s leader asking for interventionism that resembled the militaries’ interventionism during the ‘West African’ Ebola crisis?

These types of references not only bring together Brazilian and American warriors who fight against Zika, they also help reify the idea that military and security communities have some of the same concerns that should also occupy the attention of scientific communities. The use of this type of discourse and framing magnifies not only the dangers but also the number of social agents involved in these wars. In a special article released by *Bayer Research Magazine*, entitled, you guessed it, ‘The War on Mosquitoes’, Bayer researchers’ aims to ‘stem Zika, malaria, and dengue’ are highlighted, with their efforts reviewed and glorified. It matters a great deal that this dramatised way of representing the Zika virus is presented by Dr Kurt Vandock, Senior Scientist of Environmental Science in Bayer’s Crop Science Division in the United States, a former Captain in the United States Army. Vandock, who was deployed to many Middle Eastern locations during Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan,
is quoted in the magazine article twice. After referencing how many people he saw suffering from the diseases transmitted by mosquitoes, such as malaria, Vandock shares the following quote (with respect to the mosquitoes): “These hordes of blood-sucking insects are more dangerous than any enemy army [emphasis added]. Over the past decade, the population and geographical range of Aedes aegypti have exploded globally.” 

At the close of the article, in which Bayer scientists’ approaches to the Zika-carrying mosquitoes take centre stage, Vandock adds: ‘Every army is vulnerable in some way, and that applies to the black and white squadrons of mosquitoes – you just have to know how to attack [emphasis added] them’.

Those who adopt critical, praxiological vantage points would invite readers to pay special attention to several points in this typical scientific commentary. First of all, note the ways that descriptions of the work of Bayer scientists seem to echo some of the claims about bites that appeared in the popular cultural or mainstream press literatures that we critiqued earlier in the chapter. Second, note the recursive, ideologically loaded nature of this commentary about the Zika virus. Readers are learning how to wage wars on multiple fronts, where the vectors that are responsible for the spread of Zika are anthropomorphised into human threats that resemble terrorists. Regardless of whether the primary focus is on fighting a war on mosquitoes or a war on Zika, it is clear that audiences are supposed to take for granted the moral and military imperatives of waging the war, both figuratively and literally. As well as the involvement of military personnel.

In spite of claims being made about reducing misinformation and the need for both objectivity and for accurate epidemiological information, much of this scientific press coverage is also fraught with the language of monstrosity that appears to build on the contagion and outbreak narratives that Priscilla Wald has mentioned. In The Public Library of Science (PLOS) blog article, written by Brigitte Nerlich, Carmen McLeod and Steven Burgess, the threat of the mosquito is made vividly apparent, with the authors expressing, in their piece titled ‘Frankenflies Sent to Defeat Monster Mosi: Zika in the English Press’, their perceptions of the current Zika debates. In one key ideological fragment, they did not hesitate to take advantage of the media’s obsession with war metaphors:

A coalition of the willing has unleashed a surge of Frankenflies at the frontline of the War on Zika. Armed with a genetic payload, the airborne troops will carry out a precision strike against a rogue group of Mozzys that harbor the virus. Proponents argue by clearing the
ground of hostile flies they will be able to degrade the operating capability of virus and neutralize the threat of the current Zika insurgency in Brazil and beyond. However, critics claim this shock and awe approach will prove ineffective in the face of Mozzy guerrilla tactics, with flies able to go to ground through reliance on egg dumps hidden in native territory. Further there are concerns that despite advances in precision molecular bombing, this nuclear option could result in collateral damage; or at worst further de-stabilize the situation, allowing an axis of airborne pathogens to invade the territory, potentially leading to the emergence of new, more dangerous weapons of mass infection [emphasis added throughout].

This satirical blending of the language of warfighting against Zika with counter-insurgency abroad imitates the discourse of securitising the US homeland. What’s more, the militaristic terminology from the quote (i.e. war on Zika, neutralise the threat, guerrilla tactics, and invade the territory) both amplifies and takes advantage of the rhetorical figurations that are circulated in popular press outlets. The potent fragments that go into the constitutive formation of these securitised Zika epistemes reify the notion that there are all types of pathogens that have to be fought, regardless of whether they involve combat against infectious vectors or terrorists on battlefields.

What adds even more layers of sedimented epistemic knowledges to the formation of a massive militarised dispositif are the ways that these authors proceed to complement their discussion of ‘Frankenflies’ with the monstering of Zika victims, a rhetorical tactic similar to the one Peter Burger identified in his work on the demonisation of krokodil drug users in chapter 1. In these scientific journal conversations we hear once more about how microcephaly is caused by Zika and about the mothers who may or may not choose to carry their affected foetuses to term.

These commentaries should be viewed as examples of Zika monstrosation. Just as Nerlich, McLeod and Burgess point out the popularity of war metaphors that appear in key commentaries on the Zika virus, author Aura Bogado went beyond the coverage of clinical commentary in her description of how some sources depicted young children with microcephaly. Categorised as a science piece, Bogado’s Grist news article, entitled ‘Zika, Tropical Medicine, and Infant Monsters of the Third World’, explains that the babies who are born with microcephaly are described in the English news media as ‘strange’, ‘deformed’, ‘terrible’, and individuals
with ‘shrunken heads’. She elaborated by noting that she believed that ‘profound fear’ had everything to do with the ways that these infants were represented as potential monsters.

These US worries – that sometimes included commentaries on abortion, reproduction and the economics associated with Zika planning – were expressed in ways that replicated the rhetorics that appeared in Brazilian press outlets. The framing mechanisms used by journalists in Brazil infuriated both pro-natalists and organisations that cared about women’s reproductive rights when they tried to circulate this missive:

In the battle against Zika, five governments in the Americas, Colombia, Jamaica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador and El Salvador, have recommended in official publications that women in reproductive age [sic] should avoid pregnancy . . .

What began as a discussion of the possible spread of the Zika virus turned into more complex conversations on everything from abortion to the transnational policies of many Central American or South American countries.

From a critical vantage point the framing of infants as disposable may be an unintended by-product of the circulation of dehumanising, monstrous language that is used to describe babies born with microcephaly. Sarah Schuetze, whose work was cited by Bogado, explains it best – the visual appearance of the babies born with microcephaly is the real perceptual threat associated with the spread of the Zika virus, and the spread of these anxieties was one of the key reasons that led to resonance of the militarised, securitised, dehumanising language dominating the scientific press coverage between 2014 and today. It was not always clear that the public health containment of Zika need not involve treating babies as monsters.

Conclusion

After reviewing these popular culture, mainstream press and scientific journalistic discussions of Zika, readers can readily understand why we worry about the potential persuasive impact of these interrelated Zika virus representations. During late autumn 2016, members of the World Health Organization finally felt that they could announce that the Zika crisis no longer needed to be labelled as an international medical emergency. However, this announcement did not end the circulation of commentaries
about the war on the Zika virus or the securitisation of these particular infectious disease concerns. Ribeiro, Hartley, Nerlich and Jaspal recently averred that ‘the cartography of Zika’ frames that circulated in Brazil in 2016 and 2017 often treated the spread of the Zika virus as an issue of ‘biomilitarism’ that needed to be handled by women whose preventive actions could help contain the spread of the Zika virus. Armed with governmental emergency rhetorics that focused on “vector eradication”, these short-term Brazilian strategies deflected attention away from more structural and material factors that had everything to do with long-term sustainable public health policies.

Our praxiological approach puts on display how both popular cultural representations of Zika and scientific journalistic coverage of this disease also involved the melding together of counter-terrorist discourses with public health eradication commentary in American press outlets. Instead of commenting on the need for billions of dollars for infrastructural preparation for everything from sanitation to vaccines, most of the Zika monstering attention seemed to be on magnifying the dangers so that publics would see the merits of warfighting on several domestic and international fronts.

Given the complexity of twenty-first-century calls for ‘public health security’ and the ‘emergency’ management of diseases such as Ebola or Zika, there are myriad materials and symbolic factors that go into the discovery, diagnosis, treatment and containment of infectious diseases. And, while no two disease rhetorical constructions are alike, in many instances critical studies of these rhetorics can show how similarities exist in the racialised and gendered dimensions of these Zika representations.

It is problematic enough that this zombification of the Zika virus appears on social media platforms, but our contribution makes the point that some of these same monstering epistemes circulated and drifted across forums and into more mainstream outlets or scientific venues. This helped create a situation where social agents in several forums were spreading similar messages about Zika victims, root causes of the virus and select Zika policy measures.

That said, we do not want to give the impression that the usage of all of these varied monstering rhetorics has escaped the attention of other interdisciplinary scholars. As critical readers might imagine, the use of this dominant ‘war’ framing – that oftentimes marginalised the importance of spending billions on public health infrastructures of sanitation – was also picked up by those scholars who realised that some hegemonic framing
was being used to escape partial responsibility for the appearance and spread of the Zika virus.\textsuperscript{61} Other academics, activists and journalists have noted that experts, civil sanitation workers and politicians needed to share some of the responsibility for the spread of these fears, and they have produced counter-narratives that underscored the role that poverty, absence of refuse collection, shortage of water and social inequality played in the spread of the Zika virus.

Sadly, interest in trying to understand the causes of the Zika virus waxes and wanes, and having substantive, lengthy and just debates about these issues is no easy matter. Regardless of the initial cries of Zika zombies that were prompted by the fear of microcephaly, worries of a lack of a vaccine, and concerns about the explosive spread via mosquito bites, it seems that interest in Zika in the mainstream media has largely waned through 2017 into 2018. As of 2 May 2018, the CDC provided a possible answer: including the states and territories, the total United States ‘presumed symptomatic’ Zika viral infections reported, totals only 1,118 cases.\textsuperscript{62} This is a far cry short of the reports from Brazil, estimating over 200,000 cases.\textsuperscript{63} However, perceptions matter, and the ‘war’ framing of the Zika virus magnifies these threats in ways that resonate with those who are more than willing to believe in securitised or militarised ways of handling monstrous infectious diseases. With many in the US comparing the COVID-19 pandemic crisis to a war, we presume that a critical tracing of the outbreak narrative around the COVID-19 disease outbreaks in American news media and policy discourse will demonstrate that the cogent rhetoric of securitisation and militarisation is here to stay.
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Why do we feel so bad when seeing handicapped people or animals? How can that terrible and exhausting feeling be overcome?1

This inquiry on the Quora website imagines disability as an emotional problem for non-disabled spectators, as if they ‘catch’ the imagined sad state of disabled people and then wish to feel better. Online texts frequently cater to this emotional susceptibility, emphasising disabled people’s supposed helplessness, and then delivering uplift by showing disabled people ‘overcoming’ their supposed limitations, being normalised (treated, prostheticised, cured), or being ‘helped’ by non-disabled people. The emotional pay-off is evident in the titles of popular online videos: ‘Tear-Jerking Moment Caring Dad Carries Disabled Son Outside So He Can Feel the Rain on His Skin’; ‘This Disabled Woman Needs Help. Watch the Dog’s Reaction . . . I’m Crying!’; ‘Little Boy with Prosthetic Legs Is A Real Inspiration To All’; ‘These Guys Did Something for a Disabled Veteran That’ll Make You Smile’; ‘Try Not To Cry Watching This Boy With Autism At A Coldplay Concert’. As I have
argued elsewhere, the circulation of such texts indicates an affection for disability, insofar as their subjects, themselves apparently ‘affected’ by a condition or impairment, emotionally affect viewers – eliciting fondness, tenderness or love – and thus incline viewers to feel ‘affectionate’ toward (their conception of) disabled people.²

A particular kind of Facebook post features photographs of disabled or sick individuals captioned with emotive descriptions of a health struggle or some kind of stigmatisation. These ‘like-farming’ posts call viewers to ‘like’ to affirm the pictured individual, ‘share’ to counteract negative treatment, and/or type ‘Amen’ to produce cure. Those who respond confirm their belief in the sadness and degradation of disability and gain the satisfying experience of ameliorating suffering with compassion and prayer. Because these images call viewers to share for a noble cause, they may ‘go viral’.³ But those who share are duped. The images are stolen and framed with fabricated names and stories, and as they proliferate to others’ newsfeeds, they draw advertisers or purchasers to the originating site or facilitate a profitable scam.⁴ In this process, disability becomes metaphorically and affectively contagious, travelling amongst social media users who ‘catch’ it and pass it along.

This article examines the usefulness of considering the affective circulation of ‘like-farming’ posts as viral or contagious. Doing so risks construing disabled or sick people, the subjects of the images, as contagious threats. But it can also reveal the role of respondents in passing on ableist affection or affectation, leaving them feeling good while harming and debilitating disabled people. The metaphor of virality also allows respondents to redirect the ableist effects/affects of like-farming images. Family members relocate pathology from their objectified child to the ‘sick’ like-farmer who circulates and profits from the stolen image. Disability activists depict the spread of such images as a kind of pornography, indicting both the profiteers and the consumers who gain pleasure from viewing and spreading the images. And disabled Twitter users generate their own disruptive content for virally affecting disability images. Each response mutates the virus, the affective substance of the disability encounter, calling out ableist affection and disseminating alternative disability affects.
Ableist Affection: Sharing the ‘Love’

‘No one will share this’.
– Popular caption for like-farming images

Like-farming posts on Facebook feature images of apparently sick or disabled people – often children or young women – and urge users to help by sharing, liking or typing ‘Amen’. A small dark-eyed child in a white collared shirt and dark overalls, propped up by someone’s hand, is framed by the words, ‘I have Down Syndrome. Can I Get Your 1Like and Amen Share If Your [sic] Not Ashamed of Me’. A young bilateral above-elbow amputee poses in a short dress, beneath a post reading, ‘No one will Share this [followed by a series of sad or shocked emojis]. Because she is Disabled. Type Amen’. A close-up of a young woman with a facial birthmark is captioned ‘1 Like = Beautiful. Say YES if she is beautiful. God loves our Souls!’ A bald-headed girl kneels in a ring of pompoms, wearing her cheerleading uniform; the caption invites viewers to ‘“Share” to tell her she’s beautiful’ and ‘Pray for her to beat cancer’.

These images presume the degraded or pitiful status of sick or disabled people, associating them with shame or sadness and implying they are not loved. They exhort viewers to counter this undesirable affect and affirm the individual’s value by sharing and typing ‘YES’ or ‘Amen’, sometimes suggesting that doing so will generate money for a cure. Users thus perceive themselves as ‘catching’ the disabled person – an ostensibly supportive act, as in ‘catching’ someone who is falling – and then virtually and virtuously passing them on, so that others can also ‘help’ mitigate their disabled state.

Such affirmation constitutes a ritualised act designed to contain and segregate potentially threatening difference. These acts echo the social and religious prohibitions discussed by anthropologist Mary Douglas. Douglas contends that rules and rituals around, for instance, particular foods or sick or menstruating people do not only serve hygienic concerns but facilitate social cohesion, organising persons and objects into bounded categories and excluding or containing liminal elements and bodies. Julia Kristeva interprets these ritual taboos as processes of psychic and social abjection, both a fascinated approach toward and a protective warding off of threats to individual and social wholeness. In turn, Priscilla Wald contends that these rituals of prohibition continue to motivate contemporary social and medical procedures ostensibly designed to protect against microbial contagion.
In-person or online encounters with disability thus constitute atypical bodies as liminal and pollutant entities, troubling emblems of physical and mental variability and vulnerability. Disabled bodies appear mired in an abject state of ‘suffering and horror’, and the non-disabled individual, confronted with and ‘touched’ by the disabled other, works to wrest their own ‘clean and proper’ self from the encounter. This extrication relies on social rituals or conventions: approaching the disabled person, making overtures of pity or assistance or charity, proffering prayers for rescue and cure. Writes Eli Clare, ‘Strangers pat me on the head. They whisper platitudes in my ear, clichés about courage and inspiration. They enthuse about how remarkable I am. They declare me special.’ Some make unsolicited donations, like the passer-by who flipped a coin into activist Mary Lou Breslin’s cup, splashing her with coffee. People also leap to ‘help’. Chris Hewitt recalls:

Once I was sitting at the foot of a flight of steps when two guys appeared and without a word picked me up in my chair and carried me to the top. When I had recovered from my amazement I said, ‘Excuse me, I know you meant well, but I was only waiting for a friend. Would you please carry me back down now?’

And people enact what Trisha Sprayberry calls ‘Can I pray for you?’ encounters, like the woman who tells her, ‘I saw you over here in your wheelchair and saw you trying to reach that can of olive’s [sic] from the shelf. I thought, well bless her heart . . . I thought that I’d offer my prayers and that I may help you heal your body’. Clare comments, ‘Strangers offer me Christian prayers or crystals and vitamins, always with the same intent – to touch me, fix me, mend my cerebral palsy, if only I will comply. They cry over me, wrap their arms around my shoulders, kiss my cheek.’

Having completed these ablutions, they extract from the interaction their own comparatively whole and agential self.

As well as performing social rituals designed to tame and contain the disabled body and to ward off its potential contagion, individuals seek an affective boost from their disability encounter. Silvan Tomkins’s affect theory offers the useful concept of affective ‘scripts’ or ‘sets of ordering rules’ that guide affective responses to particular stimuli and interactions, shaping their ‘interpretation, production, and control of scenes’. For Anna Gibbs, Tomkins’s affect theory valuably ‘specifies which affects are likely to be called up in response to which others and why’. Erving Goffman’s Stigma also illuminates the social rules of the encounter between ‘the
normal’ and ‘the person he is normal against’, including the affirmation of normalcy for the former and the likely outcome of ‘shame’ for the latter.\textsuperscript{17}

In these interactions, then, non-disabled people follow an internalised script designed to manage perceived threat and transform it into a pleasing affective experience for themselves, with minimal regard for the experience of the disabled person.

Social media users who engage with like-farming images similarly enter into the kind of stimulus-affect-response script described by Tomkins: they view and read (stimulus), they perceive those depicted as sad or suffering and feel pity (affect), and they click to like or share (response). While the posts solicit uplift for those pictured, the affective benefit in fact passes to those who like or share. Their willingness to publicly affirm an ill or atypical body as ‘beautiful’ – especially when they’re told no one else will – enlivens and inspires them, thus distancing them from the ostensibly passive, incapable body pictured. The affective script strips agency from the disabled person, making it difficult for them to alter the emotional exchange. Clare writes, ‘After five decades of these kinds of interactions, I still don’t know how to rebuff their pity, how to tell them the simple truth that I’m not broken’.\textsuperscript{18}

Nonetheless, precisely through engaging the rhetoric of virality, contagion or sickness, individuals and groups do seek to disrupt ableist affection online, in some cases by renaming such affection as itself pathetic and pathogenic.

Pathogenic Profit

[	ext{C}]hildren with disabilities and birth defects seem to get the most traffic.\textsuperscript{19}

The word \textit{contagion}, meaning ‘the communication of disease by direct or indirect contact’, also signifying ‘the ready transmission or spread as of an idea or emotion from person to person’, derives from the Latin \textit{contagionem}, ‘a touching, contact’.\textsuperscript{20} In turn, \textit{viral}ity signifies dangerous contact: the Latin \textit{virus} connotes ‘slime’, ‘poison’, or ‘ooze’.\textsuperscript{21} Contagion and virality are thus fraught disability metaphors. Historical associations of disability with communicable diseases such as leprosy or polio haunt rhetorical constructions of disabled people – and people of colour, poor people and immigrants – as potential contaminants in the national or social body. Rhetoric of contagion often serves racist, xenophobic and imperialist ends, such that ‘contagion most often comes to be associated with danger and
undesirability – a racialized, pathological threat to be neutralized, eliminated or cured’. These ideas shape everyday encounters with disabled people: for instance, blogger Samantha Connor describes a mother who quickly hurries away her child, explaining, ‘I don’t let him talk to people in wheelchairs, they might have diseases’. Recent representations of autism as an epidemic similarly reflect a fearful, pathologising view of disability and neurodiversity, as noted by Hannah Ebben: ‘A narrative of contagion suggests that autism is a thing that one can “catch” like a virus, which adds to the conception of autism as a thing alien to human bodies’. The association of disability with contagion thus risks stigmatising disabled people as repugnant and debilitating to the social body, as in like-farming posts that construct non-contagious embodiments as innately bad, sad and unpleasant states to be kept at arm’s length.

A problem of the viral metaphor for like-farming images, then, is its perpetuation of ableist associations of disabled bodies as carriers of potentially contagious pathologies. This demonisation echoes the social rhetoric around biological viral contagions described by Priscilla Wald, where the language of ‘index cases’, ‘superspreaders’ and ‘Patient Zeros’ transforms particular individuals ‘from victims to agents – and embodiments – of the spreading infection’. For Wald, this projection of sinister agency onto victims of circumstance implicitly forecloses ‘more effective, just, and compassionate responses both to a changing world and to the problems of global health and human welfare’.

While Wald seeks to challenge the cultural construction of viral victims as agents, new-media scholars express concern about describing online dissemination as ‘viral’ precisely because it elides human agency in spreading viral content. Henry Jenkins, Sam Ford and Joshua Green note that the term ‘viral’ first appeared in science fiction stories, describing (generally bad) ideas that spread like germs . . . [T]he viral is linked to the ‘irrational’, the public is described as ‘susceptible’ to its ‘pull’, and participants become unknowing ‘hosts’ of the information they carry across their social networks.
Thus, in ‘viral marketing’, as in early versions of Hotmail, ‘People communicated and – in the process – sent along a marketing message, often without realizing it had happened’. But the viral model reductively suggests all such communication is harmful. Jenkins insists ‘Participation . . . is not a disease and should not be treated like one. To do so is to denigrate not just the act but the people doing it – that is, us’. It also ignores the active role individuals play in passing content along. Jenkins et al. assert that virality fails to describe ‘situations in which people actively assess a media text, deciding who to share it with and how to pass it along’ and the extent to which ‘their choices, investments, agendas, and actions determine what gets valued’. Yet internet users’ continued embrace of the viral metaphor is itself a kind of agency. It suggests people gravitate to the viral as the most useful figuring of how being online feels. Conducting online transmission is experienced as a kind of touching, an encounter or outreach that can affect, impinge on and even alter the self.

Taking seriously the concerns of Wald and Jenkins, then, I contend that using ‘virality’ as a lens for like-farming posts can help us see the transmission of ableist pleasure as both socially/ritually choreographed and individually managed. We may also take up Limor Schifman’s distinction between viral communication as transmission – a direct transmission of information – and viral communication as ritual, ‘the construction and representation of shared beliefs’. For instance, discussing advertisements that describe autism as an epidemic and instruct people how to detect ‘signs’ of autism, Ebben contends that such ads ‘train our perception’ in the ‘recognition of abnormality’. These ads might appear as a straightforward transmission of information. But Ebben also asserts that those thus trained then actively spread pathologising concepts of autism, in what we may recognise as a ritualistic affirmation of ableist beliefs: ‘As the power of knowing autism is productive, although we are constantly on the lookout for indexical signs, we enact their object, autistic contagion, ourselves.’ The viral or epidemic metaphor thus risks pathologising neurological difference but can also be redeployed to viscerally figure and problematise the spreading of such reductive understandings. This version of virality construes those who spread such images as distributors and beneficiaries of affective excitement – fear, alertness, pleasures of recognition – and as active producers of ‘knowledge’ that causes harm to disabled people by devaluing difference as deficiency. The viral metaphor for like-farming images thus allows the redistribution of responsibility for spreading ritualised, ableist responses onto those who benefit from, rather than are harmed by, their diffusion.
Therefore, the viral metaphor not only aptly conveys the proliferation of ableist affection via like-farming posts but intervenes in that spread by relocating the source of the viral ‘problem’. Family members of like-farming victims often use this strategy, aiming to convince unaware users of like-farming’s pathological nature. They distinguish between what users think they are passing along – calls for help and prayers for ill or disabled people – and what is actually being passed along – stolen images of their loved ones, exploited for the profit of like-farmers. They believe that if people understand that they are victims of a scam, and that their ignorance causes harm to vulnerable individuals, they will stop spreading the virus.

For instance, in 2012, Terri Johnson discovered an image of her daughter, Katie, who has Down’s syndrome, circulating on Facebook, accompanied by the words, ‘This is my sister Mallory. She has down [sic] syndrome and doesn’t think she’s beautiful. Please like this photo so I can show her later that she truly is beautiful.’ Friends and family searched online to find the posts and reveal the deception. The original post was eventually removed, although Johnson estimates her daughter’s image had already been seen by 5.5 million people. Another parent, ‘Katie’, discovered a like-farming scam using a picture of her son Connor, lying in a hospital bed with EEG wires taped to his head. The caption laments, ‘Nobody Cared to Pray for Farnando [single-tear emoji] Can He Even Get Your 1Like, Amen, and Share. [crying emoji]’. Like Johnson, Katie found it difficult to stop the image circulating: I spent the majority of the evening pleading with my Facebook friends to help me report the pictures and its spammers so it would be taken down. As I spread the word on everyone’s newsfeed, I was tagged in a post – yet another spammer had posted my boy’s picture with the same caption. By nightfall, I couldn’t keep up with all the like farmers that were exploiting social media goodwill in asking for prayers for my child whom they’d never met – all for their monetary gain. My son’s stolen photo had gone viral, and there was very little I could do about it.32

A current Facebook search for ‘Pray for Farnando’ shows that Connor’s image still circulates and that the text about ‘Farnando’ also appears alongside photos of other children. These mothers’ attempted disruptions of like-farming texts rely on – but also invert – the logic of virality, pathos and pathology exploited by
the original posts. Pathos signifies ‘the quality or power . . . of arousing feelings of pity, sorrow’; something is pathetic when it ‘causes or evokes pity’, but also when it is ‘miserably or contempitibly inadequate’.34 The notion of suffering also inflects the combining form patho-, signifying ‘disease’, as in pathogenic, meaning ‘producing disease’.35 All these connotations attach to the disabled/sick people in like-farming posts: they are ill and/or suffering, they are ‘inadequate’ and needing help or affirmation and they thus evoke viewers’ pity. Liking and sharing both presume and act against these bodies’ ‘pathogenic’ qualities: the possibility of ‘catching’ the abjection or negativity of these apparently unfortunate conditions.

Family members seek to relocate this pathogenic affect from their loved ones to the like-farmers themselves. Courtney Westlake, for instance, writes of having her baby daughter’s image stolen for an ‘Amen + share’ post. She writes, ‘Here’s what you’re actually doing when you type Amen or share the photo on your wall: 1. You’re exploiting what is most likely a stolen image of a child whose family has no idea it is being used. 2. You’re making the owners of the page that posted it or the twisted people who stole the photo and created the post a whole lot of money.’ Westlake’s rhetoric redirects pity from the fabricated image toward those who’ve actually been exploited, while constructing like-farmers themselves as pathogenic, spreading a morally diseased profiteering practice. Most of Westlake’s commenters express shock, vowing to never again click on such images. Writes one, ‘I have shared and typed “Amen” on posts like these, and I am truly sorry for any harm I may have caused by doing so. I only meant to be helpful. Thank you for the helpful information and I won’t be sharing posts like these anymore.’ Comments another, ‘I’m so sorry for all the one’s [sic] I have forwarded. I did not know how it was being used. I will not post or share again of these precious children.’ Many focus on the victimisation of the vulnerable, stating, ‘It is appalling that people make money off of our sick children’, and ‘Someone exploiting the most vulnerable, I have no words’.

For others, however, the pathogenic affect Westlake seeks to redirect remains conflated with the ‘pathetic’ objects of the posts’ imagery: writes ‘iessandra’, ‘Occasionally I would type amen – then one day I decided to look at the person’s site that the request came from. I was horrified!!! The photos on that person’s timeline were grotesque, horrible, maimed, mutilated bodies – absolutely sickening. And I went to one other person’s FB page and the same thing. Sick, sick people!’ These responses suggest
that while the pleas of those hurt by like-farming may impede the images’ viral spread, they do not significantly alter the rhetorical conventions around sick or disabled people. As Beth Haller and Jeffrey Preston write, citing Susan Wendell, ‘This frame also implies a distinct shame attached to disability, that being seen publicly is upsetting and disabled people must be protected from this experience.’ After these interventions, then, like-farming itself may be understood as a harmful contagion but the conception persists of disabled and sick people as only shamed victims. With the ableist ‘affectionate’ script revealed as a scam, the only alternative response to depictions of disability or illness appears to be horror, and the impulse is to exclude such images entirely.

Moreover, the intervention doesn’t always work. Some of Westlake’s commenters observe that even after being educated about like-farming, their friends continue to share. One writes, ‘I have warned my FB friends about these scams but it doesn’t seem to sink in. You just can’t help the gullible.’ Another states, ‘sadly, 90% of the people on my Friend list are ignorant and just plain stupid . . . they won’t listen . . . Even though I’ve shared this with them.’ Some of the commenters themselves are reluctant to surrender their encounters with these posts. One asserts, ‘Be kind and accept the prayers of that hurting child. Even if the picture is stolen and baby is not [sic] longer with us here on earth and in our lives does not mean a prayer from an honest person will not [sic] be wasted.’ Says another, ‘I wonder if we didn’t like or comment on it, but just prayed and shared it, if the scammed results would still apply. Prayer TRULY does work!’ These statements hold fast to the ritualistic power of passing along the image, raising questions as to how else we might intervene in the viral spread of ableist ‘affection’ and to what extent metaphors of contagion can reimagine disability affect in the social media sphere.

Catchy Metaphors: Inspiration/Pity Porn

The strategic labelling of uplifting disability images as ‘inspiration porn’ – and the comparable term ‘pity porn’ – offers another intervention into the spread of affective ableism. The concept of ‘inspiration porn’ was popularised by the late Australian disability activist and comedian Stella Young. In her 2014 TED talk, Young invokes images of children running on prosthetic legs captioned ‘Your excuse is invalid’ or ‘The only disability in life is a bad attitude’, commenting:
How Disability Goes Viral on Social Media

These images – there are lots of them out there – they are what we call inspiration porn. And I use the term ‘porn’ deliberately, because they objectify one group of people for the benefit of another group of people. So in this case, we’re objectifying disabled people for the benefit of nondisabled people. The purpose of these images is to inspire you, to motivate you, so that we can look at them and think, ‘Well, however bad my life is, it could be worse. I could be that person.’

Young contends that the conventions of inspiration porn also shape offline encounters, as when a woman tells her, ‘I see you on the train every morning and I just wanted to say it’s great. You’re an inspiration to me.’ Such interactions, Young asserts, affectively oppress disabled people. They presume their innately abject or shamed state while also requiring them to express or perform optimism, and they recast the depressing effects of discriminatory systems as a personal state of mind, all to cheer up non-disabled spectators. To stem this viral spread, Young suggests, ‘Next time you’re tempted to share that picture of an adorable kid with a disability to make your Facebook friends feel good, just take a second to consider why you’re really clicking that button.’

The term ‘inspiration porn’ works in similar ways to family members’ castigation of like-farmers. It condemns affecting representations believed true or harmless by revealing them as cynical acts of objectification for others’ gain. Like the commenters on Westlake’s page, those confronting the term realise that while they thought they were spreading something good to uplift disabled and sick people, they have been spreading something harmful that exploits disabled and sick people.

But unlike familial interventions, ‘inspiration porn’ directly indicts consumers. It makes explicit the pleasurable pay-off to those who share, explaining ongoing attachment to sharing even after being educated about like-farming. If sharers imagine themselves as helpful benefactors, and if aggrieved family members instead read them as unwittingly deceived scam victims, ‘pity/inspiration’ rhetoric construes them as wilful exploiters of disabled bodies for their own enjoyment. The liking or sharing of disability images becomes an implicitly sexualised transaction in which users click to ‘purchase’; exchange likes and shares for the thrill of ‘helping’; and aggrandise the self at the expense of the fetishised disability object. And since viewers not only consume or ‘catch’ these disability images but also pass them on, they constitute both consumers and distributors of this ostensibly degraded genre.
The construction of online ableist images as ‘porn’ relies at least implicitly on associations of pornography with contagion and pathology, including sexually transmitted disease. As the term is invoked by disability activists to condemn pity/inspiration images and perhaps encourage their extinction, it also evokes historic and recent constructions of pornography as an ‘epidemic’ that brings ill health to the social body. Thus, while it valuably draws attention to the agency and complicity of those who ‘spread’ this material, it perhaps also aligns critique of ableism with condemnations of (sexual) porn as ‘unhealthy’, inherently morally degraded or politically retrograde. Such moral crusades have long been used to control the bodies of gender, sexual and racial/ethnic minorities, as well as those of disabled people, constructing marginal identities and practices as threats to normative health and morality. Thus, while the ‘porn’ label can usefully critique non-disabled disseminators of inspiration/pity porn, its negative associations might also land on already vulnerable bodies. Like the resignifications of fatness in terms of environmental influence discussed by Francis Ray White in chapter 5, which may still perpetuate notions of fat bodies as diseased and morally weak, this usage of ‘porn’ rhetoric risks reinforcing perceptions of disabled people as either passive and exploited or perverse and dangerous.

Nonetheless, the ‘inspiration porn’ label suggests a potentially productive commandeering of the language of crisis and moral panic. Construction of inspiration porn as an ‘epidemic’ may help viscerally convey it as damaging and requiring urgent amelioration. Moreover, the authorship of the term alters a power imbalance: Young’s label and its viral uptake constitutes a ‘talking back’ by disabled activists that reconfigures the ableist affective script. Even though it may be supported by a reductive view of porn, the term still imagines the ostensibly undesirable body (‘no one will share this’) as in fact deeply desired (even as it is exploited and fetishised). It thus makes way for oppositional disabled self-representations. Haller and Preston note that Young’s talk inspired the Facebook page ‘This is what disability looks like’, which describes itself as ‘featuring images of people with disabilities that do NOT pander to sentimentality, inspiration and/or paternalism’. It is these kinds of self-authored images that can displace viral pity/inspiration and generate alternative affective scripts.
Viral Mutation: Disability Affect

The affective interventions considered thus far seek to change the emotional experience of consumers of disability images. Those who share like-farming images conceive of themselves as charitable saviours of sick or disabled people, while purchasing a safe distance from the potentially contagious stigma of disability. The parents of sick or disabled children try to interrupt this spread by recasting sharers as naïve disseminators of harmful material. And activists use ‘pity/inspiration porn’ labels to indict consumers as both users and distributors of an objectifying genre that caters to their own pleasures. Both interventions seek to stop the spread of pathetic or pathological concepts of disability, but the former reconsolidates views of disabled people as passive and exploited objects, while the latter may perpetuate associations of disabled people with contagious deviance.

As noted above, however, the authorship of the ‘inspiration porn’ label by disabled people interrupts simplistic objectification of disabled figures. When disabled people assert and circulate their own emotional experiences and responses, they reroute ableist affect and create new, potentially viral, affections. In so doing, they constitute the kind of ‘queer diaspora’ defined by Jasbir Puar in terms of ‘affectionate networks or lines of affiliation’. Puar contests conventional uses of contagion ‘in relation to unwanted and afflicted bodies’, insisting instead that ‘all bodies can be thought of as contagious or mired in contagions: bodies infecting other bodies with sensation, vibration, irregularity, chaos, lines of flight that betray the expectation of loyalty, linearity, the demarcation of who’s in and who’s not.’

Kelly Fritsch and Anna McGuire also imagine contagion, which impels ‘both social responsibility and collective action’, as ‘a productive site through which to engage a queer/crip biosocial politics’. They assert that it ‘provides the grounds for provocative encounters and exchange’ as it both ‘produces pathologies and nurtures communities of solidarity’.

Ebben notes that, in the case of the autism ‘epidemic’, ‘the conscious act of declaring oneself autistic would stand for a queer/crip desire of the undesirable’. And Beth Ferri declares, ‘[V]iruses can . . . be understood as exhibiting a kind of dangerous adaptability and/or even a menacing queer desire.’ These latter perspectives invoke the concept of ‘cripping’, the revelation and remaking of ableist structures by nonconforming bodyminds.

Rather than seeking primarily to shut down virality, then, disabled subjects’ uptake of affective exchange generates new viral or contagious content. In the 1994 documentary film *Vital Signs: Crip Culture Talks*
Back, for instance, performance artist Mary Duffy, born without arms, narrates how she rebuffs ableist affective impositions:

I have a little card which I use for these occasions. You know, it’s a response for somebody, for example, whom I may choose to ignore at the post office. I’m addressing an envelope and they come along and say, ‘Isn’t it marvelous what they can train you to do nowadays?’ And I don’t respond to them, so they try and gather a crowd and say [more loudly], ‘Isn’t it marvelous what they can train them to do nowadays?’ And so I get to take out this card, my little red card [gestures with foot], which I hand out to everybody at the post office – or pedal out, I suppose you’d say – and it says, ‘As a proud disabled woman, I find your comments and questions regarding my disability as obstreperous, unwelcome . . . , as well as downright insensitive . . . Please turn over.’ And on the back it says, ‘This card is saturated with a noxious substance. Both your hands will fall off in the next 24 hours’. [Laughs] And nobody ever gets the joke, you know? But I like it. It’s my defense in a hostile world.’

Duffy’s card re-scripts conventional disability encounters, revealing the ableist affection beamed at her as ‘obstreperous, unwelcome . . . insensitive’ and ‘hostile’. Duffy also denies the distancing that ableist affection seeks, exploiting the older idea of contagion or virality as ‘a kind of poison’ by telling card-holders they have been contaminated with radical impairment. When ableist interlocutors take Duffy’s card, they become scripted actors in her drama. Duffy narrates her own affective experience and controls the effect/affect she has on witnesses, asserting a ‘menacing queer’ humour.

When disabled individuals and groups become agents in or narrators of affective encounters, they can orchestrate (and ‘go viral’ with) alternative affects and emotions. For instance, one of the like-farming posts mentioned above features a photo of a young woman with a facial birthmark, captioned, ‘Say YES if she is beautiful!’ The woman is Crystal Hodges. Her image was stolen from a blog post in which she explains and destigmatises her ‘port wine stain’, discusses her treatments, critiques intrusive responses (‘People have even argued with me, telling me it’s not a birthmark, and that I have something like skin cancer or something contagious’) and encourages acceptance of differences. But her attempt to rewrite ableist reactions is undercut when her image is used to sustain fearful and pitying responses, as Hodges explains:
A group on Facebook with nearly 2 million followers has been using a photo of mine without my knowledge or consent—a photo that I took (just a selfie!) barely 20 minutes after a painful laser treatment on my facial birthmark. In addition to using my photo, they added text that says, ‘1 Like = Beautiful’... as well as their personal logo. My name and permission were not included in this process, nor was my story, a link to my blog or website.51

Hodges states that her image has now been shared by at least five different Facebook groups; in one, with 30 million-plus followers, her image has ‘over 256,000 “likes”, 1,000 shares and over 13,000 comments’.52 Hodges links the online sharing of her image to real-life scripts imposed on her, including the assumption her difference is contagious. She notes her education in deferring to others’ emotional needs: ‘When people would stare... my mom is the one who taught me to smile at them. Maybe the staring person is having a bad day and needed a smile to lift their spirits.’53 But she insists on her right to control her story and its affective outcomes: ‘I don’t want my photo to go viral without the story being told. I want people to know my story—but not with the purpose of gaining sympathy. I want my story to be known in attempts of educating other people, and in hopes of motivating a cultural change in how “different” people are treated.’54 Hodges thus seeks to change online and real-world affective scriptings of people with atypical appearances.

Such blog and website commentaries usefully redirect popular views of disability and can make news: Hodges’s narrative appeared in Today, People, The Telegraph and The Sun. But disabled people also contest virality in spaces where their utterances can ‘go viral’, that is, can be actively liked and shared in the same way as Facebook posts or tweets. One Twitter scenario offers an apt example. On 22 September 2014, Ken Jennings, former Jeopardy champion, tweeted, ‘Nothing sadder than a hot person in a wheelchair’.55 The tweet shares elements with like-farming posts, assuming disability as a degraded and pathetic state that ‘saddens’ witnesses. However, because the tweet was more mocking than ostensibly charitable or affectionate, it drew criticism as ‘awful’ and ‘insensitive’.56 On seeing the tweet, Paralympian Joshua Cassidy responded with a different kind of affecting disability image, re-tweeting Jennings’s comment alongside a photo of himself, beaming happily, arms outstretched and draped with medals.57 In 2018, the tweet was reactivated by disabled Twitter users in the same ironic and subversive spirit.
retweeted Jennings’s ‘Nothing sadder than a hot person in a wheelchair’ beneath an image of her posing in her chair, wearing dark red lipstick, a blue blazer and blue knee-socks with a short plaid skirt. Segarra’s tweet read, ‘Cry about it, babe’ and carried the hashtag #HotPersonInAWheelchair.58 The hashtag caught on, spawning a wave of images of people in wheelchairs, showcasing a variety of postures, body types and settings. People presented themselves in formal dress, casual-wear, costumes, lingerie and naked. They grinned, smiled shyly, or looked fierce or thoughtful. In her tweet, Elizabeth Jeannel kissed her wheelchair-using partner while draped in a rainbow flag, stating, ‘Idk [I don’t know] she looks pretty happy to me [shrug emoji]’.59

The #HotPersonInAWheelchair tweets invoke Jennings’s emotive phrase ‘Nothing sadder’ in order to reject it. They assert alternative emotions through performing or articulating happiness, fierceness or ‘hotness’, a term connoting attractiveness, self-confidence and potency. Tweeters also contest normative concepts of ‘hotness’: for instance, Michaela Oteri wrote, ‘Yes, I am fat AND hot’. 60 The Representation Project articulates several of the hashtag’s affective interventions, retweeting an image of activist Lizzie Kiama in her chair, arrayed in brightly coloured headwear, lipstick and layered tulle skirt, with the statement ‘Inspired by . . . activists posting under #HotPersonInAWheelchair (and [angry-face emoji] infuriated that we live in a society where they have to defend their beauty, existence, and joy)’.61 Some tweets turn ‘sadness’ back onto Jennings himself, as in Segarra’s original ‘Cry about it, babe’ and in assertions that his ableism is sad or pathetic. The emphasis on ‘hotness’ also reframes this alternative set of disability affects in relation to sexual and inspiration/pity porn. Geoff Trappett, Paralympian and founder of advocacy organisation Inclusion Moves, wrote, ‘Was wondering why my Twitter feed resembled softcore porn. Glad I looked for an answer. Sometimes terrible comments inspire greatness!’62 ‘The comment complicates the ‘pity/inspiration porn’ trope and embraces the pornographic as a potential viral mode of alternative disability affect and desire. Several other Twitter hashtags have contested stereotypical disability representations.63 But, like #DisabledJoy, #HotPersonInAWheelchair particularly engages the affective realm. Making news on sites such as the BBC and The Guardian, the hashtag trended enough to ‘go viral’ with affective scripts explicitly opposed to pity or inspiration.64

If we conceive the viral as an online phenomenon driven by dominant, ableist, emotional scripts, we can also imagine ways of rewriting
those scripts and their contagion rhetoric. Calling on disabled people to spread the love, #HotPersonInAWheelchair participates actively in affective social-media contagion, displaces viral ableist affection and circulates diverse, exciting disability affects. It also orients disabled affect towards members of the disability community, facilitating new scripts for disabled affective experience and expression and exemplifying the kind of ‘collective agency in a networked culture’ that Jenkins feared might be elided by the viral metaphor.65 These tweets thus help enact a world in which disabled people wrest control of communicable disability affects, exceeding ableist transmissions and ‘touching’ viewers in unpredictable ways.
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IN AUGUST 2004 the following report appeared in the mostly fictional tabloid paper Weekly World News:

Fat people’s sweat is changing weather patterns, scientist claims.

The huge amount of sweat produced by fat people is causing floods, hurricanes and severe weather all over the world, a leading scientist has discovered. What’s more, the large amounts of perfume, lotions, aftershave and other chemicals used by obese folks destroy the ozone as they vaporize and contribute to global warming.

Dr. Edward Millidge, a leading climatologist, believes we’re reaching a crisis point . . . While the average person only begins to sweat with mild exertion, obese people routinely sweat while doing nothing more than watching TV . . .

There are things obese populations could do to minimize their impact on weather patterns, such as wearing appropriate clothing, exercising.
regularly in an air-conditioned building, and limiting the use of lotions and such. ‘These are just Band-Aids though’, says Dr. Millidge. ‘The only real solution is to lose weight before they destroy the earth.’

The story was nestled alongside tales of a Jesus-shaped love-bite with healing powers and George W. Bush’s alien abduction, and one could assume the credibility of each to be roughly comparable. Fast forward half a decade though, and the framing of fat people as a form of environmental contamination was hitting the real headlines as The Sun’s front cover proclaimed, ‘fatties cause global warming’. This time it was not their sweat that was the problem, but fat people’s ‘excessive’ energy consumption; ‘providing extra grub for them to guzzle adds to carbon emissions that heat up the world, melting polar ice caps, raising sea levels and killing rain forests’.

Perhaps these stories should be dismissed as (albeit cruel) novelty items, not to be taken too seriously. However, while they certainly occupy the sensationalist fringe, accounts of the entanglements of obesity and climate change have been articulated and rearticulated in books, articles and reports across medical, popular scientific and policy discourse over the past fifteen years. The headline above, for example, was part of the widespread media coverage of an article by researchers Phil Edwards and Ian Roberts. In 2007, the UK government’s Foresight Report Tackling Obesities: Future Choices dubbed obesity ‘the climate change of public health’ and Health Minister Alan Johnson claimed obesity was, ‘a potential crisis, on the scale of climate change’. In 2019, obesity and climate change appeared as the subject of a major Lancet Commission report entitled The Global Syndemic of Obesity, Undernutrition, and Climate Change.

The aim of this chapter is not to investigate the veracity of these claims, or determine whether fatties really do cause global warming; nor is it to question the reality of climate change. Rather, with recourse to Judith Butler’s (1993; 2004) politics of resignification, what follows is an attempt to understand the discursive sleights of hand that have allowed obesity and climate change to become entangled, and for the links between them to appear legitimate and almost common-sensical. The second aim is to offer a critique of the fat bodies these links produce. Medicalized discourses of the ‘obesity epidemic’ already constitute fat bodies as contaminated (infected by fatness, diseased) and contagious (spreading infection, bringing bodily and social death). The question here is how the entanglement of obesity and climate change exacerbates this proximity of fat bodies to pollution, contagion and death. Drawing on an analysis of over one hundred
iterations of obesity/climate change discourse the chapter will show that while accounts of the links between obesity and climate change appear to be wildly divergent – the respectability of the Lancet Commission a far cry from the lurid headlines of the *Weekly World News* – ultimately they converge around removing the contamination of fatness, seldom straying far from the demand that fat people ‘lose weight before they destroy the earth’.

Analysing Obesity and Climate Change

My analysis was conducted using a sample of 112 written pieces that made links between obesity and climate change.8 Fifty-one were from academic journals, fifty-two from media sources and a further nine from popular science and health websites, all published between 2004 and 2019 and ranging in length from short opinion pieces and contributions to letters pages, to full peer-reviewed academic articles and books. My sample was initially gathered via online searches, and then by following up references in both media and academic articles and repeating this until no new significant sources emerged. The sample is, inevitably, not exhaustive, but it is large enough to reveal consistent themes across time. Notably, the vast majority (88 per cent) of the academic articles were from medical, health or specialist obesity journals, rather than environmental science journals. This speaks both to the fields in which the obesity/climate change link has most salience or credibility, and to the relative absence of discussion about differing political or practical approaches to climate change. The sample also almost exclusively talks about ‘obesity’, or ‘overweight and obesity’ (‘fatties’ notwithstanding) reflecting a dominant medicalised lexicon around body weight, as well as the implication that the normative body is slender and uncontaminated by fatness.9 ‘Fat’ and ‘fatness’ are used throughout this chapter to signal the contested status of ‘obesity’ as a neutral term, and to distinguish between the sample texts and the analysis.10

Analysis of the construction of link(s) between obesity and climate change in the sample yielded three key variants: obesity is *like* climate change; obesity *causes* climate change; and obesity and climate change have *shared drivers*. The ‘like’ variant (23 per cent of the sample), is concentrated in 2007–8, especially around the Foresight Report and its media coverage, and is the only theme not to feature significantly in academic articles. The ‘causes climate change’ (43 per cent) and ‘shared drivers’ (34 per cent) variants are similar in that they are represented throughout
the years 2004–19, however there is little media coverage of the shared drivers approach compared to the other two variants. Whilst distinct, the three variants inevitably overlap in certain respects, for example in the promotion of ‘solutions’ that will solve both obesity and climate change simultaneously such as reducing car use and the consumption of energy/carbon dense food. While there is not scope here for a full discussion of the ‘solutions’ presented in the articles, the centrality of weight loss across all three variants will be considered later in the chapter.

Underpinning the analysis is Judith Butler’s theorisation of the ‘resignification of discourse’; namely, the idea that as discourses performatively produce the objects of which they speak, but never in a way that can be fixed or final, it is possible to subversively reiterate those discourses in order to transform or ‘resignify’ them. Butler’s intention is that such resignifications are deployed to rob existing significations of their shaming or injurious power, and to ‘extend the norms that sustain viable life to previously disenfranchised communities’. This is very much the spirit in which resignificatory politics have been taken up within fat activism and scholarship. The work of Kathleen LeBesco (2004), for example, applies Butler’s theory to the resignification of fat subjectivity as a response to fatphobia, much in the manner that Butler discusses the resignification of ‘queer’. However, the relevance of this theory to thinking about obesity and climate change draws more from Butler’s acknowledgement that resignification in itself does not necessarily serve social justice, but can as easily apply to reappropriations of discourse that deepen abjection or exclusion. Indeed, the current dominant discursive construction of fatness as ‘epidemic’, with the attendant implication of a spreading contagion, can be thought of as the legacy of previous successful resignifications of ‘obesity’.

When discussing the conditions necessary for a successful resignification, Butler argues one will succeed,

not because an intention successfully governs the action of speech, but only because that action echoes prior actions, and accumulates the force of authority through the repetition or citation of a prior, authoritative set of practices.

This criterion is useful in terms of evaluating why some formulations of the link between obesity and climate change ‘take hold’ and go largely untested, while others do not. Butler further offers a way to understand what
is at stake when the fat body is (re)configured through the link to climate change when she attempts to establish the criteria that distinguish between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ resignifications. She argues we must, ‘make substantive decisions about what will be a less violent future, what will be a more inclusive population’ and ask of a resignificatory move, ‘what forms of community have been created, and through what violences and exclusions have they been created?’ Drawing on this guide for recognising and evaluating resignifications, the following discussion will outline the characteristics of each variant of the obesity/climate change link, highlighting the discursive conditions that have made each possible and attending to any significant differences between academic and media iterations, and finally move on to identify the kinds of fat bodies they discursively produce.

‘A Potential Crisis on the Scale of Climate Change’

The first type of link made between obesity and climate change hinges around framing them as phenomena that are somehow ‘like’ each other in terms of scale or severity, as was seen in the media reporting surrounding the Foresight Report in 2007. ‘Obesity “as bad as climate risk”’ was how the BBC put it, while the Independent went with, ‘obesity is as serious a threat as climate change’ and the Times said, ‘Obesity crisis “on the same scale as global warming”’. The Foresight Report reviewed the causes, extent and potential policy approaches to obesity in Britain and forecasted that by 2050 fifty per cent of women and sixty per cent of men in the UK would be obese, with the yearly ‘financial impact to society’ pegged at £45.9bn. The Report’s major innovation was to draw heavily on a ‘systemic’ frame which understands the causes of population-wide weight gain to lie beyond the individual. Specifically it draws on the concept of the ‘obesogenic environment’. An obesogenic environment, as Colls and Evans argue, ‘situates the “causes” of obesity in a body’s relationships and interactions with particular (physical, social and cultural) “environments”’ and is commonly characterised as one which inhibits physical exercise, but makes ‘junk’ food highly available, thus increasing the likelihood of population level weight gain.

It is this environmental explanation for obesity which allows the Foresight Report to forge a link between obesity and climate change in terms of their ‘like-ness’. The Report first makes the analogy in its introduction, which states: ‘obesity, like climate change, is a complex problem but it is
not insoluble’. The link is then elaborated in a special section titled ‘obesity – “the climate change of public health”?’ which suggests a ‘number of parallels’ between the two:

Both are complex in causation and solution, with questioning of the evidence, yet they both demand firm and swift action . . . Failure to act at an early stage is already having significant and undesirable consequences . . . The policy discourse is vibrant but is not yet being matched by a requisite, measurable change in the right direction by society, governments and the economy . . . There is a danger that the moment to act radically and coherently will be missed.

The ‘like-ness’ here ultimately coheres around the idea that obesity and climate change require ‘tackling’ (as the title of the report suggests) before the ‘undesirable consequences’ occur. The Report does not have to explicitly elucidate what those consequences are, nor what ‘change in the right direction’ might entail. This is because specific understandings of obesity as a problem that needs solving are already established and working as instances of Butler’s ‘prior authority’. Thus a novel and seemingly credible link between obesity and climate change is made possible on the basis of already-authorised accounts of both as inexorably worsening problems that require public action.

If the Foresight Report itself relies on existing significations of obesity to make the ‘like-ness’ of obesity and climate change intelligible, then the media coverage of it does so doubly. The analogy with climate change was disproportionately prominent in the media due to the widespread reporting of Alan Johnson’s comments at the report’s launch, namely:

We cannot afford not to act. For the first time we are clear about the magnitude of the problem. We are facing a potential crisis on the scale of climate change and it is in everybody’s interest to turn things round.

The nature of this ‘potential crisis’ is never explored. Will obesity bring on the same apocalyptic outcomes as climate change – widespread environmental degradation and the end of life on earth? The point here is that the exact ‘likeness’ does not require further articulation to make a kind of sense. Michael Gard argues that in much ‘obesity epidemic’ discourse, ‘there are no rules; like the distracting wave of the magician’s hand, any
idea can be made to fit with any other idea so long as the reader can be diverted and dazzled by the spectre of death. Casting obesity and climate change as ‘like’ one another performs precisely this sort of trick.

However, contra Gard, it may also be the case that there are some rules and attempts to assert the ‘like-ness’ of obesity and climate change are challenged in some of the commentary around Foresight (if not in news reports which largely just reiterated Johnson’s comments). A letter to The Independent exemplifies the main counter-discourse articulated in the media. It argues, ‘how utterly absurd of the Government to equate the threat of obesity with climate change. Obesity is a disease of decadence seen mainly in the so-called developed world.’ Similarly, Max Hastings writing in the Daily Mail contends that ‘each of us can far more readily address our weight than we can global warming.’ These responses assert that unlike climate change, obesity is subject to individual control. As such, what they are contesting is the systemic, ‘obesogenic environment’, account of the causes of obesity, and instead they rely on an individualising frame. As Rich and Evans note, ‘within this discourse, individuals are deemed largely responsible for their own health and for “making healthy choices” as if they were free of structural and cultural constraints’.

While recourse to individualising frames may indicate that ‘obesogenic environment’ accounts of obesity have failed as resignifications of existing, arguably more hegemonic, explanations, they do not substantially alter the way in which either discourse constructs the fat body. The likening of obesity to climate change sensationalises and intensifies existing constructions of the fat body as diseased, deathly, burdensome that circulate in wider discourses of the obesity ‘epidemic’. Just one lone article (Basham) questions the analogy on the grounds that obesity itself is neither ‘epidemic’ nor of crisis proportions. Thus even when the obesogenic environment version of the analogy is repeated but refuted, fat bodies are still constituted as having been contaminated by fatness because they were individually unable to resist the temptations of greed and/or sloth.

‘Fatties Cause Global Warming’

Where claiming obesity is ‘like’ climate change does not suggest any direct connection between the two phenomena, the second variant, summarised nicely by The Sun as ‘fatties cause global warming’, forges a link that makes one responsible for the other. The argument rests on the idea that, as
Phil Edwards and Ian Roberts, two of the central architects of this approach, contend, ‘increasing population adiposity will result in an increase in GHG [greenhouse gas] emissions’.31 This is because ‘total food energy consumption increases as BMI increases’ and ‘because of the additional fuel energy needed to transport heavier people’.32 Edwards and Roberts’s widely cited and widely reported-on article is a modelling exercise that compares the food and fuel energy consumption of a ‘normal’ weight population to an ‘overweight’ population, the former based on UK rates in the 1970s and the latter on predicted body mass index (BMI) distribution in 2010. Their conclusion is that ‘increased population adiposity, because of its contribution to climate change from additional food and transport GHG emissions, should be recognized as an environmental problem’.33

The way Edwards and Roberts construct obesity as directly contributing to climate change is not only mirrored in other academic arguments of this type34 but has generated 86 per cent of the ‘fatties cause global warming’ media and popular science coverage in the sample. Edwards and Roberts’s work has been heavily criticised by Gallar for its ‘complete arbitrariness’, and by Evans for relying on ‘anecdotes and (cultural and racial) stereotypes rather than evidence’.35 Edwards and Roberts do indeed make some spectacular claims, for example those in a completely unreferenced article in *New Scientist* (2007). It confidently asserts, ‘obese people eat about 40 per cent more in terms of calories than their lean counterparts’, something they cite as ‘evidence’ in subsequent work.36 Edwards and Roberts also make some bold assertions when they calculate car travel-related greenhouse gas emissions by assuming, ‘that all individuals with BMI <30 kg/m² use an average small car (e.g. Ford Fiesta) and that individuals with BMI >30 kg/m² use a car with more internal space (e.g. Ford Galaxy)’.37 What is problematic about this is not just Edwards and Roberts’s failure to draw on any empirical data on food consumption or BMI and car use (especially how those factors intersect with socio-economic class), not to mention their fantastical imaginings of the physical dimensions of people with a BMI of thirty, but that their arguments were so readily and widely repeated in both the media and subsequent academic work on the topic. The question is why, or rather how, their arguments appear to have made ‘sense’.

Referring back to Butler’s metrics for resignificatory success, Edwards and Roberts’s (re)deployment of obesity as an ‘energy imbalance’ in part enables their claims to pass as credible. They invoke the energy-in/energy-out thesis wherein, as they put it, ‘body fat accumulates when the
amount of energy we eat as food exceeds the amount of energy we use moving around’, and heavily reference the ways ‘energy’ comes into play in fat people’s lives: ‘energy is required in order to overcome inertia and the greater the mass the more energy is required’; ‘heavy people consume more energy’ and ‘require 16% more food energy’; ‘wearing a heavy body is like driving around in a gas-guzzler. A heavy person must consume more food energy just to maintain a constant body weight.’ They even reference ‘Newton’s first law of motion’ to explain the ‘inertia’ of fat flesh in terms of ‘basic physical laws’. Energy-in/energy-out explanations are not only familiar as common-sense explanations of weight gain and loss but, as Gard and Wright argue, they rehearse widely held ideas that ‘the body is governed by scientifically verifiable laws’. Furthermore they echo the ‘energy saving’ lexicon of discourses of environmental friendliness. Hence, by framing the issue as one of ‘energy’, Edwards and Roberts reiterate powerful and familiar discourses which allow the idea that obesity causes climate change to accumulate the ‘force of authority’.

The ‘fatties cause global warming’ discourses, perhaps more than the other variants of the obesity/climate change link, foreground particular constructions of fat bodies which also contribute to the intelligibility of their arguments. As the quotes above suggest, fat people are positioned as voracious consumers, best illustrated by the repeated use of the term ‘guzzler’ in Edwards and Roberts’s work – ‘a heavy body is a gas (food) guzzler’; ‘say no to global guzzling’ – and in multiple media articles which quote Edwards saying ‘moving about in a heavy body is like driving around in a gas guzzler’. ‘Guzzling’ conjures the greed and uncontrolled appetites often associated with fat bodies, but perhaps more perniciously it casts that ‘guzzling’ not just as a failure of will, but of biology; the fat body is unable not to ‘guzzle’. The attention to how much food goes into fat bodies in the ‘fatties cause global warming’ variant articles is complemented by recurring references to what comes back out. While the Weekly World News (2004) highlights ‘fat people’s sweat’, so Gryka et al. note that while all humans ‘produce CO2 during respiration . . . due to the fact that CO2 production is proportionate to body mass, heavier individuals produce more’. Carbon dioxide is not the only climate-destroying substance fat bodies produce. Several articles follow through, as it were, fat bodies’ excessive food consumption to their prodigious waste production. Roberts notes, ‘greater food consumption means more organic waste, which produces methane as it decomposes’. Michaelowa and Dransfield similarly warn that ‘higher food consumption will automatically lead to a higher
generation of solid and liquid human wastes’, and their diagram showing ‘the greenhouse gas emissions impacts of an increase in human body weight’ factors in ‘waste volume increase’.44 Fat studies scholar Lesleigh Owen suggests this is typical of the way abject bodies are ‘defined by an exaggeration of their relationships with orifices’. She argues this applies in specific ways to fat bodies:

They are considered more biological, more tied to their processes, their orifices. Fat people, who are, the story goes, universally out of shape, sweat more. They also supposedly eat more, in fact, fat persons serve as visual shortcuts for gluttony. They certainly excrete more.45

By drawing on this construction these articles cast bodies as not just contaminated by fatness, but fat bodies as a source of contagion, actively polluting not only themselves, but the planet as well. Hence the audacious and spurious claim that ‘fatties cause global warming’ is made possible and intelligible.

‘Common Systemic Drivers’

Rather than blaming fat people for global warming, the third variant of the obesity/climate change link lays the blame for both at the feet of a third party. In these explanations obesity and climate change are positioned as the side-effects of, variously, the ‘big food’ industry, global agriculture, fossil fuels and/or capitalist economic development.46 Arguments of this type have proliferated in the academic literature since 2005. At that time, for example, Paul Higgins looked to ‘societal dependence on oil’ and subsequently automobiles for producing both climate change, and the ‘obesity epidemic’.47 Similarly, Faergeman blames ‘burning fossil fuels’ and says this ‘is the major source of greenhouse gases, but it also makes pervasive physical inactivity possible’.48 Both Higgins and Faergeman highlight ‘energy-out’ deficits as causing obesity, following the ‘energy imbalance’ model previously discussed. However, Faergeman also addresses the ‘energy-in’ side, noting, ‘similarly, modern agriculture’s enormous production of livestock contributes substantially to greenhouse gas emissions, and it is the source of many of our most energy-rich foods’.49

Some of the most developed forms of this argument come from Australian researchers Garry Egger and/or Boyd Swinburn.50 In their
book *Planet Obesity* (2010) they attribute the existence and growth of both obesity and climate change to ‘economic growth having overshot its sweet spot’. They argue that we have hit a ‘catastrophic sour spot’ where several interconnected aspects of human and economic development have turned and ceased to produce positive outcomes and ‘obesity is the signal of this change’. Swinburn is also the co-chair of the Lancet Commission that produced the 2019 Global Syndemic report, a highly elaborated iteration of the shared drivers variant and ambitious systemic account of obesity. The report makes the novel claim that the global pandemics of obesity, undernutrition and climate change ‘constitute a syndemic, or synergy of epidemics, because they co-occur in time and place, interact with each other to produce complex sequelae, and share common underlying societal drivers . . . [of] food and agriculture, transportation, urban design, and land use’. The report is the subject of all but one of the media articles deploying the shared drivers link between obesity and climate change, despite there being almost twice as many academic articles in this category than the other two combined. This absence of media discourse in itself may be evidence of a level of failure of the shared drivers approach’s attempt to resignify the connection between obesity and climate change. Unlike the ‘fatties cause global warming’ link, it cannot lean on the authority (and familiarity) of the dominant individualising frame of obesity.

The Lancet Commission report did generate some mainstream media coverage: however, the media reporting does not faithfully reiterate the report’s central thesis. Throughout the report the Commission use the WHO Food and Agriculture Organization’s definition of ‘malnutrition in all its forms’, which is to say malnutrition as ‘including obesity, undernutrition, and other dietary risks’. The report is very intentional about this, explicitly saying these are the terms that need to be deployed in order to produce policy that addresses both obesity and climate change (and undernutrition). The report states:

Thinking in Global Syndemic terms will allow actors to focus on common systemic drivers that need common actions. The Commission recommends that all actors frame their commitments and actions on the SDGs [sustainable development goals] in syndemic and systems terms to show their inherent connectedness and systemic origins. For example, defining the problems using terms like malnutrition in all its forms and The Global Syndemic.
In the media coverage of the report, however, the syndemic is invariably named as being made up of ‘obesity, malnutrition and climate change’, malnutrition, rather than ‘undernutrition’.\(^5\) Thus, where the report attempts to authorise a new signification of obesity as a form of malnutrition, the way they are reported as separate entities suggests a failure of that resignification outside the sphere it originated in. Gillborn et al. offer a possible explanation of this when they describe malnutrition as ‘an issue that is difficult to attribute to personal responsibility rather than state failings’.\(^5\) As the ‘fatties cause global warming’ variant shows, individualised, personal responsibility accounts of obesity are readily (nay, enthusiastically) repeated in the public sphere, whereas approaches, such as the ‘syndemic’, which frame obesity as a type of structural (and sometimes state) failing, still do not appear to have the requisite citational legacy or prior authority to effect a successful resignification.

While the individualising frame is highly problematic in terms of the fat body it produces, it would be an error to see the systemic framing of the ‘shared drivers’ approach as in some way kinder or less exclusionary. For example, the Lancet Commission defines the ‘malnourished’, and thus fat body as ‘an abnormal physiological condition caused by inadequate, unbalanced, or excessive consumption of macronutrients or micronutrients’.\(^5\) The body here shares many characteristics with the pathological entity shaped by the ‘fatties cause global warming’ discourses. The shared drivers articles also construct fat bodies as manipulable, passive and as having ‘caught’ obesity from the toxic environment. The Lancet Commission describes obesity as ‘a symptom of deeper, underlying systemic problems’, and as ‘sequelae’ – conditions produced by disease.\(^5\) Egger and Swinburn argue, ‘rising population levels of obesity are a sign that something is awry in the modern Western lifestyle’, and cast fat people as the ‘beacon’ for rising levels of chronic diseases.\(^6\) In each case the fat body is produced as having been infected or contaminated by obesity.

Perhaps the most evocative of these comes from Egger and Dixon’s article which asks whether obesity and global warming are ‘similar “canaries” in the same “mineshaft”?\(^6\) They argue that trying to fix either obesity or climate change without addressing their shared drivers is ‘like trying to resuscitate an asphyxiated canary while leaving untouched the mineshaft that caused the asphyxiation’.\(^6\) Fat bodies in this formulation are bodies that have succumbed to the ‘obesogenic environment’; they are the doomed, dead canaries serving as a warning to the rest of humanity. Like the climate-change-inducing bodies of the second variant, these fat bodies
also lack control, not because of their unbridled appetites, but because they have been unable to exert the requisite ‘rationality and self-discipline’ required to stay or get thin in the midst of such abundance.63

‘The Only Real Solution...’

The association of fat bodies with contagion and death is not the only one to cut across all variants of the obesity/climate change link. By means of a conclusion, this final discussion will briefly consider how it is that, despite the complexity of some of the arguments put forward linking climate change and obesity, good old-fashioned weight loss is ultimately the grand plan for thwarting the fat-fuelled apocalypse. The logics that equate fatness with accelerated environmental collapse, legitimate the often-made argument that ‘thinner is better to curb global warming’.64 Phil Edwards’s contribution to this debate was to claim ‘the main message is staying thin. It’s good for you, and it’s good for the planet.’65 Some researchers go so far as to recommend the specific amount of weight loss – Gryka et al., who even title their article ‘global warming: is weight loss a solution?’ propose ‘a 10kg weight loss of all overweight and obese in the UK’, which would ‘account for over 1% of the CO2 emission reduction target by 2020’.66

What is perhaps surprising is that the emphasis on weight loss is as prevalent in the articles taking a systemic approach as it is in those above making individualising arguments. Egger and Swinburn, for example, acknowledge that diets and exercise have failed to have an impact on obesity levels, and likely won’t in an obesogenic environment. All the same, they go on to advocate weight loss and, by offering up smug diet book aphorisms such as ‘think of movement as an opportunity, not an inconvenience’, strongly suggest it is down to the individual to lose weight.67 As Anna Kirkland notes, this is contradictory because ‘the environmental approach to fighting obesity is supposed to be collective, not responsibilizing. Responsibilizing individuals is not really environmental in the obvious sense of the word’.68

The Lancet Commission almost respond to this criticism, and yet, via a discursively convoluted strategy, still manage to endorse weight loss as something in fat people’s interests. First they offer a critique of weight bias and stigma that reflects those originating in fat activism.69 Excitingly, this seems to suggest such critique has acquired the ‘force of authority through the repetition or citation of a prior, authoritative set of practices’ required
to effect a successful resignification. However, the report then redeployed this critique to reinforce both the medical surveillance of fat people, and the imperative to lose weight characteristic of dominant (anti)obesity discourses. Their key weapon is the testimony of the one member of the Commission, Patty Nece, who has ‘the experience of living with obesity’. The weight-bias she has experienced in healthcare settings is used as evidence that stigma can ‘account for the lack of recognition of obesity as a serious medical problem that deserves care’. She then recounts her experience of stigma-free care where, ‘because I have now received intensive science-based treatment from an obesity specialist – one who supports rather than judges me for my condition – I am managing my weight effectively’. When fat studies scholar Le’a Kent states that the fat body is only ever ‘invoked under the sign of its own erasure (whether through dieting or through death)’, she perfectly sums up the repentant fatty role Nece is apparently compelled to play here – defined by and subject to the medical gaze, and wholly engaged in the eradication of her own contaminating fatness.

Throughout this chapter the analysis has attempted to show how, in various ways, it has been discursively possible for obesity and climate change to be linked in popular and medical/scientific discourses. The overwhelming and somewhat bleak conclusion is that when Butler’s criteria for assessing resignifications in terms of ‘what will be a less violent future’ are applied to the links between obesity and climate change, there seems to be only an intensification of the associations of fat bodies with ideas of contamination – fat bodies as both contaminated and contaminating, and fatness more abstractly as something spreading like contagion and infecting the environment. Fat bodies by this logic embody contagion. However, if there is a more hopeful conclusion to be drawn it might be that dominant meanings of obesity are always in flux, never finally fixed, and will always be subject to further resignifications.
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PART TWO

EPIDEMIC REALITIES IN FANTASY
‘Time is of the Essence, Doctor’

Twenty-First-Century (Post-)Apocalyptic Fiction, White Fatherhood and Anti-Intellectual Tendencies in FX’s *The Strain*

Sandra Becker

‘Post-apocalyptic fiction has been moved to our Current Affairs section’, states the photograph of a sandwich chalkboard that went viral on social media. Half a year after its initial posting, it had been shared more than 118,000 times by 12 June 2017. The origin of this by now viral message was a Facebook post by a small bookstore in Massachusetts called *The Bookloft* two days after the 2016 US presidential election, with a comment stating ‘In case you need a laugh ...’. Although this initial post was merely meant as a jest in light of Donald J. Trump’s victory in the presidential race, the board of the *Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists* adjusted the iconic Doomsday Clock to two-and-a-half minutes before midnight only two months later due to serious concerns. The time on the symbolic clock reflected an earnest apocalyptic fear for humanity’s fate in the wake of the Trump presidency. With the newly elected president’s denial of human-caused global warming, the scientists rated the chances for humanity’s self-eradication, and the potential annihilation of all life on earth, to
be just as likely as at the height of Cold War nuclear fears in 1953.4 Similar to the ‘Marches for Science’ on 22 April 2017, the board of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists thereby tried to reorient public discourse towards immense, scientifically proven threats of climate change to human kind in a post-truth age marked by wide and thriving questioning of experts and anti-intellectualist refrain from scientific facts.

Five months later, on 1 June 2017, Donald Trump announced the United States’ withdrawal from the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement, confirming these scientists’ concerns. This in return led the higher education satire page Academia Obscura to repost said photograph of The Bookloft’s sandwich chalkboard under the heading ‘the university library modernization project is coming along nicely’. At the same time, scientific studies like the Special Report SR15 published by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) highlight the disastrous effect of a potential 1.5-degree Celsius rise of the global temperature since the time of the nineteenth-century industrial revolution.5 The report, which came to be known as the ‘Doomsday Report’, spurred global protest movements such as the Extinction Rebellion or the global school strikes for climate and their so-called ‘Friday’s for Future’-marches, but also a wider panic leaving people wondering: How long will humanity have left until its post-apocalyptic fictions turn into reality?6

While (post-)apocalyptic films and TV series have been used since the Cold War era to channel and make sense of fears that accompany technological advancements, nuclear bombs, radioactivity, globalisation and xenophobic fears of invasions by Others via monsters like Godzilla, alien attacks, narrations of epidemics and zombie hordes, this chapter will particularly focus on the role ascribed to science and scientists in the FX-produced (post-)apocalyptic TV series The Strain (2014–17).7 In particular, I argue that The Strain is a very timely product that displays an anti-intellectualism which echoes Donald Trump’s apocalyptic administration policies; both before and in the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic. Anti-intellectualism should thereby be understood as an attitude ‘opposing or hostile to intellectuals or to an intellectual [or scientific] view or approach’ that is part of the cultural history of the US and ‘subject to cyclical fluctuation’.8 Proclamations of ‘virulent anti-intellectualism’ or more recent warnings of a global ‘virus of anti-intellectualism often called “fake news” or “post-truth” politics’ should accordingly not be regarded as entirely new phenomena, but rather as contemporary articulations of this cyclically returning anti-intellectualism; with the small exception that
anti-intellectualism has started to ‘go viral’ and spread across the world in this globalised, social media-dominated age.\textsuperscript{9}

Drawing from Richard Hofstadter’s cultural-historic analysis, sociologist Daniel Rigney identifies three forms of anti-intellectualism in the United States: (1) ‘religious anti-rationalism’, which rejects reason as cold and emotionless and ‘expresses the fear that nothing is sacred in the land of the critical thinker’, (2) populist anti-elitism that questions the use of higher education and rejects ‘[t]heory-driven agendas’ in favour of ‘the hard school of human experience’, historically represented by presidents Andrew Jackson and Theodore Roosevelt, and (3) ‘unreflective instrumentalism’, which values ‘technical reason and the rational calculation of reward and cost’ in its support of capitalist profit.\textsuperscript{10} The latter two aspects of populist anti-intellectualism, prominently represented by president Trump and the Republicans since 2017, and unreflective instrumentalism, that rejects scientific explanation and research in favour of hands-on approaches and inventions of weapons, will be central to the following analysis.\textsuperscript{11} The cable TV series \textit{The Strain} and its monstrous (post-)apocalyptic storyworld will be approached as cultural artefacts that operate on the ‘structure of feeling’ of the early twenty-first century United States and help understand the coming into being of the present ‘conjuncture’.\textsuperscript{12}

This chapter aims to show the series’ narration of this kind of anti-intellectualism by focusing on two central elements of FX’s TV series adaptation of Chuck Hogan’s and Guillermo del Toro’s novel trilogy \textit{The Strain} (\textit{The Strain}, 2009; \textit{The Fall}, 2010; \textit{The Night Eternal}, 2011), namely its central white father/scientist protagonist and del Toro’s aim to re-gothicise its inspirational work by Richard Matheson.\textsuperscript{13} The first part of the chapter will focus on the analysis of \textit{The Strain’s} white father protagonist, Ephraim Goodweather (Corey Stoll), and his failure as a father due to his obsession with work and his liaisons with female colleagues. Aside from his meagre performance as father, it is precisely his job as medical investigator at the US Center for Disease Control (CDC), that makes it impossible for him to achieve the status of authoritarian, fatherly leader of survivors. The second part of the chapter will then contextualise the anti-intellectual tendencies of the TV series’ narrative with regard to Guillermo del Toro’s officially stated effort to reconcile the series’ inspirational work, Richard Matheson’s novel \textit{I am Legend} (1954), with classic Gothic narrations, such as Bram Stoker’s \textit{Dracula} (1897), and Eastern European folkloric tales.\textsuperscript{14}

The FX’s horror drama TV series \textit{The Strain} (2014–17; four seasons) produced by Mexican filmmaker Guillermo del Toro, Chuck Hogan, and
earlier *Lost*-showrunner Carlton Cuse, unfolds the story of a vampiric virus outbreak that starts in New York City and turns the whole US east coast into a monster-dominated, dystopian society, against which the series’ protagonists, CDC investigator Ephraim Goodweather and his fellow New York survivors, try to fight back in order to save humanity. Whereas the series was initially supposed to become FX’s equivalent to AMC’s zombie post-apocalypse hit TV series *The Walking Dead*, the outbreak narrative takes centre stage in *The Strain*. In this, the series not only stands out from *The Walking Dead* (AMC, 2010–present) and its spin-off series *Fear the Walking Dead* (AMC, 2015–present), but also from other post-apocalyptic series that centre their plotlines around virus-related zombie or vampire plagues. *The Strain’s* focus on epidemic response measurements and investigations of the causes of the virus outbreak and of ways to fight it is atypical for zombie/vampire-focused (post-)apocalyptic TV series of the early-2000s and rather to be found in exclusively epidemic/pandemic-centred series of that time, like *The Last Ship* (TNT, 2014–18) or *12 Monkeys* (Syfy, 2015–18).

The critical potential that lies in *The Strain’s* focus on the virus outbreak and CDC measures is, however, impaired by the series creators’ attempt to reconcile the idea of infected vampire/zombie hordes originally laid out by Richard Matheson in his 1954 novel *I am Legend* with Bram Stoker’s vampire lord *Dracula* and Eastern European tales of vampirism. Not only do infected humans undergo bodily transformations in *The Strain* into hair- and nose-less feral creatures, but this combination also mystifies the origin of the virus to an evil strain of vampirism represented by the Master and his own-willed servant and former Nazi officer, Thomas Eichorst (Richard Sammel). In this respect, the show also differs from other zombie TV series and films of the early twenty-first century, which otherwise saw an ‘increasingly normative zombie viropolitics’, that shifted the bodily difference towards manageable, non-human behaviours, as Megen de Bruin-Molé demonstrates in chapter 7.

Nevertheless, even though *The Strain* stands out from other epidemic- or zombie-centred TV series and films, the show’s extreme form of genre mixing as well as its timely character can best be understood when incorporated in the larger body of early-2000s post-apocalyptic TV series and wider twenty-first century post-apocalyptic US pop culture. As implied by the work that this chapter’s approach to Raymond Williams’s concept of ‘structure of feeling’ is based on, it is being assumed that the TV series just as film ‘is a particular medium within the general tradition of drama’ and that it is thus a cultural-historic source for the dramatic conventions of a
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time, reflecting on the particular structure of feeling of that period. On this basis, the different aspects that are being foregrounded in *The Strain*’s narration, such as the outbreak narrative, white fatherhood and science can be understood as part of the time-specific dramatic conventions, that allow for interferences on the structure of feeling at the beginning of the second decade of the early twenty-first-century United States. While having to rely on certain genre tropes and iconographies in order for the text to be legible to a wider audience, it is hence this particular articulation of certain aspects of the genre and the specific combination of these that gives an insight into both the timely dramatic conventions and the structure of feeling.

In her recent attempt to formulate a genre definition for post-apocalyptic movies, film scholar Emma A. Harris stresses that it is necessary to consider post-apocalyptic film as a hybrid genre that features elements from the genres of horror, sci-fi, fantasy and religious eschatology narratives:

> [P]ost-apocalyptic fiction does not sit altogether easily as part of science fiction or horror. It contains too many examples of estrangement for the former, and too many examples of cognition for the latter. It is based on social chaos by its very premise, but this leads to the disruption or destruction of the natural order as well . . . The hypothesis suggested by the terms used in trade press is that post-apocalyptic fiction developed as a sub-genre of both science fiction and horror, but can also be regarded as a separate hybrid genre . . . which by its very nature interrelates to a number of generic patterns and tropes.

Harris furthermore mentions iconographic elements and tropes such as post-catastrophe cities in ruins, abandoned cars as leftovers of civilisation, and small struggling communities as well as zombies/vampires, but also traces generic patterns such as ‘a privileging of the traditional and rural, conservatism and religion, heroic redemption versus cannibalistic barbarity, carnal desires and monstrous acts, [and] technology as powerful but dangerous’. Her findings correlate with other scholarly analyses, which observed that post-apocalyptic movies – in contrast to twenty-first-century post-apocalyptic literature – particularly feature the element of conservatism and the re-establishment of a lost, traditional social order with regard to race, gender and family structures. While anti-intellectualism is not limited to conservative-minded individuals per se, ‘ideological conservatives’ levels of trust in the scientific community’ have been found to ‘have decreased gradually since the early 1990s’.
This turn towards traditional values and patriarchal power structures prevalent in post-apocalyptic films can also be extended to the early-2000s cable channel produced ‘Quality TV’ or ‘Complex TV’ series, whose narrations are mostly centred around white, heterosexual, middle-aged father protagonists who adhere in their portrayal of fatherhood to patriarchal notions by stressing the role of breadwinner and hard-working men.\textsuperscript{22} \textit{The Strain} does not pose an exception to this trend with its white father lead character Ephraim Goodweather. The centrality of the series’ white, scientist/father protagonist is indeed emphasised in the synopsis of the series on the FX’s website, whose first sentence states that ‘\textit{The Strain} tells the story of Dr Ephraim Goodweather, former head of the Center for Disease Control, Canary Team in New York City’.\textsuperscript{23}

As the following analysis will show, the series additionally lays emphasis on non-progressive elements by concentrating the outbreak narrative of the vampiric virus particularly on white nuclear families and the deficiencies of the scientific staff of the CDC, above all the team leader of the investigation, Ephraim Goodweather. While the white nuclear family is being made a central point of the narration via the mechanisms of the virus, by having its infected, zombie-like feral vampires first attack (and thereby infect) their loved ones, it is in particular its main protagonist’s actions in response to the epidemic that are constantly being questioned and commented on by other characters – whether it is his performance as MD or father. Comments on Goodweather’s profession, his education and scientific approach to contain the virus outbreak thereby particularly reflect the series’ anti-intellectual tone.

This constant questioning of its main protagonist is further intensified by the early-2000s Quality TV series’ typical underlying element of ‘melodramatic mode’, a feature that can likewise be found in the contagious film genre of disaster movies.\textsuperscript{24} In her analysis of Stephen Soderbergh’s 2011 Hollywood blockbuster \textit{Contagion}, Despina Kakoudaki defines this mode as a time-structuring element of the narrative similar to other modes like the epic, tragic or realist, and calls for its recognition as being more than simple emotional excess:

To recognize the melodramatic mode, then, we have to see it not as overlay but as substrate, as the foundation upon which all the other narrative and dramatic elements are built. To study how the melodramatic mode is activated in a text we can follow just one of its tendencies, its penchant for constructing space for alternative
outcomes, which also draws the traumatic or tragic events of everyday life into a melodramatic promise. When the bare facts of suffering are transposed into a narrative context where actions and tensions are negotiable, and in ways they are not in real life, the story creates the impression of choice, the impression of alternative outcomes.25

Thus, although the newly introduced seriality and linked melodramatic mode of early-2000s Quality TV series allow for the exploration of a complex, large-scale narration that covers, in the case of The Strain, both the unfolding apocalypse and the post-apocalyptic struggle for survival, as well as story backgrounds on the Master and Abraham Setrakian in Eastern Europe, it is specifically the element of ‘moral legibility’ that stresses ‘responsibility and response’, which is being highlighted by the underlying melodramatic mode of the series.26

In the case of The Strain, it is this unique combination of conservative values of nuclear family and patriarchal ideals of fatherhood paired with an extreme questioning of moral legibility of its scientist father protagonist that makes Ephraim Goodweather more prone to fail than other CDC investigators, like Contagion’s Dr Erin Mears (Kate Winslet) or the character of CDC virologist Dr Edwin Jenner (Noah Emmerich) in AMC’s hit series The Walking Dead, who has a short appearance before he takes his life due to his failure to find a cure.27 Having to fight not only a virus, but a vampiric strain of virus that originates from pure evil wandering on earth way before the eighteenth-century story of Jusuf (whose body still serves as the Master’s vessel at the beginning of the series) and is prone to join forces with all other evil powers, such as Nazis and rich corporate leader capitalists, like the chairman of the Stoneheart Investment Group, Eldritch Palmer (Jonathan Hyde), adds a specific mythical and fantastic layer to The Strain’s narrative. This fantastic layer, a mix of supernatural horror and ancient, mythical spirituality, constantly undermines Dr Goodweather and his team’s efforts to analyse and fight the epidemic by means of science.

The Devaluation of Medical Sciences and Goodweather’s Missing Leadership Qualities

Three years after the last novel of the trilogy had been published and with two novels already having been transformed into a comic book series by Dark Horse Comics, the TV series’ adaptation of Guillermo
del Toro's and Chuck Hogan's *The Strain* premiered on the Fox cable channel FX in July 2014. The poster for the first season shows a woman's face, her left eye being held open by a hand with blue medical gloves for the viewer not to miss a thin, light worm emerging from under her skin and making its way out of the white of her eye ball. It thereby highlights and combines the two main themes of the series, the medical/scientific aspect and the worm-transmitted virus and vampirism, which is helped to spread in New York City by a crucial solar eclipse that occurs in episode six, 'Occultation' – and is in a second poster version shown as part of a big and round, red-surrounded vampire's head. The fact of a partial solar eclipse and an actual Ebola case in NYC in October 2014 – with a similarly worm-like virus – only weeks after the last episode of the first season aired, helped the series gain public attention and might have helped attract more viewers to watch its second season. What this coincidence definitely did was to add a conspiracy theory vibe to the TV series; a feature that resonates with the series’ overall anti-intellectual tendencies, promoting distrust in medical doctors, such as in its own main protagonist, Dr Ephraim Goodweather.

Goodweather is introduced to the audience as main character in the very first episode, ‘Night Zero’.28 The MD and leading investigator of the CDC Canary team NYC is shown rushing to a counselling meeting with his soon-to-be ex-wife, Kelly (Natalie Brown). Having been delayed by his work, he arrives ten minutes too late to the meeting and the audience soon learns from both Kelly and the counsellor that this is a common pattern for him: Ephraim – or short Eph, as he is called by other characters in the series – had indeed been late for four out of six meetings and it becomes obvious that it is primarily due to his obsession with his job, which he puts before his family, that his marriage has failed.

In the midst of the counselling session, he is called to JFK Airport to lead the response to a mysterious deadly disease outbreak on an aeroplane arriving from Berlin. After a short argument with Homeland Security over who is in charge of a seemingly ‘dead plane’ arriving from abroad, the doctor wins by stating: ‘You don't like terrorists? Try negotiating with a virus. A virus exists only to find a carrier and reproduce. That's all it does and it does it quickly. It has no political views, it has no religious beliefs, it has no cultural hang-ups and it has no respect for a badge.’29 Dr Ephraim Goodweather and his colleague, Dr Nora Martinez (Mía Maestro), thereafter enter the aircraft wearing hazmat suits. Once inside the plane, they document every step with their helmet cameras.
At first it seems that all two hundred and ten passengers and crew members are dead, but by surprise four of them suddenly wake up, not remembering what happened after landing in New York City. While the survivors are transferred to a temporary quarantine tent, the two doctors are able to trace ‘bio prints’ in the plane using a UV flashlight. It leads them to the cargo area of the aircraft, where they ultimately discover the source of the strange deadly disease, a parasitic worm, which strongly resembles – as mentioned before – microscopic pictures of the Ebola virus. A pile of earth with more worms in it, which Nora finds, helps them trace the parasites to a large wooden box, which looks a lot like a huge coffin with handmade carvings. The viewer will learn over the course of the first season that this is the home of the master vampire, coming from Europe to spread the vampiric virus in order to take over the New World.

What stands out in these scenes is the visual emphasis on emergency and medical sciences conveyed by the hazmat suits that Dr Goodweather and Dr Martinez are wearing, together with their other scientific equipment, like UV lights, tweezers and helmet cameras, which deliver green-grey coloured, CSI-like footage to nearby computer screens of a colleague. The element of emergency is highlighted by typewriter sound-introduced names of locations and a ticking clock, stating for example ‘JFK Airport’ or ‘Taxiway Foxtrot 21:15:01’, and thereby indicates the time passed since the Master and its vampiric virus touched ground in New York City. These details appear in the right corner of the screen after every change of location throughout the whole series; the time element though is dropped over the course of the first season.

This visual accentuation of the medical scientific emergency is, however, in stark contrast with the overall distrust and questioning of the medical scientific staff. This is, for example, portrayed in the reaction of the surviving passengers, who – believing instead in the news of some online leaked documents, which blame the deadly end of the flight on an alternative cause – insist on leaving the quarantine area. The rock star Gabriel Bolivar (Jack Kesy), attorney Joan Luss (Leslie Hope) and husband and father Ansel Barbour (Nikolai Witschl) retreat to home care, despite exhibiting already clear signs of a severe infection, such as extreme paleness, bloodshot eyes, tooth- and headache, and ringing in the ears. All four survivors still vehemently refuse to see a doctor, when implored by their loved ones at home to go to the hospital to get help (e.g. the conversation of Joan Luss with her nanny Neeva). While the series’ narration ultimately condemns the patients’ shared rejection of medical treatment...
by having them attack and spread the virus onto their loved ones, their joint decision in the first place reflects a distrust in science and expert knowledge that audiences are already familiarised with in the post-truth, social media-dominated real world with a strengthened anti-vaccination movement in the USA. This indirect point of critique in The Strain is therefore likely to go undetected by viewers.

The infected patients’ rejection of medical aid and distrust in the CDC doctors, which calls into question the effectiveness of medical science practices and staff, is complemented by verbal attacks on Goodweather and his medical profession, for example by FBI agents. Arrested for appearing on ambiguous footage from a hospital surveillance cam, which shows how the doctor kills the vampire-turned former flight captain, Doyle Redfern (Jonathan Potts), and performs an unofficial autopsy on his dead body, Goodweather is accused by a very aggressive FBI agent of simply talking ‘bullshit’. The FBI agent shows no sign of respect for Goodweather as a person, nor for his profession, by shouting: ‘I don’t give a shit who you are or what fancy medical school you went to...’. Similar disrespect is also exhibited by pawnshop owner and vampire hunter, Abraham Setrakian (David Bradley), who travels to JFK airport seeking to warn the CDC officials about the supernatural, viral threat – as mentioned in the title quote of this chapter. In one of the first occasions that the doctor and Setrakian are alone, driving together in Goodweather’s car, Setrakian calls him ‘romantic and non-pragmatic’. Later, on teaming up with Nora and Setrakian to fight the rapidly spreading plague, Setrakian finds even more denigrating words for the doctor, leaving no doubt about his disapproval of the medical scientific approach to contain the outbreak. Being attacked by Goodweather that his plan to stop the plague by simply killing the master vampire does not make any ‘biological sense’, Setrakian counters snappishly by pointing to a shelf behind Goodweather:

I have verified the observations of these authors with my own experience. Those that are inaccurate, I have discarded. This is your scientific method, no? At every turn, everything I have said has proven to be correct. Is that not true? If you wish to defeat this evil, you must trust me. I understand it, you do not!34

Here two typical elements of populist anti-elitist anti-intellectualism become obvious: first, the rejection of higher-education-based knowledge and status since both the FBI agent and Setrakian reject ‘fancy
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medical school'-knowledge and foreground the more valued ‘own experience’-based wisdom; and, secondly, the tendency to make particularly male intellectuals appear effeminate by calling Goodweather’s approach to fight the Master and his vampire subjects ‘non-pragmatic and romantic’.35

Taking a clear verbal stand against Goodweather’s medical approach and lingering superiority complex of the natural sciences, Setrakian’s behaviour towards Goodweather – and likewise, the overall series’ narration – suggests that the doctor does the best job when focusing on his role as father and protector. This is, for example, the case in the very last episode of the first season, when Setrakian prepares both Ephraim Goodweather and his son Zack (Ben Hyland; from season two on, Max Charles) with silver blades for the planned attack on the master vampire. Clearly appreciating the picture of father and son united in the battle against evil in front of him, Setrakian states: ‘Since the beginning of creation, boys have hunted beside their fathers. This is nothing different.’36

However, having learned at the beginning of the first episode about Ephraim Goodweather’s shortcomings as a father and his obsession with his work, it is less of a surprise that he falls back into old habits. After the failed attempt to kill the Master in the finale of the first season, Goodweather states at the beginning of season two that: ‘The ground game isn’t for me . . . Seeing as how as a vampire hunter I’m total shit, I’m gonna go back to being a doctor’.37 This return to scientific research in order to try and develop an anti-virus and potential bio-weapon against the viral plague slowly spreading over the city boundaries of NYC turns out to have a fatal impact on Goodweather’s life, resulting in him losing both his son and his colleague and lover, Nora Martinez, over the second season.38

In said episode, Goodweather’s son Zack is being taken away from his father by his vampire-turned mother, who fights and kills Nora during the attempt to get her son back into her custody. This plot turn comes as a retribution blow, since it was due to Goodweather’s affair with Nora Martinez that he lost focus on his family and his ex-wife Kelly. In contrast to her ex-husband, Kelly, the primary school teacher and mother of Zack, is portrayed to be very caring and good with children in her job, when with her son (e.g. shown to watch the solar eclipse together in the episode ‘Occultation’), or even later as vampire when the Master makes her take care of his group of so-called ‘feelers’ (blind children turned vampires with exceptionally good hearing and smelling skills).39 Having received only limited information on the epidemic and the suggestion to leave New York City and go to her mother in Vermont from Goodweather, Kelly lacks the
protection of her husband and her nuclear family unit and gets infected with the worm-like virus when trying to fight off her vampire-turned boyfriend Matt (Drew Nelson). It is already with regard to these decisions and actions that the series’ main protagonist’s moral legibility and identity as an intellectual is brought into question, suggesting that he should have put more effort into saving his family first before focusing on his job.

The underlying melodramatic mode and timely structuring of the narration brings in another component that adds to this, namely his affair with his colleague Nora Martinez. After finding Zack alone at home trying helplessly to fight off a vampire who had entered from outside, Goodweather sends his son off with Setrakian and the group of survivors to the safe space of the pawnshop, promising that he will make sure to return with his wife, stating: ‘My son isn’t growing up without a mother’. Nora and Ephraim stay at the old family house of the Goodweathers to clean up and wait for Kelly to return home. In spite of their actual plan and with both of them feeling emotionally vulnerable, Nora and Eph start to get intimate in Kelly’s and Ephraim’s former bedroom. Being caught red-handed on the bedroom floor by a friend of Kelly’s, who comes along to check on Zack and her – condemning Ephraim’s selfish affair in the midst of an unprecedented epidemic by stating that ‘in all your concerned state, you still find time to screw on the rug’ – Goodweather swears again: ‘I love my wife. She’s the mother of my son. I’d do anything to find her.’ The sequencing of these scenes bluntly shows that it is the timely structuring of the melodramatic mode – and not alone the affair in itself – that is framing Goodweather’s decisions and resulting behaviour as morally unacceptable.

Having Kelly return for Zack in the season finale and killing Nora in the attempt to get her son back into her custody therefore almost seems to be a righteous stroke of fate.

A similar working of the melodramatic mode paired with an unforeseeable plot twist, which ends in more disaster and punishment for The Strain’s main protagonist, occurs in season three. Having once more lost sight of his family and son and instead engaged in an affair with hacker Dutch Velders (Ruta Gedmintas), with whom he is studying the communication system of the vampires amongst each other and with the Master, Ephraim Goodweather is falling back into his love for science and women. Trying to get back Zack, but not doing enough to save his whole family, Goodweather is confronted with his wrongdoings once more when fighting Kelly in the season finale. Fearing for his life and that of his son, he kills Kelly in front of Zack’s eyes, which results in the latter activating an atomic
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bomb at the Statue of Liberty that was placed there by the Master. This crucial event that helps the vampires to fully take over NYC and the whole east coast in the dusty, dark aftermath of the explosion, is triggered by Ephraim’s false, too rational, too little family-oriented actions. The Strain’s finale of season three accordingly unites the melodramatic mode’s time structuring of the narrative, which puts Goodweather’s actions and morals into question, with the element of anti-rational anti-intellectualism, which – even though not religiously motivated – clearly supports the conservative values attached to the ideal of the white, nuclear family.

The anti-intellectual tendency of the third season is furthermore reinforced by Goodweather’s affair with Dutch Velders, which interferes with her ailing love relationship with the younger, rat exterminator Vasily Fet (Kevin Durand) – mostly called by his surname Fet. Fet’s practical knowledge about extermination, the natural behaviour of the city’s vermin, and, moreover, his rejection of an architecture scholarship at Cornell University to the annoyance of his own father, depict him in stark contrast to the CDC doctor – whom he usually simply calls ‘Doc’.43

The series’ finale, however, offers its main protagonist, in line with these conservative values and post-apocalyptic story patterns, a last chance for ‘heroic redemption’ for all his shortcomings and wrongdoings. Primed by aforementioned exterminator Fet, who reminds Eph of a talk over breakfast with the deceased Abraham Setrakian and his ‘way of inspiring you [Eph]’ and urges him to give Zack another chance, Goodweather takes the lead in The Last Stand against the Master.44 He also reassures to do good by his short-time lover, Dutch Velders, whose re-awoken love interest in Vasily Fet led her to beg Goodweather to help spare his life; without foreseeing the doctor giving his life instead.45

In this, the final episode of The Strain offers its main protagonist a last chance to prove that his own mindset has changed over the course of the four seasons, away from him insisting on science and towards his role as father and practical fighting skills. The first aspect, the change of his attitude towards science since the outbreak of the plague, is illustrated by having him recall the said breakfast conversation with Abraham Setrakian. In a flashback, the audience sees a former Goodweather emphatically stating: ‘I’m an epidemiologist. I understand disease etiology, modes of transmission, rates of infection. It’s really a question of math.’46 His statement is brushed aside by the old Setrakian saying ‘we are not fighting math; we are fighting strigoi’.47 The vampire hunter furthermore warns him that his lost marriage, job and wife are only the beginning and that ‘this fight may,
in the end, cost you everything’. Setrakian thereby appeals to (1) a turn away from science towards fantastical myth and spiritualism as well as (2) an intuitive, altruistic action of fatherly authority and protection. Having come to fully understand the meaning of Setrakian’s words, Goodweather changes the plan without telling anyone, thereby making sure that Fet and Velders can be reunited and have a future together. Instead of Vasily Fet, who was supposed to help kill the Master by detonating yet another nuclear bomb miles below Manhattan in the tunnel system (a plan based, of course, on the practical knowledge of the underground system by the exterminator himself), Goodweather jumps into the elevator, reunites with his son, and in a shared family effort kills the Master and the two of them. With that the series’ finale underscores once more the series’ framing of fatherhood and experience- and emotion-based intuition as superior to epidemiology, math, rationalism and, overall, science.

Anti-Intellectualism and Re-Gothicising of Richard Matheson’s Idea of the Vampire Horde

This valuation/devaluation-bias exhibited in The Strain’s narration, which indicates a favouring of the biological role of the father and protector over Goodweather’s scientific profession, supports the argument of the series’ prevailing theme of anti-intellectualism as well as the story’s relation to the acclaimed ‘vampire novel of the century’, Richard Matheson’s 1954 book I am Legend. While the appearance and physiological design of Guillermo del Toro’s stinger-equipped vampires recall the aesthetics of other monsters of del Toro’s Hollywood movies, such as Pan’s Labyrinth (2006) or Hellboy (2004, 2008), as well as Ridley Scott’s Alien movies and their monsters with xenomorphic inner mouths, the concept of the vampire-zombie horde goes back to Matheson. As Edward P. Comentale and Aaron Jaffe note in their introduction to The Year’s Work at the Zombie Research Center: Richard Matheson’s I am Legend extended the conceptual overloading of the undead by bridging vampire and zombie. . . . In effect, zombies in this period provide the generic clearinghouse and switching station for the undead as such – submerging the literary inheritance of the gothic and the ghost inside other kinds of fringe monstrosities, co-opting legally unprotected pulpy things from beyond, from outside, from underground – including the H-Zombies from the
Caribbean and West Africa, as well as aliens, other autonomous things from outer space, and mutated walking cadavers from the underground pulps.51

In other words, Richard Matheson’s groundbreaking work was not only to merge vampire and zombie in his novel, but to thereby demystify the classic gothic vampire tale by providing a viral explanation. Guillermo del Toro, in contrast, does it the other way around in *The Strain*: he re-gothicises the vampire mob by relating it to Bram Stoker’s *Dracula* (1897) represented by the master vampire in control of the minds of his subject, fellow vampires. The addition of Eastern European folkloric tales is among other things reflected in the flashbacks to Abraham Setrakian’s youth in Romania and his grandmother, whom he affectionately calls *bubbeh*, as well as in the term *strigoi* for vampire.52

While an explanation for this re-gothicisation could be del Toro’s general fascination with horror stories (see his Bleak House in LA), childhood nostalgia for *Dracula* and horror stories, or twenty-first-century ‘Pop Goth’, it is noteworthy that del Toro himself commented on the ‘arrogance of science’ in a 2011 interview with the online magazine *Wired*.53 Asked about his inspiration to write a (post-)apocalyptic vampire tale like his novel trilogy *The Strain*, del Toro replied:

> Originally, I wanted very much to try and present the origins of the vampire plague in very modern terms. And then little by little, with each book, go back to finding the spiritual in the biology and finding the biology in the myth. I feel like science and religion are like a Möbius strip. When you dig deep enough into religion, you find science to explain it, and when you dig deep enough and long enough into science you find things that are unexplained. And I wanted very much for the books to come full circle . . . For example, if I was writing *Dracula* right now, how would I deal with the arrogance of science? Because science is very, very arrogant. And I thought, ‘Well, the best way to deal with that is with an epidemic’.54

Even though it would be false to take del Toro’s statement about the ‘arrogance of science’ and the unexplainable about certain matters in science as a proof for an intentional choice of adding anti-intellectualist tendencies into the story of *The Strain* or to put him as a Mexican filmmaker, who moved to the US not before his thirties, on a level with a native-born
representative of the US-American anti-intellectualism tradition, by incorporating the element of the questioning of science in combination with the white father/scientist focus, and the melodramatic mode, the TV series adaptation does ironically indeed convey a strong anti-intellectual message. Other than in the novel trilogy, though, which links the master vampire to stories about admonished angels in *The Night Eternal* (2011), the religious aspect addressed in the above quote from del Toro has not been integrated in FX’s TV series adaptation. While not featuring the novel series’ original element of religious anti-rationalism, the other two kinds of anti-intellectualism traced by Hofstadter and Rigney in US-American cultural history can be found in *The Strain’s* series adaptation; despite the fact that other scholars suggest a more positive reading of the critical stance taken by del Toro towards science, human arrogance and the fragility of civil society.

Next to the anti-elitists’ doubting and criticising of scientific approaches and professionals (discussed in the first part of the chapter), the anti-intellectual narrative elements furthermore bear resemblance to the tradition of unreflective instrumentalism as described by Hofstadter in his discussion of the ongoing celebration of inventor and businessman Thomas A. Edison:

> [T]he most impressive illustration arises from a comparison of the American regard for inventive skill as opposed to skill in pure science. Our greatest inventive genius, Thomas A. Edison, was all but canonized by the American public, and a legend has been built around him. One cannot, I suppose, expect that achievements in pure science would receive the same public applause that came to inventions as spectacular and as directly influential on ordinary life as Edison’s.

Similar to his comparison of the celebrated Edison to the obscured, less valued Yale professor Josiah Willard Gibbs, who developed the theoretical foundation for modern physical chemistry, *The Strain’s* anti-intellectual narration acknowledges pragmatic, scientific knowledge-based inventions more than medical laboratory research. Hence, while the lethal anti-virus that Ephraim Goodweather and Nora Martinez develop in season two receives little acknowledgement and soon loses its effectiveness, Goodweather’s idea to use portable UV lights in order to go out protected at night or the *strigoi* communication disruptor operating on the basis of microwaves, which he invents together with Dutch Velders (his later
‘colleague’ and lover), receive more appreciation and acknowledgement amongst the other members of the group of survivors.\(^58\)

This pattern of recognising and valuing technological inventions over scientific work fits into today’s scientific mistrust promoted amongst others by Donald Trump and his political administration, who ignore scientists’ warnings about anthropogenic global warming as mere fake news or Chinese invention and favour ‘alternative facts’ over scientifically proven data and facts, while supporting sci-fi dreams of a manned mission to Mars.

Conclusion

In a playful turn on the title quote ‘Time is of the essence, doctor’, this chapter has shown in its analysis of the FX TV series *The Strain* that the series reflects the current ‘structure of feeling’ of populism-driven anti-intellectualism and confusion over alternative facts in the US (and more broadly in the Western, industrialised world). It suggests that not science and rationalism, but intuitive action and paternalism are able to stop the apocalypse – relating therein to both current conservative, anti-intellectualism in the United States and Donald Trump’s self-promotion as authoritarian fatherly leader (or ‘Daddy Trump’) who takes action.\(^59\)

While adding this specific component of anti-intellectualism to post-apocalyptic popular culture narrations, its general theme of a plague-induced apocalypse also fits the general trend of what film scholar Dan Dinello has termed ‘the contagious age’, in which contemporary anxieties about viral terrorism (see *Unlocked*, 2017), precarious (work) life experiences and the ‘complexity of our present’ are translated into viral narrations of (post-)apocalyptic, dystopian storyworlds.\(^60\)

Not only do *The Strain*’s anti-intellectual tendencies form part of a wider trend in vampire-centred US pop culture and Hollywood movies featuring younger imaginations of Professor Abraham van Helsing in *Van Helsing* (2004) or rich vampires with sparkling skin as a substitution for politically powerful ruling lords in the *Twilight* saga (as for the movies, 2008–2010), they also support a populist anti-intellectualism – particularly due to the series creator’s attempt to re-gothicise the story of its inspirational work *I Am Legend*.\(^61\) Making an evil monster into the source of an epidemic equally mystifies climate change caused natural disasters in other recent movies such as in the 2014 film *Godzilla* (dir. Gareth
Edwards), in which a Godzilla-like ancient creature is made responsible for an earthquake that causes a meltdown in a Japanese nuclear power plant.\textsuperscript{62} It thereby turns the original 1954 movie’s message (Gojira, dir. Ishirō Honda), namely that Godzilla has been awoken by the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, upside down.\textsuperscript{63} According to the 2014 movie version by British director Gareth Edwards – just as del Toro, again no US-American native – the atomic bomb tests in the Pacific in the 1950s did not awake the ancient monsters, but are said to have been used to fight them. This flight into fantastic and mystique (or religious) explanations for current dangers and uncertainties that scholars detected to be a widespread trend in US popular culture in the post-9/11 era, can also be traced in the US population with 49 per cent of average Americans and 77 per cent of white evangelical Protestants believing ‘the severity of recent natural disasters [to be linked] to the biblical “end times”’ according to a 2014 report on attitudes towards climate change by the Public Religion Research Institute (PRRI).\textsuperscript{64}

The flight into these fantastic storyworlds full of ancient evil spirits and monsters as well as the questioning of scientific knowledge in The Strain support the populist anti-intellectual discourses and their denial of real-world viruses and toxins, produced by humans and set free via human-caused global warming.\textsuperscript{65} A similar phenomenon could also be observed in the COVID-19 pandemic, in which Donald Trump vehemently rejected wearing a face mask as recommended by leading epidemiologists and instead fled into calling the virus an evil ‘invisible enemy’. This rhetorical tactic simultaneously allowed him to dismiss his responsibility, since ‘nobody could ever have seen something like this coming’, and to declare himself a ‘wartime president’ in ‘our big war’.\textsuperscript{66} Storyworlds and real-life rhetorics filled with the fantastic, evil and mysterious thus help to further push scientific facts into viral discourses of fake news and the realm of abstruse fantasies of pompous scientists. The popularity of The Strain and the 2014 Godzilla movie and their use of the fantastic should consequently not alone be regarded as means for making current threats tangible and manageable, but as equally supporting the dangerous trend towards anti-science sentiments and populist anti-elitist anti-intellectualism.\textsuperscript{67} It is this negative attitude towards science and scientific facts that is prevalent in times of Donald Trump’s presidency in the United States and empowered right-wing populist parties in Europe and Brazil in their shared rejection of human-caused global warming and climate change.\textsuperscript{68} With that the series is symptomatic of the ‘structure of feeling’ in the early
twenty-first-century United States, which is marked by a bleed-through between reality and fantasy. It is above all the fantastic that both the TV series’ storyworld of *The Strain* and real-life discourses turn to when evoking apocalyptic metaphors and mythical explanations for scientifically proven phenomena like viral epidemics and climate change.

Notes

1. The title quote is taken from the first episode of *The Strain*. In the respective scene, pawnshop owner and former vampire hunter, Abraham Setrakian, pays a visit to Ephraim Goodweather and his team of the CDC Canary Team NYC at their press conference at the JFK Airport and warns them about the vampiric virus outbreak and the importance of taking swift measures to contain the outbreak. I, however, am using this quote here metaphorically in order to shift attention to the implications of the time of production and airing of audiovisual drama TV series and particularly of the imagination of post-apocalyptic horror stories – both with regard to monsters and heroes. *The Strain*, ‘Night Zero’, Guillermo del Toro, dir. (FX, 29 July 2015).
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the exceptional findings of progressive elements in post-apocalyptic literature, see Claire P. Curtis, Postapocalyptic Fiction and the Social Contract: We’ll not go home again (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2010).


27. Moreover, neither the narration of The Walking Dead nor its spin-off Fear the Walking Dead takes into account the reasons for the pandemic outbreak, and instead they primarily focus on the post-apocalyptic chaos and struggle for survival. In the short amount of screen time that is granted to Dr Jenner in The Walking Dead, the series’ audience only learn that ‘[i]t’s day 194 since wildfire was declared and 63 days since the disease abruptly went global’ (‘Wildfire’, S01E05). Even though the spin-off starts with its protagonists’ lives shortly before and during the first hours of the disease outbreak, even less information is given on the cause and nature of the epidemic. The Walking Dead, ‘Wildfire’, Ernest R. Dickerson, dir. (AMC, 13 May 2012).

28. The title of the first episode of FX’s TV series The Strain, ‘Night Zero’, mixes the term ‘night’, which can be read as a metaphor for the vampiric virus, and ‘zero’ as in ‘zero hour’, a term used to describe the scheduled beginning of an event, as e.g. a military operation, or as in the notorious ‘patient zero’-narrations of virus outbreaks. The Strain, ‘Night Zero’.

29. The character of the doctor as well as the series as a whole thus do not recognise the unclear rhetorical boundaries between terrorism and viruses that exist in the real world. As State Department official Richard Haas emphasised
White Fatherhood and Anti-Intellectual Tendencies in FX’s The Strain


31. For the conversation with Neeva, see The Strain, ‘Runaways’, Peter Weller, dir. (FX, 26 August 2015).
33. The Strain, ‘Occultation’.
42. The Strain, ‘The Disappeared’.
43. The Strain, ‘Occultation’.
44. For the quote, see the character of Vasily Fet in The Strain, ‘The Last Stand’, J. Miles Dale, dir. (FX, 6 October 2017).
45. The Strain, ‘The Last Stand’.
46. The Strain, ‘The Last Stand’.
47. The Strain, ‘The Last Stand’.
48. The Strain, ‘The Last Stand’.


52. Setrakian lovingly recalls his Romanian grandmother: ‘I learned the legend of this creature from my bubbeh, my grandmother, when I was eight years old. She’s the one who told me silver could harm them.’ *The Strain*, ‘For Services Rendered’.


56. See Keith McDonald and Richard Clark, *Guillermo del Toro: Film as Alchemic Art* (New York: Bloomsbury, 2014).


IN POPULAR CULTURE studies we are in the middle of what one might melodramatically term a zombie epidemic. Undead figures permeate the global mediascape. David McNally offers a list of the varied ways in which, at the start of the twenty-first century, fantastical monstrosity has slowly but aggressively emerged from the margins of genre fiction into the public and popular spheres, becoming part of real-world discourse as well as fictional.¹ During this period ‘Pride and Prejudice and Zombies rocketed up bestseller-lists, and seemingly endless numbers of vampire- and zombie-films and novels flooded the market’.² The undead monster has seeped into political discourse as well. In 2009, Time magazine declared the zombie ‘the official monster of the recession’, and in 2017 the New Statesman featured an undead Theresa May on its front cover, beneath the headline ‘The Zombie PM’.³ Dan Hassler-Forest describes how ‘the figure of the undead’ has become ‘[i]nstantly recognizable to general audiences, yet flexible enough to serve both as a legitimate monster and as the punchline to a bad joke’.⁴
Clearly the zombie is an incredibly versatile, and thus incredibly varied, symbol. In this chapter, I want to try to pin down this very broad, very popular figure in the context of contagion and epidemic anxiety, and examine whether our general assumptions about the zombie, as our culture’s ‘only modern myth’, are still accurate in practice.\(^5\) How has the zombie been understood in a popular and political context, and how is it commonly understood today? In particular, how has our changing understanding of the politics of illness, individual autonomy and belonging impacted how we depict the zombie? To answer this question while still attempting to acknowledge the zombie’s incredible versatility, in this chapter I identify three branches of contemporary zombie fiction across a variety of popular media. The first involves the familiar ‘zombie horde’, which harkens back to the identity politics of late twentieth-century horror and symbolises the fear of invasion from a monstrous, ‘infectious’ outside force. These mindless monsters still dominate Western popular imagination. The more recent ‘friendly’, self-aware zombie, epitomised by characters like Kieran Walker from *In the Flesh* (2013–14) or Melanie from *The Girl with All the Gifts* (2014), reveals a subtler consideration of what it means to be physically or socially different, through metaphors of quarantine and chronic illness.\(^6\) Though there are certainly earlier examples of intelligent zombies (Dan O’Bannon’s 1985 film *The Return of the Living Dead* being one often-cited example), this strand of zombie fiction has also evolved in relation to late twentieth-century trends and identity politics, particularly the rise of the sympathetic monster.\(^7\) Most interestingly, in the final part of the chapter close readings of popular zombie fictions like *iZombie* (2015–19) and *Santa Clarita Diet* (2017–19) help us to consider how the figure of the zombie might develop in the future. In these texts the zombie is no longer a mindless or marginalised figure, but is instead a mindful, mainstream consumer.

The zombie has a controversial history in Western myth and fiction, lifted from African and Caribbean folklore related to the transatlantic slave trade. As a figure whose body and will are literally co-opted by another human, the earliest zombie is already symbol of colonialism and capitalism gone wrong. Since these early days, the zombie has developed additional significance, and has appeared in many different contexts. Often, it is an inherently contradictory figure. Sarah Lauro argues that the Haitian zombie is ‘an allegory of slavery that is at the same time historically connected to . . . revolution’.\(^8\) For Seth Morton, and elsewhere Jack Halberstam, the zombie is an example of ‘bare life’ – a person who is not classed as a person,
or upon whom a restrictive brand of personhood is imposed. Another common reading of the contemporary zombie is as a symbol of mindless consumerism and the effects of global capitalism. This last reading is embodied most famously in George Romero’s ‘mallrats’ from Dawn of the Dead (1978), milling aimlessly through the retail spaces they occupied with equal mindlessness when they were alive. As Stacey Abbott argues, however, the contemporary zombie is ‘a bricolage of influences, responding to shifts and changes within the nature of the horror genre’. Today’s zombie has no single genealogy or point of origin.

There are still a few characteristics that unite contemporary zombies. Susan Behuniak highlights cannibalism as one frequently recurring trait. This cannibalism is not always specifically brain-focused, but a key qualifier of the contemporary zombie is that it literally lives off other people, consuming human flesh to sustain its unnatural life. As McNally argues, this ‘emphasis on consumption, on eating flesh, was central to the displacement of the zombie-labourer’, or slave, that dominated earlier, folkloric interpretations of the zombie. The present-day zombie’s literal cannibalism implies metaphorical or social cannibalism as well, and facilitates the characterisation of zombies as ‘crazed consumers’. And unlike the earliest zombie narratives, in which we might expect to find instances of magic or other supernatural origins, twenty-first-century zombies are usually created by a virus or other pathogen, classified primarily in ‘natural’ or scientific terms. It is thus through an analysis of the zombie’s viropolitics — the way this figure evokes metaphors of disease and methods for its containment within a socio-political discourse of otherness and consumption — that we can best analyse the zombie’s appearances in contemporary popular media.

Chronically Other: From the Killable Horde to the Friendly Zombie

Zombie viropolitics can be dramatically different from text to text. In one strand of contemporary fiction, for instance, the zombie is portrayed as a mindless horde: a global pandemic or invading force that threatens the total collapse of civilisation. Consider the World War Z film adaptation (2013) or AMC’s The Walking Dead (2010–present). Such stories often assign specific physical characteristics to the zombie, summarised by Behuniak as ‘Romero’s trope’ — after George Romero, director of the influential zombie films Night of the Living Dead (1968), Dawn of the...
Dead (1978) and Day of the Dead (1985). In such narratives, the zombie’s trajectory takes it from ‘lack of self-recognition’, to ‘failure to recognise others, cannibalisation of living human beings, the exponential spreading of this plague, the resulting horror of those still unafflicted, and the zombie’s overwhelming hopelessness that makes death a preferred alternative to continued existence’. Horde zombies are unthinking, inhuman monsters, who consume without question or goal, and who the narrative’s heroes are framed as justified in killing. In these narratives, to be ‘infected’ disqualifies one from being human or having human rights, and the zombie is used as a de-humanising metaphor for groups of people considered ‘threatening’ to Western civilisation: immigrants, enemy combatants, the poor, and so on. As Gastón Gordillo writes, ‘This detritus of zombie corpses epitomizes the trope of the killable horde, made up of bodies that are so dangerous, uncontrollable, and devoid of humanity that they have to be murdered “in self-defense”’. Gordillo applies this zombie trope to various political scenarios, suggesting for instance that ‘What is terrifying about Palestinians, as Ben Stein put it in the case of Missouri, is their mere existence, their “scary selves,” which “arms” them with an “incredible” power: the power to instill fear on [sic] the powerful’. Killable hordes represent an ineffable otherness: the collapse of our civilisation as we know it, prompted by an unstoppable drain on the nation’s citizens and resources.

In a markedly different but increasingly dominant strand of fiction, we find individual, ‘friendly’ zombies who are able to contain their otherness, and who are at least partially reintegrated with human society. These zombies suffer from what we might call ‘chronic otherness’, or socio-political difference framed through a medical discourse of infection, disease, and treatment. Just as the category of ‘chronically ill’ separates healthy bodies from unwell ones, the category of ‘chronically other’ separates the socially normal from the socially abnormal. This framing reflects the tendency in cultural studies to read zombies, like other fantastical monsters, as markers of ‘cultural, political, racial, economic, [or] sexual’ difference, which ideally encourage discussions and re-evaluations of civil rights in the popular sphere. While the ‘killable horde’ demands extermination, the viropolitics of the friendly zombie are often enacted through the narrative of chronic illness, which necessitates medical treatment and therapy. ‘Chronically ill’ zombies are subjected to diagnostic care including regular medication, mobility aids, and make-up or other beauty products to hide symptoms, allowing the zombie to ‘pass’ as living, healthy and
human. In Mira Grant’s 2010 novel *Feed*, the main character struggles with the discrimination she faces as a sufferer of retinal Kellis-Amberlee, a dormant version of the zombie supervirus that will ‘amplify’ upon death, or on contact with the active strain. Her disease is incurable, and will eventually turn her into an infectious zombie, but she manages her condition through medication and through careful use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) that is often as much for others’ benefit as her own. For instance, she wears dark sunglasses both to protect her light-sensitive zombified eyes, and to protect herself from others’ discrimination at the sight of them.

Similarly, in the BBC series *In the Flesh* (2013–14), Kieren Walker is a rehabilitated zombie, suffering from what the NHS has dubbed ‘Partially Deceased Syndrome’ or PDS. Kieran is given make-up and contact lenses to help him look human, and his treatment includes a combination of therapy and medication. He receives medication in the form of daily injections of a fictional drug called Neurotriptyline (administered into the spinal column at the back of the neck), and his therapy includes the regular repetition of the phrase: ‘I am a Partially Deceased Syndrome sufferer and that is not my fault’. These treatments parody both traditional methods for the management of chronic illness, and the inefficacy of such methods to deal with the feelings of exclusion, depression and social isolation such illness can produce. In narratives like *Feed* and *In the Flesh*, infection takes on a more sympathetic meaning: the zombie subject is quite literally a terminal patient, chronically ill and treated as disabled. The zombie remains a potential disease vector, but succeeds in managing their illness and ‘living’ an undead life. In this case, the zombie’s viropolitics are personal, exploring how someone who is marginalised within the dominant culture can potentially escape social isolation and become ‘recuperated’.

In a number of these friendly zombie fictions, portrayals of zombies explicitly advocate a progressive identity politics. That is, they condemn the way society treats marginal or ‘chronically other’ people as unhealthy or monstrous. For instance, in *In the Flesh* the rural community of Roarton struggles to accept Kieran as a rehabilitated zombie. Because Kieran is also bisexual, however, they also struggled to accept him while he was alive. Kieran’s status as a bisexual man is related to his status as a PDS sufferer on a number of occasions, particularly because the one is indirectly the result of the other: isolated and bullied as a teen, Kieran committed suicide before being resurrected as a zombie. Kieran’s secret lover Rick also suffers
a premature death, and likewise returns as a zombie. Unlike Kieran, however, Rick is initially in denial about both his sexuality and his own status as a PDS sufferer. He tries to placate his intolerant father by miming life, and heterosexual masculinity, as closely as possible. Tragically, when Rick finally does embrace his identity, his father murders him. By tying this murder to Rick’s identity as a gay man, as well as a zombie, *In the Flesh* is able to equate these two injustices and create a sense of sympathy for the zombie on political grounds.

The figure of the ‘friendly zombie’ has been tied to many other expressions of identity politics, including those of gender, class and race. In the 2016 film adaptation of *The Girl with All the Gifts*, for example, Melanie – a Black zombie child who has lived her life in a detention centre – forms a strong bond with her white teacher, Miss Helen Justineau. By the end of both film and novel their roles are reversed; Miss Justineau is the captive and Melanie is free. Crucially, the film flips the races of these two characters. In the novel Melanie is white, blonde, and blue-eyed, and Miss Justineau is Black; ‘dark brown, like the wood of the trees . . . whose seeds only grow out of the ashes of a bushfire’.27 Fans and critics were quick to pick up on the significance of this change, particularly in light of the zombie as a postcolonial and posthuman figure. Linking the British film to US politics, one reviewer at BlackGirlNerds.com wrote:

> With a black student, white teacher it’s still a story of learning to behave, but a *different* story of learning to behave. It’s not a metaphor for learning the skills of adulthood anymore, it’s a metaphor for learning to fit in a white world, for learning to talk like they do and act like they do . . . I can’t imagine a more anti-Trump, anti-Sessions, anti-everything-2016-came-to-be moment.28

Depictions like this one merge the ‘foreign infection’ narratives of the horde zombie category with ‘chronically other’ label that cultural studies ascribes to the monster, essentially creating models of multiculturalism and tolerance in which one should live alongside monsters without one group fully assimilating the other.29 Margrit Shildrick describes this model as *immunopolitical* rather than viropolitical: a relationship that ‘contests the discourse of the self’s immunity to the other’.30 Given that many friendly zombie narratives come from a literary or middlebrow (rather than pulp) horror context, their politically correct framing is perhaps unsurprising. In
essence, these narratives suggest we should approach the chronic otherness of the zombie with tolerance and coexistence, rather than destruction or forced integration.

‘Friendly’ zombies also differ from horde zombies in that they are not mindless, whether in terms of their inner lives or their consumer practices. These chronically other characters are fully self-aware. Moreover, they are often uncannily capable of managing their own desires and urges. In this they are a visible reflection of what Oren Ergas describes as the ‘mindfulness revolution’ in Western culture, where participants are invited to assert control over their lives by ‘paying attention’ to their ‘bodies, breath, actions, speech’ and so forth.31 This is a practice increasingly advocated not only at an individual level, but also within major Western corporations and educational systems as a means of coping with the stress and alienation of everyday life.32 From this perspective, the friendly zombie very aptly embodies the shift discussed throughout the rest of this book – a ‘subjective turn’ in the West that signals a blurring between the intangible, religious or supernatural and its ‘relations with education and science’.33

The zombie is a supernatural figure, but its cultivation of its own humanity in these texts reveals much about our assumptions about the nature of personhood and identity formation. Within this metaphor, the zombie is not able to cure their otherness, but through the mindful way it polices its own bodily boundaries it is able to avoid spreading the zombie contagion, and may even be restored to full personhood in the eyes of the audience or reader.

Most friendly zombies balk at consuming human flesh, though some still feel cravings for it. Kieran does not eat anything at all – though he regularly pretends to eat human food at his parents’ request.34 Even in a feral state, however, he is able to resist the urge to kill and consume.35 In The Girl with All the Gifts zombies can ‘eat any kind of meat’, and Melanie happily subsists on grubs before her first taste of human flesh.36 Even following her escape from the facility where she was raised, Melanie takes life reluctantly, and only in self-defence. Though these zombies are represented as individuals, then, their motivation for avoiding cannibalism is relational. Neither Kieran nor Melanie wants to hurt the people they love. Both are ironically ‘mindful’ consumers, who are aware of the harm their consumption creates, and who, through this awareness, can subsequently escape the cycle. They are mindful that their zombie-ism is dangerous to those around them, and take steps to address and contain their urge to consume.
Mindful Consumers

Both strands of contemporary zombie fiction I have discussed so far, the ‘killable horde’ and the ‘friendly zombie’ other, offer socio-political models for dealing with those outside or peripheral to the dominant community. The latter category in particular is recognisable across contemporary narratives of horror and monstrosity. As Fred Botting and Dale Townshend have argued, popular horror ‘relies on an increasingly fragile and insubstantial opposition between human and Gothic monster’. 37 Physically monstrous characters often take on the role of the hero, unjustly ostracised from society for their physical deformities. Conversely, human characters who seem conventionally normal are often revealed to have a violent and amoral ‘monster’ buried within their psyche. Jeffrey Weinstock frames the situation as follows:

What follows from this decoupling of monstrosity from appearance is an important cultural shift that aligns monstrosity not with physical difference, but with antithetical moral values. Monstrosity thus is reconfigured as a kind of invisible disease that eats away at the body and the body politic, and manifests visibly through symptomatic behaviour.38

This fear of the invisible monster is acutely manifested in contemporary narratives of the virus, and of the environmental (as opposed to the nuclear) apocalypse. Such narratives represent a world in which ‘evil is associated not with physical difference, but with cultural forces that constrain personal growth and expression’.39 In essence, monstrosity in popular fiction is whatever threatens the individualistic, neoliberal subject.

Following this trend, in the US a new kind of ‘friendly zombie’ narrative has recently become popular, which again displays its own distinct viropolitics, and falls even more clearly within the contemporary politics of the monstrous highlighted by Weinstock, Botting and Townshend, and Cohen than the examples I have given above. In our twenty-first-century culture of friendly monsters, the monster is increasingly framed as an ‘average’, liberal humanist individual – a figure which has, of course, ‘historically been constructed as a white European male’.40 An increasingly normative zombie viropolitics can now be found across many genres and media platforms. Examples include romantic dramas, like the 2009 novel Breathers: A Zombie’s Lament and the 2013 film Warm Bodies (preceded by
a 2010 novel), sitcoms like the 2017 Netflix series *Santa Clarita Diet*, and television crime procedurals like *iZombie* (The CW, 2015–19) – all starring straight, white, middle class, Western, and otherwise ‘average’ or normative zombies. There are many possible explanations for the ‘whiteness’ of the contemporary friendly zombie, though I would suggest that the monster’s absorption by mainstream publishing and production industries is at least partly to blame. Representation, hiring practices and imagined audiences in each of these industries are hampered by a long history of conservative and racist structural biases. In any case, these privileged zombies are not framed as meaningfully ‘other’ in their viropolitics. Rather than serving as a ritualistic demarcation between the self or nation and the monstrous outsider, these monsters instead ‘dramatise the profound senses of corporeal vulnerability that pervade modern society, most manifestly when commodification invades new spheres of social life’. Rather than dehumanising the other outside the community, in these narratives the horror is directed inward, to the twin ‘monsters’ of modernity that cannot be escaped or destroyed, and must be embraced and ethically managed: *capitalism* and *consumerism*.

In a 2005 review of the state of consumer culture theory, Eric Arnould and Craig Thompson suggest that, from one perspective, the consumer market plays a positive role in identity politics, providing ‘consumers with an expansive and heterogeneous palette of resources from which to construct individual and collective identities’. More than ever before, we define ourselves through the things we buy, and the ways in which we buy them. Since this review, it has also become abundantly clear that the market plays a dominant role in our self-definition. While we (as individual agents) construct our identities by consuming certain things in a particular way, at the same time ‘the market produces certain kinds of consumer positions that consumers can choose to inhabit’. This system ultimately constricts our patterns of consumption, and reduces our range of possible identities. To be a consumer is thus to consume a particular self-ideal, produced by a normative market. In recent years, this cycle has most commonly been linked with neoliberalism: ‘the rationality of contemporary capitalism – a capitalism freed of its archaic references and fully acknowledged as a historical construct and general norm of existence’. In this framework, individuals judge themselves by their ability to compete with other individuals. This naturalises the idea that each individual can fairly compete by buying or selling labour – the physical work of oneself, or of others.
Crucially, in addition to these individualistic effects, neoliberalism also produces ‘certain kinds of social relations, certain ways of living, certain subjectivities’ at the wider, cultural level.\(^4\) In this world, the market is ‘a natural reality’ – individuals are encouraged to constantly build themselves into newer and better versions, more capable of competing in a global market.\(^4\) This is the labour of (un)life, where ‘chronic otherness’ is the new norm, and personal irregularities or inadequacies must be eternally managed and improved on, rather than unequivocally banished or embraced. As many critics have pointed out, this model can be applied very well to the figure of the undead, though the monster of choice has traditionally been the vampire. McNally, drawing on Karl Marx’s own undead metaphor, argues that ‘fantastic depictions of global capitalism as a vampire-system that extracts and sells body-parts capture something very real about the economic universe we inhabit’.\(^4\) In an interesting twist on the history of the zombie, who has gone from mindless worker to mindless consumer, this mainstream variety of the friendly zombie is often framed as a newly *mindful* or liberated consumer.

The Netflix series *Santa Clarita Diet* takes this metaphor to its logical extreme in the way it frames its protagonist’s self-actualisation through consumption. Joel and Sheila Hammond are both defined by their consumption patterns, but in contrasting ways. Human Joel’s careful, frugal consumption is pathologised in the series, used as a comedic sign of his fragile mental state. In a scene from the pilot episode, Joel has a nervous breakdown in a department store while trying to replace a faulty toaster oven. His failure to consume is related to his perceived failure to take care of himself and his family, both of which are comically framed as equally important – ‘maybe I shouldn’t care about toaster knobs, or being responsible’, he exclaims.\(^4\) In contrast, becoming a zombie revitalises Sheila, allowing her to become who she has ‘always wanted to be’, largely by taking away her impulse control.\(^5\) From her transition in the show’s first episode, Sheila consumes what she wants without inhibition – food, drugs, sex, cars, clothes, and (of course) other people. Sheila’s consumption is framed as a sign of her liberation, particularly in that she consciously consumes ‘poorly’, or against mainstream trends and conventions. Sheila’s consumption is mindful in that it represents a radical act of self-care. As a result of her newfound ability to consume according to her own, individual whims, Sheila becomes *more* lively, confident and attractive after her transition, prompting her neighbours to ask what her secret is.
Interestingly, the mainstreaming of the zombie in this and other popular texts is often accompanied by its sexualisation, and the zombie is increasingly constructed as a desirable (as well as a desiring) figure. In *Santa Clarita Diet*, Sheila’s attractiveness and sex drive increase once she becomes a zombie, drawing the attention of both her husband and other men.51 In other friendly zombie texts like *Warm Bodies* and *iZombie*, the zombie’s pale unblemished skin, dark eye make-up and casually fashionable clothes suggest a rock star before they do the walking dead. The *Warm Bodies* film adaptation taps into this subcultural aesthetic explicitly, aging down its protagonist (known only as ‘R’) and playing on Emo ‘hoodies, skinny jeans, and eyeliner’ standards of attractiveness. In Isaac Marion’s 2010 novel, R is framed as more conventionally well-groomed, though not undesirable:

[D]eath has been kinder to me than some. I’m still in the early stages of decay. Just the grey skin, the unpleasant smell, the dark circles under the eyes. I could almost pass for a Living man in need of a vacation. Before I became a zombie I must have been a businessman, a banker, a broker or some young temp . . . because I’m wearing fairly nice clothes.52

Though the zombie’s newfound ‘sexiness’ certainly seems to have endeared it to mainstream audiences, this mainstreaming of zombies, their bodies and their consumption arguably weakens their power as a symbol of society’s ‘real’ monsters, specifically those whose difference is ‘cultural, political, racial, economic, sexual’.53 More problematically, in many such texts the violence previously reserved for the killable horde is now displaced onto humans, whose only crime is often one of circumstance. In some cases this even means that the positions of zombie and human in texts like *In the Flesh* or *The Girl with All the Gifts* are flipped, with the zombies as the socially privileged class and the humans as victims and marginalised others. *Santa Clarita Diet* plays with this problem, with Joel agonising over how to help Sheila kill ‘ethically’ – that is, only killing people who have earned a death penalty (from the Hammonds’ perspective). Given the biases of the US economic and criminal justice systems, however, this leads to several false starts before they are able to find a suitable victim. Ironically, Sheila’s prey often comes from her immediate peers and neighbours: a police officer, a real estate agent, a group of white supremacists, and other people who abuse their privileged
position within racist and capitalist systems. In *Breathers*, the adult zombie narrator Andy Warner is living a stable but unsatisfying existence as a dependent and legal minor under the custody of his parents. Once he inadvertently consumes human meat, it leads him to reconsider his submissiveness to accepted systems of zombie regulation. Eventually, his cannibalism – framed as a natural urge rather than a monstrous one – becomes his empowerment. He dismembers and eats his parents, who have threatened to turn him in to the government, and escapes on a killing rampage.

This violence is disproportionate. Andy is already dead, and in seeking to increase his own comfort and well-being he will kill many more people. These murders are framed as justified from Andy's perspective, however, since it will mean he has the chance to live (and consume) autonomously:

> It’s not that I don’t feel bad about what I’ve done to my mother and father. But up until recently, I expected to rot away. And anything I had to lose had already been stolen from me. Then I meet Ray and fall in love with Rita and I feel like I have something to exist for again. I have something that matters. And my parents were going to take that away from me because of ten thousand dollars and a few acts of civil disobedience.54

When framed in the light of capitalism and neoliberal competition, Andy’s reasoning is made more palatable: he is only preserving his individual liberty and dignity, through which all manner of violence becomes justified. Though violence and cannibalism have long been common features of the zombie in popular entertainment – *Breathers* in particular makes a pointed statement about the link between dehumanisation, violence and social justice – the justification of violence in these kinds of ‘mindful’ zombie narratives takes on a more ominous resonance, particularly because its protagonists are only different, monstrous and malign from an individualistic and neoliberal point of view, not from the perspective of their socio-political circumstances relative to others in the narrative. While the violence across these friendly zombie narratives is framed as cathartic and empowering, then, in creating sympathy for the privileged it also serves to distract from the real violence, and real victims, of capitalism.
Normalising Consumption

In neoliberal friendly zombie texts like those discussed above, the zombies are often ‘mindful’ of what they consume, rationalising their consumption but never directly questioning or condemning the practice of consumption itself. In combination with their privileged socio-economic positions, this can encourage a nihilistic or apathetic reading of any activist or anti-capitalist actions their stories otherwise promote. The privileged zombie’s attitude towards mindful consumerism echoes the real-world use of mindfulness as a coping mechanism among Western corporations and consumers. Erika L. Rosenberg, for instance, argues that mindfulness can help consumers address both ‘the nonconscious psychological processes that are exploited by corporations and advertisers to shape consumer preferences’, and the ‘underlying life dissatisfaction and the need for fulfilment that might be temporarily satisfied by consumption activities’. In other words, though they are helpless to undermine consumption itself, consumers can minimise the unease and exploitation of the system by directing their efforts into mindful or ethical consumption practices. Ironically, as Bee Scherer and Jeff Waistell point out, this (mis)use of mindfulness as a coping mechanism actually ‘detracts from its main purpose in Buddhism of attaining insight and cultivating compassion (for example by alleviating poverty through wealth distribution)’. The original function of mindfulness is thus ‘not ethically neutral’, instead actively challenging capitalist values of ‘economic materialism, competitiveness, and individualism’. The community of zombies in the TV series *iZombie* can be read from a ‘friendly zombie’ perspective, as a metaphor for coming to terms with chronic illness, or even with chronic otherness. The show also contains horde zombies – sentient zombies who have gone too long without brains, and are permanently transformed into monsters. The appropriately named protagonist Olivia ‘Liv’ Moore is a young medical resident, who is personally and financially successful, healthy and able-bodied, white, cis and conventionally attractive. She is infected one night at a boat party, undergoing a physical transformation as a zombie that essentially entails becoming paler and adopting an ‘alternative’ (i.e. popular subcultural) clothing style. Unwilling to risk infecting others, Liv abandons her promising career as a surgeon, breaks off her wedding engagement, and goes to work as a coroner’s assistant, where she won’t need to kill for the brains she needs, but can instead steal them from the dead. Eventually, Liv discovers that the zombie’s ability to absorb the memories and personalities of the dead by
eating their brains can also help her to solve their murders. This forms the main premise of the show, and every week Liv eats the brains of a new victim, partially assuming their identity in order to catch their killers. Again, however, the titular ‘monster’ is not marginal in any conventional, socio-political sense. The show makes it very clear that her initial state of isolation is the result of her own self-doubt, rather than her infection, as she has a strong and constantly supportive network of friends who are happy to accept her in her new zombie form.

Instead we might consider Liv as a final example of this newly ‘mindful’, privileged zombie in popular fiction. Through her role as a crime-solving zombie, Liv is able to come to terms with her need to consume brains, finding new meaning, and new confidence, in her monstrosity. In *iZombie*, the proper antidote to infection and monstrosity is a particularly literal form of ‘mindful’ consumerism: awareness of the origins of what one consumes – in this case brains – combined with an effort to minimise one’s harmful consumption and balance it with humanitarian generosity. Rather than using the zombie and its ‘chronic otherness’ as a socio-political metaphor for marginalised people, however, *iZombie* presents the zombie as an explicit metaphor for whiteness, capitalist exploitation and mainstream consumer practices.58 Peter Dendle describes how ‘the essence of the zombie at the most abstract level is supplanted, stolen, or effaced consciousness; it casts allegorically the appropriation of one person’s will by another’.59 In *iZombie*, the situation is flipped: the zombie’s need to consume human flesh becomes a metaphor for the ‘disease’ of Western consumer culture and capitalism, in which the fortunate prey on the less fortunate.

Liv’s humanitarian actions, as she literally sees and feels alongside the victims of her consumption and acts to bring these people retroactive justice, are contrasted with that of other individuals and corporations throughout the series. In season one, Blaine, the zombie who infected Liv, runs a black-market empire, kidnapping and murdering people (from homeless teens to astronauts) so he can sell their brains – and their memories – to his wealthy clientele. In season two, Liv and other ‘good’ zombies are pitted against Max Rager, the energy drink corporation that first created the zombie virus, and which still manipulates it for profit. Another zombie business harvests its brains from terminal patients in Nepal, through a hospital owned by its billionaire founder.60 In the show’s later seasons, Liv faces off against a zombie prophet who wants to ensure free brains for all . . . by leading a zombie apocalypse. In another narrative arc a group of zombies form a collective to protect themselves from
humans, which includes a food production centre and a private army. It is soon revealed that the memory-free paste they eat is made largely from the brains of enemy combatants in the Middle East, killed during the zombie army’s various privateering excursions.61 At the end of the third season, this organisation uses its exposure as a zombie front to hold the country hostage, demanding the ‘voluntarily’ donated brains of the dead in exchange for their containment of the virus.62

Good zombies, in contrast, ensure that they only consume ethically sourced brains – but again, ‘ethical’ consumption is only ever defined in contrast to these examples of unethical consumption. *iZombie* does reveal some of the ‘work’ of capitalism, not only in terms of the harm ‘bad’ zombie consumption can do, but in the way it links even good consumption to the literal bodies of its victims. Liv prepares and eats most of her brains in the morgue kitchen, often with the body of the deceased in the background. This marks Liv’s consumption as intimately and intentionally related to the bodies that sustain her. Of course, this preparation process is also presented in a colourful cooking show montage, which reframes the dead body as a morbidly attractive object of consumption. Despite *iZombie*’s status as a CW network show with relatively diverse casting practices (as well as some legitimate narrative efforts to champion diversity and equality), Liv’s assumption of the minds and mannerisms of the people she consumes can still result in uncomfortably flippant stereotypes and appropriations. Early in the first season, for instance, Liv eats the brains of Sammy Wong, a man of Asian descent, and comically discovers that she knows Kung Fu.63 In other moments the deceased’s identity is played for laughs or fetishised as a commodity object, as in a season five episode where Liv eats the brains of a drag queen, preparing these as a rainbow jelly Pride cake.64 In these moments the focus is overwhelmingly on the spectacle of Liv’s consumption, and on Liv as a cis, straight, white woman with the privilege of sampling ‘exotic’ identities for the audience’s entertainment (and her own).

By placing its focus on mindful consumption, *iZombie* and similar texts (*Breathers, Santa Clarita Diet, Warm Bodies*) draw the focus away from capitalist consumption as a negative practice in itself. They present their privileged zombie subjects as average and socially unremarkable, and normalise their monstrous consumer practices as a cannibalistic ‘diet’ that can be managed through neoliberal force of will. McNally discusses the limitations of the zombie extensively in *Monsters of the Market*, asserting that zombie narratives ‘at their best, tend to offer a critique of consumerism,
not capitalism – one that fails to probe the life-destroying, zombifying processes of work in bourgeois society’. Hassler-Forest describes a similar state of affairs, in which the zombie is ‘frothing with anticapitalist energy’, though ‘lacking any kind of program for a postcapitalist alternative’. The zombie, like other contemporary monsters, is being slowly co-opted by a neoliberal consumerist discourse. In many ways, this means that it is more of a ‘modern’ monster than ever before. In the age of global capitalism, and of increasing nationalism and intolerance across Europe and the US, this justification of ‘mindful’ consumerism, exploitation and violence feels uncomfortably relevant. The viropolitics presented by this new zombie figure invite resignation and regulation, rather than anxiety or revolution. The neoliberal or ‘postcapitalist’ zombie narrative not only attempts to convince us that there is no use fighting against our identity as capitalist subjects, it also reassures us that if we only do it right, the monstrosity of capitalism and consumerism is nothing to be afraid of. The underlying implication, of course, is that consumerism and capitalism are not inherently oppressive, destructive and marginalising ‘diseases’, and that it is possible to mitigate the suffering our consumption causes others. This framing is possible because the focus in mindful zombie narratives is on the malady of the privileged capitalist subject, not on capitalism’s victims and others. Zombies like Sheila or Liv no longer serve to represent the fear of infection or otherness from outside the community, instead signifying a monstrous and unalterable sameness within. As McNally argues: ‘What is most striking about capitalist monstrosity . . . is its elusive everydayness, its apparently seamless integration into the banal and mundane rhythms of quotidian existence’. Now even the zombie has been infected by it.
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A FEW YEARS AGO, when I lived in South Carolina, I would listen to the radio during my morning commute to work. One day, the two morning DJs, a man and a woman, were discussing this hypothetical question: if you could live in the fictional world of any TV series for a week, which TV series would you pick? Without hesitating, the female DJ picked *The Walking Dead*. ‘But why?’ her co-host wondered, ‘Wouldn’t you worry about getting eaten by a zombie?’ ‘No, I’d know what to do’, she said confidently, ‘I’d be the one killing all the zombies. I just think it would be fun.’

While I initially thought this woman’s response was an anomaly, a weird misreading of the series, I have come to regard it as a perfect illustration of the appeal that zombie thrillers and other viral catastrophe narratives hold for many viewers. In much the same way that, as Carol Clover famously noted, slasher films build audience identification with the figure of the ‘final girl’ – the one character who, unlike her foolish peers, manages to use her intelligence and resourcefulness to evade the killer – fictions about zombie plagues and other epidemics invite us to identify with the survivors, the ones ‘killing all the zombies’.1 Counter-intuitively, even as these contagion narratives stoke our fears, they also serve to assuage anxieties,
reassuring viewers that there are simple ways to manage the risk of contagion and to control whether we survive. However, this generalisation only holds true for the most popular zombie and contagion narratives; in this essay, I will contrast those mainstream contagion narratives with ones being produced by and for a minority group with a very different understanding of risk and self-management: gay men. In these gay erotic fictions, the risk of contagion is almost impossibly hard to manage, because the individual is trapped in a complex web of interlocking social, financial and technological networks through which contagion might spread.

In contrast, the zombie pandemic narratives that have comprised much of this century’s most popular contagion-related media rely on a radically simplified, gamified model of contagion. Think about one of the works that helped kick off the current zombie boom, The Zombie Survival Guide (2003) by Max Brooks, who went on to write World War Z. Wikipedia currently describes The Zombie Survival Guide as ‘a survival manual dealing with the fictional potentiality of a zombie attack’. Take a moment to focus on that one phrase – ‘fictional potentiality’. On the one hand, it seems redundant; what is a ‘potentiality’ but a fiction, a series of events we imagine might happen? Yet perhaps The Zombie Survival Guide illustrates a fundamental difference between ‘real potentiality’ and ‘fictional potentiality’. Real potentiality is boundless, and although we can to some extent predict and rank the most likely scenarios, we often have to juggle a staggeringly complex set of variables to do so. (Quick: ask yourself, ‘Will I be happier if I sign for this 20-year mortgage?’ and think about all the variables that might go into that prediction.) The fictional potentiality presented in a work like The Zombie Survival Guide is so much simpler; in fact, the zombie is defined by its lack of creativity, spontaneity, or cognitive complexity, making its behaviours all the more predictable and manageable. Brooks’s guide came out in 2003, just months after the September 11 terror attacks, at a time when Americans were advised to plan for the real potentiality of another terrorist attack. But terrorists are unpredictable; their methods are varied, and their motives are often opaque. No wonder that so many Americans devoted more time thinking about what they would do in the fictional potentiality of a zombie outbreak rather than in the real potentiality of a terror attack or a natural disaster. In fact, in the United States in 2019, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) launched a multimedia advertising campaign starring the cast of Zombieland 2, with the tagline ‘Zombies don’t plan ahead. You can. Make your emergency plan.’
In both the FEMA advertisement and Brooks’s survival guide, the reader is hailed as a neoliberal subject, her fundamental difference from the zombie lying in her capacity for risk management. In his introduction, Brooks writes, ‘knowledge is only part of the fight for survival. The rest must come from you. Personal choice, the will to live, must be paramount . . . ask yourself one question: What will you do – end your existence in passive acceptance, or stand up and shout, “I will not be their victim! I will survive!” The choice is yours.’ Brooks is repeating one of the mantras of neoliberalism, the notion that one’s existence is a matter of individual choice, of self-determination. In this equation, the combination of knowledge and will-power is unstoppable. Another key component of neoliberal ideology is the notion that the individual is responsible for managing his or her own calculated risks. As Brown et al. write, ‘concepts of risk are both generated by and used to reinforce a neoliberal agenda . . . risk may be used as a tool to advance ideals such as rational choice and individual responsibility.’ Furthermore, as Ellen Defossez observes, neoliberalism is responsible for a ‘shift toward linking health with responsibility [. . . leading] to reconfigured notions of what it means to be “healthy”, what can and should be done in the pursuit of health, and who is ultimately responsible for promoting and securing health.’

The COVID-19 pandemic has laid bare some of the problems with this purely individualistic mindset, as the person who takes a calculated risk by refusing to social distance or wear a mask in public can still be responsible for endangering the health of many others. Even before then, however, North Americans and Europeans had grown increasingly disillusioned with neoliberal ideology, in part because they found that the equation Brooks presents just doesn’t add up; it is missing some important variables. In a deeply complex and interconnected world – one that is increasingly controlled by ‘black box’ algorithms whose mechanisms are mysterious and unpredictable – will-power plus knowledge alone is not enough. We also have to worry about many different forms of ‘contagion’, including social contagion, emotional contagion and financial contagion.

Admittedly, some of these fears have existed for decades; studies of mass hysteria date back at least as far as Charles Mackay’s 1841 Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds. What is slightly different about the current representation of social contagion is the way this scholarship gets recounted in the mass media as a set of prescriptive warnings. For instance, a 2018 study in the medical journal JAMA Pediatrics got reported widely in the mainstream press, inspiring headlines like
Newsweek’s ‘Weight Gain is Contagious and You Could “Catch” Obesity from Your Neighbors, Study Finds’. Similarly, research on emotional contagion has served as the basis for articles like Wired’s ‘Happiness and Sadness Spread Just Like Disease’ and a host of more prescriptive pieces, like Elle Kaplan’s article for Medium, ‘Why Negative People are Literally Killing You (and How to Protect Your Positivity)’. While the term ‘financial contagion’ has primarily been applied to macroeconomic processes like the phenomena that spurred the 2008 global financial crisis, there is also a whole genre of business reporting warning individuals that their continued financial health depends on avoiding close contact with financially unhealthy people. For instance, as The Telegraph’s 2013 article ‘Your Facebook Friends Could Damage Your Credit Rating’ warned, ‘How you socialise online – and who with – could help or hinder your application for a loan or mortgage’.

These articles about avoiding contagion are perfect clickbait for readers who have internalised neoliberal ideologies about risk and personal responsibility. But if you read enough of them, you get a sense that modern life is a minefield, where one must navigate a narrow safe path between the various contagious hordes who might infect you with their social or emotional or financial maladies. Despite the warnings we might read in the press, the sheer number of ‘contagions’ out there add up to more risk variables than any individual can conceivably manage. These are forms of contagion that the characters in The Walking Dead never have to worry about. They are living in a simplified world, where they only need to worry about avoiding one form of contagion, the zombie plague, and all the other low-level anxieties of modern life have disappeared. In fact, they are living in a gamified world, where the rules can be learned and mastered. No wonder, then, that some viewers want to escape into that world.

Although movies and stories featuring zombies have been around for many decades, the gamification of the zombie only emerged in the twenty-first century. Zombies have been the antagonists in a variety of popular video games, ranging from the Resident Evil series (1996–present) to the Plants vs Zombies series (2009–16). Even several titles in the best-selling first-person shooter war game series Call of Duty include ‘zombie modes’, where players can shoot at a horde of zombies rather than a horde of enemy soldiers. Most of the aforementioned games demand a combination of strategy and fast reflexes, making zombies the perfect antagonists; their movements are predictable enough that players can gradually learn
the skills necessary to defeat the zombies, advance to the next level, and eventually win the game. If the zombies were too smart or spontaneous – or if they learned at a faster rate than the human players – then the games would be impossible to win. The game mechanics thus require the zombie antagonists to act in relatively simple and mechanical ways.

The gamification of the zombie has also begun to spill over into more serious academic research and public health initiatives. For instance, in 2009, four mathematicians from the University of Ottawa grabbed media attention for their research paper, ‘When Zombies Attack!: Mathematical Modeling of an Outbreak of Zombie Infection’. The various models they use are incredibly simplistic. The first simply divides the population into three groups: Zombies, Removed (i.e. killed zombies) and Susceptible (i.e. uninfected humans), making the assumption that all Susceptible individuals have the same rate of resistance to zombie infection. The experiment at the heart of the 2018 BBC documentary Contagion! offered another vastly simplified (and gamified) model of disease transmission; ‘in the small town of Haslemere, Surrey . . . volunteers were issued with apps that could become “infected” if they got too close to presenter Dr Hannah Fry’s “Patient Zero”’. Although actual disease transmission depends on far more than just cell phone proximity, data from the Haslemere study has already formed the basis for one academic article describing possible disease outbreak models. These examples serve as potent illustrations of how the gamification of epidemics only exacerbates our tendency to confuse real potentiality (predictions drawn from an extremely complex set of interrelated variables) with fictional potentiality (predictions made according to a simplistic generic narrative).

Zombie games are not only popular in digital formats; there have also been a slew of live-action events such as Humans vs Zombies games. Ethnographer Heather Myers offers this description of a Humans vs Zombies game she attended in 2011:

The game began with our two team guides presenting the safety and game play information. All human players wear colored flags on their person, zombies do not have flags. For player and staff protection there is no body on body contact, to get around this restriction the zombies in the game ‘vomit’ Nerf balls that they throw at players to spread the zombie plague. If a player is hit by a zombie twice they themselves become zombie and are able to use their Nerf guns to attack the remaining humans.
The game thus operates under relatively simple rules, and all players have full awareness of how the zombie plague is spread, knowledge that can help them prepare their strategies for avoiding infection. Furthermore, the game is organised by staff members who explain and enforce the rules, intervening when bad actors might seek to violate the rules and monitoring the spread of zombie plague to prevent accidents.

From Myers’s descriptions, it is easy to see why players find such games more thrilling than dispiriting. As players manage the risk of getting infected by zombie plague, they must weigh a relatively simple set of strategic concerns: should they play offensively, spraying the zombies with Nerf ammunition, or more defensively, conserving ammunition? When they run low on ammunition, should they go back to their supply bucket, or forge ahead?20 The game also has a clear endpoint; it is over ‘when either all human players are turned into zombies, or the objective of the human teams, to kill Subject Zero with a Nerf canon/bazooka, is achieved’.21 That awareness of an ending – the sense that one is taking a temporary time-out from normal life, rather than living a ceaseless nightmare – helps explain why Humans vs Zombies players find the game to be a source of fun and excitement, rather than existential dread.

Activities like the Humans vs Zombies game fit the classic Bakhtinian definition of carnival; they allow for a temporary suspension of the drudgery of the daily routine, a short time where people can let off some steam, rather than exploding at the pressures of their everyday lives. However, the critiques of carnival could also apply here; as Terry Eagleton notes, ‘Carnival, after all, is a licensed affair in every sense, a permissible rupture of hegemony’.22 This is both a good thing and a bad one. From the standpoint of individual psychology, it is beneficial because the temporary release of carnival can help prevent stressed individuals from reaching their breaking point and reacting in explosive, destructive ways; indeed, many participants in Humans vs Zombies games describe the experience as therapeutic. On the other hand, those explosions of an angry, stressed populace can lead to a radical overturning of the status quo; in that sense, the licensed release valve of carnival can serve an insidious purpose, pacifying an oppressed population just enough that they decline to revolt. I would thus like to suggest that many of our most popular zombie narratives and other contagion narratives similarly work to re-contain the viewer’s revolutionary sentiments. They allow their audiences to imagine an escape from the conditions that neoliberalism has wrought – a ‘buyer beware’ world where nearly all risk is imagined to
be the individual’s ‘personal responsibility’ to manage – yet still cling to that core neoliberal ideology of self-management.

At this point, it is important to note that not every recent narrative involving zombie plagues or other epidemics fits the paradigm I have been critiquing. Thus, I would like to use the second half of this chapter to discuss a little-known subgenre of contagion narratives that counter the trends I have been describing in a particularly pointed way. These stories, which I have termed gay erotic viral transformation fiction, also treat epidemic phenomena as a locus for both fear and desire. However, they critique the belief that the individual with superior risk-management skills can avoid contagion, and they often situate their fictional epidemics within real-world financial and social networks that engender viral transmission. It is worth noting that these are non-professional, non-profit stories, posted to erotic fiction archives and Tumblr pages devoted to specific fetishes like mind control, muscle growth or robotisation. Authors are motivated to share their work because of the positive reader feedback it garners, as well as the possibility that it will inspire other readers to author and share similar fantasies – to hopefully infect the reader with his own fetishes, so that he might read more stories catering to those fetishes.

To provide an illustration of this subgenre, I will offer a close reading of three stories posted online in the early 2000s – Absman420’s ‘Cycle One’, Wrestlr’s ‘Infiltration’ and Magus’s ‘Four Weeks Later’ – paying special attention to how their main characters approach the notion of risk management. ‘Cycle One’ (2002) is narrated by Sam Bennett, a professional author of detective fiction for pre-teen readers, who gradually discovers a mysterious conspiracy at his local gym. A company named Cycle One is giving away free samples of its eponymous energy drink to the (all-male) gym-goers. Cycle One not only enables its drinkers to work out more frequently, lift more weight, and gain more muscular definition; it also turns them into devotees and proselytisers for the product. Sam, who is very cautious about what he consumes, declines his free sample of Cycle One, but, on each visit to the gym, he is accosted by more and more men insisting he has to try it, delivering an elaborate sales pitch for the ostensibly ‘free’ product. Suspicious, but compelled to investigate further, Sam pretends to drink his free sample of Cycle One – in reality, he has poured out the contents and replaced them with tap water – and tries to imitate the vapidly enthusiastic and exhibitionistic Cycle One addicts around him, to go undetected amongst the zombies. He makes one more visit to the gym, planning to collect a sample of Cycle One and get it chemically analysed,
so that he might solve the mystery of this seemingly magic potion and its effects; however, he gets caught and is forced to consume a bottle of Cycle One. By the end of the story, Sam tells the reader that he intends to head back to the gym as soon as it opens that morning: ‘Okay, look, here’s the plan: I’ll drink the bottle of shit they offer me today voluntarily, so they won’t think I’m on to them. Don’t worry, I’m in control of my own mind. Another bottle isn’t gonna hurt me – I’ll be fine. Besides, I’m benching. I want that fuckin’ pump for my chest, you know? Can you blame me?’ He signs off by saying: ‘I’m fairly confident that you’ll hear from me again. Drop me an email at AbsMan420@aol.com if you don’t – or if maybe you want me to snag you a bottle of Cycle One. I’m tellin’ ya friends, it feels fuckin’ awesome!’

Sam begins the story as a seemingly reliable and sympathetic narrator: a rational, perceptive, resolute and prudent individual quite unlike the foolish, weak-willed and impulsive men who are becoming Cycle One zombies. Sam himself seems aware of this distinction and is rather smug about it: ‘Unlike Lou, and the boys, and the firemen, and the old guy on the treadmill, and Coach himself, I would sleep well that night, not crashing from caffeine withdrawal. That’s what they got, I thought, for ducking the FDA.’ By the end of the story, however, Sam’s belief in his rationality, risk-management abilities and self-control becomes comical; he’s clearly coming under the mental influence of the viral product Cycle One, and he’s beginning to recite the same promotional catchphrases spouted by its other users (e.g. ‘it feels fuckin’ awesome!’). The story thus subverts the mainstream contagion narrative’s convention that the focal character – our ostensible identification character – will use his intelligence and superior risk-management skills to stay immune to the contagion’s effects.

In a sense, Sam is always already infected, already one of ‘them’. Some of Cycle One’s main symptoms are the ways that it turns its users into promoters for the product, compelled to display their desirable designer bodies as testimonials to the product, extensions of the product. Yet long before he tries Cycle One, Sam is doing the same thing with his books; he tells us that book signings were ‘a great way to make some bank, meet your fans and all that [. . . but] having the physique I have makes people less-than sympathetic about my arm being tired, especially kids. To thirteen year-old boys, I’m Superman.’ Sam is a perfect neoliberal subject – a successful, independent self-promoter who takes care of his body and rationally assesses risk – and, as such, is perfect prey for this virus, which thrives under the same conditions. The ending – where
readers are invited to e-mail the real author Absman420 (and not the fictional author Sam) in order to ‘snag a bottle of Cycle One’ – suggests that we readers, linked into a networked online culture, would make similarly easy marks for the virus.

It is important to note here that in ‘Cycle One’, as in most gay erotic viral transformation stories, the infection is spread through social networks in private space, rather than through contact with random strangers in public space. In *Times Square Red, Times Square Blue*, his acclaimed memoir/essay mourning the disappearance of New York’s public sex culture, Samuel Delany draws a key distinction between ‘contact’ and ‘networking’, claiming that ‘Networking tends to be professional and motive-driven. Contact tends to be more broadly social and appears random [. . .] Contact is associated with public space and the architecture and commerce that depend on and promote it. Thus contact is often an outdoor sport; networking tends to occur indoors.’ For Delany, the paradigmatic spaces of urban contact in pre-AIDS-era New York included public restrooms, adult movie theatres and gay saunas – all spaces where men from very different social backgrounds would develop relationships, some momentary but others lasting for years. The AIDS crisis helped solidify a perception of such random, cross-class contact as unsafe and unclean, fundamentally less hygienic than sexual relationships fostered through networking (e.g. private clubs, workplaces, dating services). Delany’s book was published in 1999, the same year as Michael Warner’s *The Trouble with Normal*, which also bemoaned the disappearance of New York’s public sex culture, which was then being accelerated by two factors: gentrification and the rise of the internet. One key difference between traditional ‘pick-up spaces’ such as gay bars and ‘hook-up apps’ like Grindr and Scruff is that the latter allow users to filter out ‘undesirables’ according to predetermined criteria.

The metaphor of the filter – used in many online platforms, from dating apps to search engines – is powerful and seductive. Traditionally, filters have been used to purify the water we drink and the air we breathe; all the harmful contaminants in the stream thus end up on the other side of the filter. By appropriating this metaphor, online platforms give users a sense of security and control; when we apply filters, we can tell ourselves that we are taking precautions, avoiding contact with dangerous people or websites that might otherwise appear in our stream. Several authors of gay erotic viral transformation fiction, however, have created stories that run counter to this logic, wherein the filter itself serves as the vector of infection. In Wrestlr’s ‘InFiltration’ series, for instance, a hypnotist
known only as Doc infiltrates a university’s elite fraternities and athletics programmes, first by offering a ‘mental training’ course for athletes, who trust that this trained professional will help them set up ‘mental filters’ that will enable them to ignore distractions and achieve their peak performance while competing at sports. As he explains to Luke, the first story’s protagonist, ‘That’s the core of my filter system: Until the goal is achieved, only the important things will matter. Everything unimportant will not even be noticed.’ Of course, with Doc determining what information counts as ‘important’ and what counts as ‘unimportant’, the mental filters bring the young men under his control, as only his commands make it through the filters and all contradictory thoughts are flagged and blocked as distractions. In the later instalments of the ’InFiltration’ series, Doc’s filters begin to go viral, as the young men he commands act as recruiters for him, using their social networks to hypnotise other influential men (including their fathers, team-mates and fraternity brothers), install the same set of mental filters in them. Here, the very tactics that neoliberal ideology proscribes to keep us safe – sticking to a selective social network of affiliated individuals, filtering out potential contaminants – become the vulnerabilities that Doc exploits. And as in ‘Cycle One’, intelligent, well-informed men who feel confident in their ability to assess and manage risk are among the most susceptible. When he meets Doc, Luke is well-read on the subject of sports hypnosis, and he is even aware of the techniques Doc is using to mirror his body language; however, this education is inextricably connected with his neoliberal fixation on competition and maximising performance, which ultimately bring him under the control of the virus Doc implants in his mind.

So why does this gay erotic fiction take such a different attitude toward risk management and the potentiality of contagion than the neoliberal approach we find in mainstream texts like The Zombie Survival Guide? One reason is that these online authors are writing in an erotic mode, and risk tends to be viewed differently when it’s framed in these terms; as demonstrated even by popular ‘trash’ like the 50 Shades books, erotic risk can be perceived as something desirable, not just a negative factor to be rationally controlled and minimised. However, it is also important to note that viral transformation stories like ‘Cycle One’ and ‘InFiltration’ are primarily written by and for gay men, for whom the risk of contagion through erotic activities has a special resonance. Although AIDS is almost never directly mentioned in these stories, I would argue that most of them are haunted by the spectre of the AIDS epidemic and its aftermath.
In my generation, gay men grew up with constant reminders that sexual contact between men might lead to AIDS. Indeed, the message that gay men get AIDS was so strong that it tended to drown out the subtle but important distinctions between sexual activities that carried a relatively high risk of HIV infection and those that carried a relatively low risk. Instead of a discourse about acts, we got discourses about proper and improper identities and desires, including misleading messages that promiscuous gay men got AIDS, while monogamous gay men did not. Viral transformation stories like ‘Cycle One’ break down the dichotomy between promiscuity and monogamy. Sam never mentions having a girlfriend or a boyfriend or a sexual history of any kind; for the purposes of the story he is effectively celibate. Yet his participation in social networks, however minimal – even at his gym, he’s a bit of a loner – is enough ‘promiscuity’ to cause Sam to become infected with the contagion and to convert from ‘Cycle One negative’ to ‘Cycle One positive’. In this way, the story challenges the neoliberal assumptions of mainstream contagion narratives which reassure us that risk can be effectively managed by smart, sensible individuals; Sam is an exemplar of self-discipline and social distancing, and yet he still ends up catching the contagion.

One of the stories that most clearly expresses the AIDS-era mindset is Magus’s ‘Four Weeks Later’, which was written in 2003, the year after Danny Boyle’s influential zombie movie 28 Days Later was released. Here, rather than being infected with a virus called Rage, the zombies are infected by a virus called Lust. The story’s protagonist is a slim young man named Corey, who is one of the few humans left uninfected by the Lust. He scavenges food and supplies from abandoned store shelves, carefully calculating when to take the risk of leaving his secure underground bunker; as the narrator notes, in the four weeks since the start of the outbreak, ‘he’d had to learn a lot about survival’. Corey is not only a survivor, he has outlasted many of his friends, and this mood of mourning underlies the story; one of the first sentences reads, ‘Too many times he’d thought he was safe, only to lose friends to the Virus, to the Lust, almost losing himself. And now there was just him.’ Such sentiments were depressingly common in the gay literature of the late 1980s and early 1990s, as writers recalled the friends they lost to another sexually transmitted virus, AIDS, acknowledging how close they came to contracting the virus as well.

Despite all his careful safety procedures, Corey is infected when one of the Lust-infected men drips pre-cum into an open cut on Corey’s hand. However, Corey does not realise this at first, and he misinterprets the first
signs of his infection: his growing horniness. As he reflects, ‘This was the worst part of living with the Virus. He was human, he still had human needs, and one of those was sex. Most times he barely even thought about it – getting off often takes a back seat to survival – but he’d found that after tense moments he was almost always horny. The first few times it had freaked him out – the first symptom of the Lust was, well, lust – and even while he told himself that getting a hard on every now and then was perfectly normal, it always gave him a sense of unease.’ Corey’s sex drive thus functions both as a sign of his ‘human needs’ and as a sign that he is becoming *inhuman*, transforming into a Lust-infected monster. Again, the parallels with writing from the AIDS epidemic are striking; both depict the ‘sense of unease’ that occurs when a healthy libido becomes associated with pathology. The phrase ‘living with the Virus’ is also telling, suggesting that in some sense Corey is always already infected, since the virus has such a defining impact on his self-image and behaviour. When Corey transforms from a man who is ‘living with the Virus’ by trying to cautiously control any exposure to it, into a beast who is ‘living with the Virus’ by ceding control to it, his conversion evokes both horror and relief. Corey begins the story a frightened, reedy young man hiding in a dark underground bunker, but once he succumbs to the infection, he gains muscle, strength and masculine sexual characteristics, then literally comes out of the closet. Bounding toward the ‘fresh air’ he senses above ground, ‘He reached the sunshine and stopped, grateful for the freedom, breathing the air, taking it into his wide chest. He reached up and stroked it with his left hand, his right hand went to his cock. It felt so good, so very good. He felt his powerful muscles flex as he came, and he let out a violent, guttural roar. Pleasure washed his brain free of any thought as he shot his load.’

In his book *Unlimited Intimacy*, psychoanalytic scholar Tim Dean examines the cultures of gay male sexual risk-taking, particularly the cultures of ‘barebacking’ (condomless anal sex) and ‘bug chasing’ (HIV-men who seek out HIV+ partners with the goal of becoming infected). Among the many factors fuelling the barebacking trend, one is the way that AIDS has gone from being a death sentence to a treatable chronic condition, at least for first-world citizens with adequate healthcare. For a few barebackers, seroconversion may even come as a relief, as it means they no longer have to worry about contracting HIV. The small fringe group of ‘bug chasers’ even represent themselves as masculine subjects making an empowering choice, men who aren’t ‘afraid of the big bad bug’ (as one chaser website puts it). This ‘choose to seroconvert’ discourse is
like the perverse twin of Max Brooks’s ‘choose to survive’ discourse; both place agency and fate in the hands of the individual, not the complex network of contagions he encounters. The viral transformation fiction I have examined is very different, depicting the individual’s lack of agency and presenting scenarios where the virus ‘outsmarts’ the rational individual (rather than vice versa). In online comments to these stories, readers often express that they’re rooting for the virus. For instance, one of the comments underneath ‘Four Weeks Later’ is entitled ‘Fantastic ... more!’ and reads, ‘That was a great story. Can’t wait to see him infect someone by cumming on them. Encore!’ Rooting for the viral conversion when reading these stories also involves rooting for homosexuality; the men who get converted develop an attraction to other men, particularly those who have not already been infected. The notion of homosexuality as a contagion is nothing new; it pervades much homophobic discourse. Little wonder, then, that gay male writers and readers may feel that they are always already infected, always already contagious – and thus might root for the spread of the contagion rather than for the individuals who seek to remain ‘pure’.

Despite their major differences, there is one key theme that unites gay erotic viral transformation fiction and mainstream narratives about zombie epidemics and other contagious outbreaks: a desire for simplicity. In gay erotic viral transformation fiction, becoming infected is also a path to simplifying one’s life, setting aside all the complex calculations of risk versus reward, of indulgence versus delayed gratification. The mindlessness that is a key symptom of infection in stories like ‘Four Weeks Later’ (where ‘Pleasure washed [Corey’s] brain free of any thought’) is arguably no worse than the neurotic mindfulness that is a key symptom of non-infection.

To sum up, what makes gay erotic viral transformation fiction so distinctive is its complex ambivalence towards the contagion it represents and the individuals who seek to resist it. These stories provide a counter-narrative to the mainstream movies, television programmes and books depicting epidemics, which suggest that avoiding infection is a game with predictable rules simple enough to be mastered. That kind of mastery is impossible in gay erotic viral transformation fiction, which I would suggest is more honest about the world in which we actually live. It is not a clean, simple game in which the individual can maintain control, but rather a miasma of social contagions and a complex web of interwoven networks, ideal breeding grounds for the viral.
Notes


16. Interestingly, this study avoids making the neoliberal assumption that strong and resourceful individuals will survive at a higher rate than others. However, the study relies on such simplistic models that its utility is questionable, especially if it is meant to inform policy on real disease outbreaks.


23. A later Absman420 story, the superhero comic parody ‘King Rex’, reveals that the addictive and transformative special ingredient in Cycle One is actually the supervillain’s semen, further underscoring the parallels to AIDS and


‘This Long Disease, My Life’

AIDS Activism and Contagious Bodies in Larry Kramer’s *The Normal Heart* and *The Destiny of Me*

Astrid Haas

IN HIS PERFORMANCE piece *The Night Larry Kramer Kissed Me* (1992), American actor David Drake powerfully shows how Larry Kramer’s drama *The Normal Heart* (1985) inspired him to become an AIDS activist. Watching a performance of the play during its first run on Broadway alerted him to AIDS as ‘the silent, unprintable killer’ seemingly ‘stalking’ gay men.1 Drake’s depiction of AIDS also testifies to the mainstream media’s coverage of the growing AIDS epidemic in the mid-1980s, which oscillated between moralising stories and ignoring the subject. In a similar vein, the YouTuber Simón El Mono (Simón Aguilar) in a rap song captures the popular anxiety about the COVID-19 pandemic ravaging the world in the spring of 2020: ‘No one predicted this entire epidemic . . . / I have the entire planet in my grip . . . / I invade your territory and I won’t slow down . . . / I arrive in full, I am the venom.’2 Both Drake’s play and El Mono’s rap are tightly connected to the widespread societal perceptions of AIDS and COVID-19 at the time they entered public conscience. As a highly infectious droplet infection that has quickly moved around the world, COVID-19 is acknowledged as a threat to anyone, even though its origin in China has led to political scapegoating of the country. Moreover,
in several countries, people perceived to be Chinese as well as healthcare personnel have reported abuse and discrimination for being seen as potential carriers of the virus.\textsuperscript{3} AIDS is much more difficult to contract than COVID-19, as its viral carrier, HIV, needs to enter the human bloodstream. However, as it particularly affects gay men and intravenous drug users in the West, mainstream societies often view it as a ‘disease of deviance’. This is based on the widespread perception of both homosexuality and AIDS in the 1980s as pathological conditions that caused and marked the ‘deformed’ identities and ‘contagious’ bodies of those who seemingly threatened the social and/or medical health of the nation.\textsuperscript{4}

While COVID-19 in 2020 appears to have triggered primarily musical responses that can be easily circulated via online video platforms, stage plays were at the forefront of cultural interventions into hegemonic views of AIDS and homosexuality in 1980s’ America. Among them, Larry Kramer’s diptych of plays about a gay writer’s struggle against AIDS and its social stigma, \textit{The Normal Heart} (1985) and \textit{The Destiny of Me} (1991), represents one of the most prominent examples of this body of writing from the United States to this day.\textsuperscript{5} Although AIDS and HIV remain a subject of American literature, their role has shifted, owing to interconnected medical and societal changes. On the one hand, retroviral medical treatment has turned HIV/AIDS into a chronic, manageable disease in Western countries since the mid-1990s. On the other hand, gay and AIDS activism has increased the acceptance of gay men in Western countries. Resulting from this dual ‘normalisation’, American drama now tends to present AIDS either as an urgent issue of the recent past or as an integral part of contemporary American life or as an ongoing health threat in other world regions.\textsuperscript{6}

Because of the shifting social perception and theatrical representation of HIV/AIDS in the United States, only a few AIDS dramas from the 1980s and early 1990s, especially Tony Kushner’s two-part \textit{Angels in America} (1991/1992) and Kramer’s \textit{The Normal Heart}, have retained a prominent place in the national theatre repertory and were further adapted for cinema and television.\textsuperscript{7} This chapter analyses the depiction of the contagious gay male body and its connection to ideas of a deformed identity in \textit{The Normal Heart} and \textit{The Destiny of Me}. Based on close readings of the two plays against the backdrop of social discourses of contagion and monstrosity, I investigate how they employ images of a ‘diseased’ life, manifest in deformed identities and contagious bodies, to pursue an ambivalent political agenda. I argue that \textit{The Normal Heart} and \textit{The Destiny of Me}
scrutinise society’s disregard for gay men’s lives based on their dual association with a pathological sexual identity and a lethal pandemic. However, I also show how the two plays simultaneously undermine their very social critique, as their parallels between AIDS and homosexuality and their striving for gay assimilation to heterosexual society somewhat confirm homophobic ideas of gay social, sexual and medical deficiency.

Contagion, Monstrosity and HIV/AIDS Discourses

‘Contagion is the dominant horror of the 21st century’, Dan Dinello writes, as it ‘corrodes our sense of individual, national and global security’. Originally meaning ‘the communication of disease from body to body’, the term also entails the spread of ideas, practices and emotions. Fears of contagion articulate anxieties not only about communicable diseases but also about social change. The power of contagion to escape human control and to transform entire societies has particularly triggered the desire to identify the living agents and vectors of infection, as can be seen in the current debates about identifying a ‘patient zero’ of COVID-19. In line with traditional moral frameworks that tie social deviance to physical and/or moral deformation, both causes and carriers of contagion often figure in popular discourses as veritable monsters, whose distorted physical shape corresponds to their social transgressions.

Emerging as dangerous invaders that want to penetrate physical borders, contagious monsters transform and mutate the body’s genetic material to serve . . . the uncontrorollable, exponential proliferation of these hungry, demanding predators that want to subvert civilization, turning us into them. Virulent contagion . . . suggests a subversive order of infiltration, takeover, and spread.

This discourse builds upon the monster as a cultural figure which, according to Jeffrey Cohen, ‘incorporates [the] fear, desire, anxiety, and fantasy’ of a period and culture. Its power lies in its ability to transform itself to respond to and further entice socio-cultural changes. The monster is a ‘harbinger of crisis’ whose hybrid body undermines notions of reason, order and social distinction. Its distorted physical features and malignant intentions represent difference as a threat to society; they serve as a warning against trespassing the boundaries that define communities and
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thereby ‘normalize and enforce’ these borders.\textsuperscript{16} As it not only arouses fear and loathing but also the desire for its freedom and alterity, the monster urges us to question our attitudes to alterity that manifest themselves in our very creation of monsters.\textsuperscript{17}

In discourses of contagion, the monster has gained a particular momentum since the early 1980s, when medical practitioners in the United States publicised the first deaths from an unknown source later identified and labelled Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). The advent of AIDS not only represents the most severe global pandemic between the outbreaks of the Spanish Influenza in 1918 and COVID-19 in 2020 but it also shattered the widely held belief in Western industrialised countries that epidemics of infectious diseases in their territories were a matter of the past. The fact that AIDS was quickly understood as a lethal epidemic transmitted most frequently in the West through sexual intercourse among men or contaminated injection drug needles fundamentally shaped the public response to the syndrome.\textsuperscript{18} Owing to their mutability, manipulation of host organisms, causing abhorrent symptoms and being difficult to treat, viruses often evoke notions of secret invasion, subversion and monstrous hybridity, as Simón El Mono’s coronavirus rap poignantly shows. In the 1980s and early 1990s, discursive representations commonly framed HIV as a foreign invader or coloniser of the human body. Given the function of the body as a ‘carrier of culture, values, and morality’, Julia Epstein argues, the collapse of the immune system HIV causes and the virus’s connection to gay male sex or IV drug use threaten not only the boundaries of the individual, physical body but also ‘the borders of social and moral categories’.\textsuperscript{19}

Building upon the paradox perception of the socio-cultural other as ‘both abject weakness and powerful threat’,\textsuperscript{20} popular and even some scientific discourses commonly portrayed gay or bisexual men in a contradictory manner. On the one hand, these groups figured as responsible for their own (potential) HIV infection, as their presumably passive, feminised bodies ‘allowed or even encouraged the virus’s transmission’.\textsuperscript{21} On the other hand, they simultaneously appear in these discourses as a menace to public health and national values, as they would ‘lure’ male youths into homosexuality and thereby expose them to HIV infection or even consciously spread the virus.\textsuperscript{22} Especially popular discourses further tended to pit gay/bisexual men and drug injectors as ‘guilty AIDS carriers’ against the implicitly ‘innocent victims’ of the epidemic such as people infected with HIV through contaminated blood products or the heterosexual partners of bisexuals or drug
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users. Usually conceptualised as one-way receptors of infection, the latter groups were then used as signifiers of an endangered society to justify force and control against the socio-sexually deviant. Constructing clear categories of ‘AIDS risk groups’ against the background of a non-specified (but by implication white, heterosexual and middle-class) ‘general population’, Alan Peterson and Deborah Lupton point out, ‘constitutes a way of defining the implicated from the immune, the pathological from the healthy, relying on social properties’ rather than individual behaviour.23

AIDS and the Contagious Body in The Normal Heart

During the 1980s and early 1990s, theatre and drama were at the forefront among the cultural responses to the AIDS crisis in the United States. Especially dramatic works coming out of the already politicised and particularly affected gay male community scrutinised the homophobic public discourse and policies in the country, marked by disregard for the health of gay men and aiming at preventing the spread of HIV/AIDS among heterosexual society. Although many gay-authored and -themed AIDS plays address the gay male experience with the epidemic, few explore the impact of the dual stigma of homosexuality and HIV/AIDS on a person’s entire life so deeply as Larry Kramer’s The Normal Heart (1985) and The Destiny of Me (1992). Based on the playwright’s personal experience as a co-founder of Gay Men’s Health Crisis, the first gay AIDS activist organisation in New York, The Normal Heart chronicles the first three years of the AIDS crisis in that city from a gay activist point of view. Alerted by the physician Emma Brookner, the gay writer Ned Weeks attempts to incite the deeply frightened gay community of New York into action against a new epidemic ravaging among them. Ned’s political quest is set alongside his private struggle for acceptance by his heterosexual brother and his relationship with the AIDS-afflicted journalist Felix.

Ever since its first production, The Normal Heart has met with critique for its political agenda, which targets gay male promiscuity as a key source of the spread of HIV/AIDS, the gay closet as a hindrance to effective AIDS activism and both as barriers to gay socio-sexual assimilation and mainstream acceptance.24 However, the play crucially addresses a host of personal and societal responses to AIDS in the early 1980s with a particular focus on gay men living with AIDS. This is a common feature of gay-focused American AIDS drama from the mid-1980s to the late
1990s, which sought to counter the hegemonic societal discourse about the epidemic with its emphasis on disfiguring symptoms, often placed in a moralising explanatory framework of socio-sexual deviance leading to disease and death. Especially plays set in the first decade of the epidemic such as William Hoffman’s *As Is* (1985), Cheryl West’s *Before It Hits Home* (1991) or Kushner’s *Angels in America* show gay men struggling with tell-tale symptoms of end-stage AIDS and their social stigma as signifiers of the ‘gay plague’, as AIDS was commonly labelled then. Set in a GP’s surgery, the opening scene of *The Normal Heart* ties in with these works and informs audiences about some of the major symptoms of full-blown AIDS – night sweats, fevers, swollen glands and purple Kaposi’s Sarcoma lesions – as well as the terror they evoked in gay men in the early 1980s as signifiers of doom. ‘Did you see that guy in there’s spots?’, one man in the waiting room asks his companion and soon afterward admits, ‘I’m tired all the time. I wake up in swimming pools of sweat . . . I’m all swollen, like something ready to explode.’ These striking symptoms not only mark people as AIDS-afflicted but also physically disfigure them. In so doing, they stigmatise gay men with AIDS as powerless social outsiders. As Peter Michael Pober observes, ‘the marked body is the disempowered body. Stripped of its capacity to appear “normal”, it is treated as . . . near death, untouched, diseased’. A later scene in the play exemplifies how the physical change the AIDS-afflicted body undergoes also deforms a patient’s sense of self. ‘Don’t touch me!', Felix urges Ned, ‘I’m so ugly. I cannot stand it when you look at my body.’

‘The marked body’, Pober continues, ‘becomes both an indicator of contagion (physical and psychological) and a justification for homophobia’. Already burdened with the triple stigma of communicable disease, physical disfiguration and sexual outsider status, gay men with AIDS and their social environments frequently faced social ostracism resulting from growing public fears of infection in the 1980s. At the time *The Normal Heart* is set, limited medical knowledge about the infection routes of HIV, paired with several highly mediatised cases of HIV infection among women and children, had raised anxiety within heterosexual society, which had previously deemed itself safe from the epidemic, about HIV transmission through casual contacts. It is no surprise then that early AIDS dramas like *As Is* and *Before It Hits Home* prominently address the subject. While they validate popular fears of infection from seropositive friends or family members, they criticise the discrimination many persons living with AIDS (PWAs) experienced at the time as a result of these fears.
The Normal Heart articulates these different anxieties and their impact on public perceptions and treatments of gay men with AIDS most powerfully in the story Ned’s friend Bruce relates about the last days of his partner, Albert:

The pilot wouldn’t take off and I refused to leave the plane . . . Then, after we take off, Albert loses his mind . . . and then, right there, on the plane, he becomes . . . incontinent . . . and all these people are staring at us and moving away in droves . . . And when we got to Phoenix, there’s a police van waiting for us and all the police are in protective rubber clothing, they looked like fucking astronauts, and by the time we got to the hospital where Albert’s mother had fixed up his room real nice, Albert was dead . . . The hospital doctors refused to examine him to put a cause of death on the death certificate, and without a death certificate the undertakers wouldn’t take him away, and neither would the police. Finally, some orderly comes in and stuffs Albert in a heavy-duty Glad bag . . . and he puts him out in the back alley with the garbage . . . I paid him, and then his mother and I carried the bag to her car and we finally found a black undertaker who cremated him for a thousand dollars, no questions asked.

Dying from AIDS, this scene powerfully argues, means to be denied one’s humanity, manifest in Albert’s losing control over his mind and body, his being treated like a monstrous alien from outer space while he is alive and as a piece of contagious garbage after his death. His geographic journey home becomes the symbolic trip to hell homo- and AIDS-phobic society considers – and itself triggers – life as a gay man and person with AIDS to be. For the gay PWA, Phoenix does not entail the possibility of rising from the ashes but a clandestine cremation that leaves no space for his loved ones to publicly acknowledge his life and death.

While the play does not reiterate Albert’s dehumanisation by having his suffering and death acted out on stage, it nevertheless reifies the PWA as the object of a tale told by another, non-afflicted man. And, indeed, exemplified in the figures of Ned and his friends and fellow activists, The Normal Heart mainly focuses on the ways (supposedly) HIV-negative gay men respond to the nascent AIDS epidemic. Typical for popular discourses and media images of contagion, mainstream American society has widely perceived asymptomatic carriers of communicable diseases as malevolent, one-way vectors of infection and often causally connected their medical
condition to racial, social or sexual alterity. What further heightened the
carriers particularly ‘monstrous subversion’ of American society was the
inability to immediately recognise them as medical others as well, which
undermines the idea of social distinction based on clear visual markers of
difference. In contrast to this view, the fear of unknowingly infecting a
partner haunted the gay community in particular before the HIV antibody
test became available by the mid-1980s.33

*The Normal Heart* validates gay men’s anxieties about spreading HIV
to their loved ones and presents asymptomatic carriers like Bruce as caring
human beings rather than as uncontrollable threat.34 In one scene of the
drama, Bruce confesses, ‘I’m so scared I’m some sort of carrier. [Albert’s
death] makes three people I’ve been with who are dead. I went to Emma
and I begged her: please test me somehow, please tell me if I’m giving this
to people.’ Ned complements this personal testimony with a rhetorical
question about the impact HIV carriorthad on the entire gay commu-
nity, ‘When are we going to admit we might be spreading this?’35 What
renders this otherwise pivotal moment of self-reflection problematic, how-
ever, is its placement in the context of Ned’s crusade against promiscuity,
which he considers a barrier to gay assimilation to mainstream society.
As he argues that giving up casual sex ‘is not a civil-rights issue [but] a
contagion issue’,36 Ned disconnects sexual practice from gay identity. In
so doing, he not only ignores the crucial role promiscuity played for gay
liberation and the development of a positive gay sexual identity in a hom-
ophobic environment. Instead of searching for a pragmatic solution to the
dilemma, such as advocating safer sex measures, Ned’s radical striving for
heterosexual acceptance confirms mainstream society’s vilification of gay
men as monstrous health threat based on their ‘spreading’ the ‘diseases’ of
homosexuality and AIDS.37

In addition to scrutinising discriminating personal responses to
AIDS, *The Normal Heart* unmasks the homophobic fear of ‘social con-
tagion’ through association with the gay community which informed
the response of political authorities, the media and society at large to
the epidemic in the mid-1980s. ‘You have a mayor who’s a bachelor
and I assume afraid of being perceived as too friendly to anyone gay’,
Emma Brookner argues in *The Normal Heart*. Ned adds that the *New
York Times* ‘won’t even use the word “gay” . . . To them we’re still homo-
sexuals.’38 In another scene, he reproaches his brother Ben for refusing to
support his AIDS activism. ‘Aren’t you afraid your corporate clients will
say, “Was that your faggot brother I saw on TV?”’, Ned asks rhetorically.
His conclusion from this encounter goes even further than the other examples: “The single-minded determination of all you people to forever see us as sick helps keep us sick.” In so arguing, he points out how viewing homosexuality as a disease became a kind of self-fulfilling prophesy, as mainstream society’s homophobic reluctance to tackle the gay-coded AIDS epidemic crucially contributed to its spread among gay men and thus to the illness of their community.

What mars the power of Ned’s critique of American homophobia in *The Normal Heart*, Pober points out, is his ‘failing to destigmatize the image-laden gay body . . . that was marked before AIDS’. When Ben characterises gay men as a kind of freak show – saying ‘I open magazines and I see pictures of you guys in leather and chains and whips and black masks’ – Ned does not defend the diversity of the gay community but distances himself from what he, too, perceives as their bodily and sexual aberrations. Moreover, Ned’s repeated attempts to obtain Ben’s unconditional love articulates the play’s persistent striving to prove the healthiness of homosexuality and its social sameness to heterosexuality. According to Jacob Juntunen, this was a crucial factor for the popularity of the drama among heterosexual viewers. Thus, although the piece scrutinises the stigmatisation of gay men and PWAs, it simultaneously confirms the heteronormative social order and especially biased mainstream society’s framing of gay men as weak, deficient, and/or diseased. In such a perception, AIDS only inscribes the ‘monstrosity’ of homosexuality visibly on the gay male body.

**Deformed Identities in *The Destiny of Me***

The parallel perception of AIDS and homosexuality as disempowering diseases leaving their marks on the gay body and psyche also figures prominently in *The Destiny of Me*, the play with which Larry Kramer returned to his protagonist Ned Weeks seven years after *The Normal Heart*. While it did not attract as much attention as the earlier piece, this sequel met with a much more favourable reception, garnering praise especially for the way it blends political critique and family drama. Now HIV-positive himself, Ned undergoes an experimental treatment at the National Institutes of Health (NIH). As he encounters his younger self, Alexander, there, he embarks upon an inner journey through crucial moments of his life as a gay Jewish American. In interweaving the two narrative threads – Ned’s current AIDS treatment and the remembrance of his youth – the play
integrates the AIDS crisis into the context of an individual life story, a family chronicle and recent American history. The parallels of physical and emotional suffering in past and present suggest a continuity of experience across time. In so doing, the drama employs AIDS 'as the catalyst for an exploration of [Ned’s] life, sexual orientation, and sense of purpose'.

Like *The Normal Heart*, *The Destiny of Me* looks at the then-current state of affairs concerning the AIDS epidemic in the United States from a gay activist and patient perspective. A key setting of the play, the hospital does not represent scientific progress but, on the contrary, a dehumanising force. It further signifies the ongoing failure of medical science in halting or curing the AIDS epidemic, despite its advanced technological means. As a hospitalised AIDS patient, Ned is reduced to a state of powerlessness that manifests itself in the play in two striking images. On the one hand, his treatment forces him into a physical symbiosis with the medical equipment, connecting his body to several technical apparatuses that serve as an extension of his blood circuit. In contrast to hegemonic discourses of the cyborg as a particularly powerful version of the monster, Ned’s hybrid body resulting from this symbiosis is forced into immobility and passivity, and he regains full social agency only when he disconnects from the machines in the final scene. Signifying on the words ‘to excel’ and ‘accelerator’, the tell-tale name of the key apparatus, Ex-Cell-Aerator, further captures the notion of unfulfilled promise when the machine fails to improve Ned’s medical condition. On the other hand, Ned compares his social status to that of a laboratory animal. While he is cognitively above mice and apes, he enjoys less social protection than the actual animals used to test his treatment. As his nurse tells Ned, the medical researchers ‘have to guarantee each chimp a thirty-thousand-dollar retirement endowment. Their activists are better than yours.’

*The Destiny of Me* underlines this critique of the American medical establishment and its dealing with the AIDS epidemic in three scenes that focus on blood. In the first of these, the nurse enters Ned’s hospital room right after AIDS activists drowned her in fake blood. Her stained clothes mark this representative of the medical system as a ‘perpetrator’ who has the blood of her patients on her hands. In a later scene, Ned launches an angry diatribe against the ‘tyranny of the blood test’:

> We are being tested for the presence of a virus that may or may not be the killer. We are being tested to discover if this and/or that miraculous new discovery that may or may not kill the virus which may
or may not be the killer is working. We live in constant terror that the number of healthy cells, which may or may not be an accurate indicator of anything at all and which the virus which may or may not be the killer may or may not be destroying, will decline and fall.

Although the passage does not address the physical disfiguration of AIDS patients, the notion of ‘tyranny’ and the angry litany of ‘may or may nots’ convey the tremendous psychic impact blood tests had on the life of PWAs and the still limited medical knowledge about the syndrome in the early 1990s. As a powerful tool to designate HIV serostatus, medical condition or treatment success, the blood test not only symbolises the volatile identity of HIV/AIDS patients but also evokes the ‘blood testimony’ of martyrdom.

The final scene of *The Destiny of Me* reinforces this notion of sacrifice. The concept of martyrdom turns a victim of violence into a hero who dies for a purpose, whose suffering is thus endowed with meaning for their community and who is immortalised through their collective memory.49 When he hears about the failure of his AIDS treatment in the play, Ned throws around blood bags and disconnects his body from the medical tubes, gushing his blood across the stage.50 By closing with the image of its protagonist as a martyr-like figure, the drama once again indicts the disregard the political and medical establishments, represented here by the NIH and its politically savvy medical director, showed for gay men’s health. As it exposes actors and audiences to what represents the danger of HIV-contaminated blood, the drama forces spectators into the position the nurse found herself in earlier in the play and thus reminds them of their own implication as members of American society in the ‘sacrifice’ of gay lives. However, the scene simultaneously undermines its political critique, as Ned’s symbolically placing the audience at risk for HIV infection confirms the homophobic stereotype of the gay PWA as a contagious threat to the health of the nation.

To viewers familiar with both of Kramer’s dramas, the final scene of *The Destiny of Me* recalls an earlier passage in *The Normal Heart*, in which Ned, enraged about Felix’s having given up the fight for his health, throws around a milk carton and food on stage.51 While this is the only scene in the earlier play that shows Ned weak and desperate, *The Destiny of Me* explores the complexity of its protagonist in greater length. It connects the AIDS play to the family drama by setting Ned’s hospitalisation for AIDS alongside Alexander’s coming of age in a homophobic family.
The drama aptly captures what these plot lines have in common when Ned’s nurse quotes Alexander Pope’s famous phrase ‘this long disease, my life’. Originally expressing the eighteenth-century poet’s lifelong struggle with chronic pain, a deformed body and professional controversies, the line can be equally applied to Ned’s condition. It foregrounds the parallels in the way American mainstream society in the 1980s and early 1990s dealt with what it perceived to be the entangled ‘diseases’ of gay men: the pathological condition as which homosexuality had been framed and treated by American psychoanalysts from the 1940s through the 1970s and the gay-coded AIDS epidemic.

The reluctant political concern of the American political, social and medical establishments with AIDS is accordingly presented as mainstream society’s renewed attempts to rid itself from the ‘ill(ness)’ of homosexuality. The drama establishes this parallel most strikingly in setting the account of Alexander’s undergoing years of psychotherapy to ‘cure’ his sexuality alongside Ned’s medical treatment for his AIDS. In having the two protagonists of the piece comment upon not only their own but also each other’s experiences from a perspective of either retrospective knowledge or youthful foresight, the play powerfully conveys the painful errors of judgment in past and present, heightened by the failure of both therapies. Moreover, the play recurs to the very imagery of homosexuality as a disease and of gay men as vectors of contagion that dominated the mainstream discursive framing of homosexuality and gay men as societal health threats in the first decade of AIDS. ‘You little parasite’, Ned calls his younger self in one scene. ‘You’re like the very virus itself, and I can’t get rid of you.’ Alexander, in turn, describes his sexuality in a way more befitting Ned’s HIV/AIDS: ‘It doesn’t want to die. And fights tenaciously to stay alive, against all odds . . . no matter what anyone does to try and kill it.’

Even though it scrutinises pathologising homosexuality and in particular the role of psychoanalysis played herein, The Destiny of Me is ripe with elements of psychoanalytical theory and the Weeks family appears like a case study of mid-twentieth-century psychoanalysis. In an early flashback scene, Alexander’s narration of how a neighbour bribed him for sex in early adolescence evokes the homophobic stereotype of gay men ‘recruiting’ boys to their ‘lifestyle’. In a similar vein, his father Richard understands his son’s difference as a kind of gender inversion resulting from a weak father and an overbearing mother. Once again, it is the body through which the gay youth’s ‘monstrous’ alterity manifests itself in the play and which becomes the site of its oppression. For Richard, his son’s
socio-sexual deviance shows in the boy’s shaving his pubic hair, love of theatrical performance and joy of dressing up, and the father’s ‘remedy’ is corporal punishment.56 While Alexander’s body itself did not show any previous signs of otherness, the bruises resulting from Richard’s beatings render his social transgression visible, turning him into the ‘monster’ that can be identified and duly coerced to restore social order.

In contrast to Richard’s response, Ben views his sibling’s homosexuality as a psychic illness that must be cured through psychoanalysis. However, Ben’s forcing his brother to undergo a string of psychotherapies leaves lasting scars on Alexander’s psyche that turn out to be as painful as Richard’s paternal rejection of his younger son. ‘Every social structure I’m supposed to be a part of . . . tells me over and over what I feel and think and do is sick’, Ned sums up his lifelong struggle for self-acceptance.57 Recurring one more time to the gay body, The Destiny of Me undermines the heteronormative view of homosexuality as a disease of otherness that shows in gay bodies’ physical differences from mainstream society. Among others, Ned reflects upon his growing physical and psychic resemblance to his father. He tells his mirror image in one scene, ‘You even look like Richard . . . I am more my father’s child than ever I wanted to be. I fought so hard not to look like you. I’ve fought so hard not to inherit your failure.’58

The Destiny of Me further targets homophobic violence by placing Alexander’s subjugation to beatings and psychotherapy alongside the Jewish experience in the twentieth century. In brief but compelling references, Ned suggests certain parallels between the work of his physician at the NIH, on the one hand, and the medical crimes of euthanasia and the Holocaust carried out under the German Nazi regime, on the other. Moreover, Kramer’s drama sets Alexander’s struggling with his environment’s homophobia alongside his family’s encounters with McCarthy-era American anti-Semitism and the pressure of conformity. Alexander’s adolescent flight from his family also reiterates his mother’s youthful immigration to the United States to escape anti-Jewish pogroms in Russia.59 These analogies powerfully highlight the continuity of social prejudice inflicting suffering upon people. Yet, by limiting most of these references to the realism and domestic sphere of the Weeks family, the play limits their politically critical potential. Thus ‘balancing’ Ned’s verbal outbursts against medical inefficiency and government homophobia in the hospital scenes, the domestic moments steer the piece into the ‘safe haven’ of bourgeois family drama, which allows audiences to experience the cathartic effects of personal tragedy without necessarily feeling personally affected or called to action.
Conclusion

In his essay ‘Theatre and the Plague’, Antonin Artaud reassesses the classical and early modern understanding of the theatre as a force of contagion working upon its audiences. Like the plague,

> Theatre is a disease because it is a final balance that cannot be obtained without destruction. It . . . reveals their dark powers and hidden strengths to men, urging them to take a noble, more heroic stand in the face of destiny than they would have assumed without it.

Songs about COVID-19 or theatre about AIDS cannot stop the spread of the two afflictions, cure the sick, or alleviate trauma. Yet, both art forms can, and have been doing so, intervene in the societal discourses on and representations of these pandemics by providing spectators with biomedical knowledge, outlining forms and fields of political activism and critique, as well as creating a sense of community that validates the experiences of the affected.

This chapter has shown that, and how, Larry Kramer’s plays *The Normal Heart* and *The Destiny of Me* criticise the way mainstream social and medical discourses of the 1980s and early 1990s pathologised homosexuality as ‘monstrous’ aberration and AIDS as both its marker and its consequence. *The Destiny of Me* particularly targets the historical tradition of viewing same-sex desire as a disease in its own right as well as the physical or psychic violence unleashed upon gay men in an attempt to eliminate this ‘ill’. Both dramas scrutinise how these discourses conflate and denigrate gay men and PWAs as threats to the social and/or medical health of the nation. They particularly expose the ways this vilification manifests itself in representations of gay (and) HIV-positive bodies as contagious and of gay male identities as deformed. The two plays validate not only popular fears of HIV infection but also gay men’s concerns about contracting as well as spreading the virus. At the same time, they criticise the resulting discrimination of gay men and PWAs and they especially target the homophobically informed reluctance with which the medical and political establishments responded to the AIDS epidemic.

However, the two dramas absorb part of their critical potential through their argumentation and imagery. Both *The Normal Heart* and *The Destiny of Me* connect gay sexuality to illness as well as evoke the popular stereotype of gay men as ‘monstrous’ creatures who recruit
boys to their ‘lifestyle’ and whose contagious bodies, resulting from their careless sexual risk-taking, expose others to HIV infection. Although meant to inspire critical reflection in viewers and counter homophobic discourses, these allusions may be taken to confirm the very biases they seek to undermine. Especially *The Normal Heart* partially blames anti-gay discrimination on gay male cowardice and sexual irresponsibility. Staying in the closet and engaging in promiscuous sex figure here exclusively as self-imposed barriers to gay men’s assimilation to mainstream culture. Advocating marriage as the path to societal acceptance, the drama strikingly anticipates the de-radicalisation of mainstream gay political activism since the 1990s, as it moved from demanding sexual freedom toward civil rights claims, particularly marriage equality.62 This approach may be one reason for the play’s ongoing resonance with theatre audiences.

In addition to engaging in this discourse of gay social sameness to heterosexual society that affirms the prevailing socio-sexual order, both *The Normal Heart* and *The Destiny of Me* further subscribe to the American discourse of social mobility through individual self-management and improvement, which fits well into contemporary neoliberalism and is another likely source of the ongoing appeal of *The Normal Heart*.63 Despite their admirable exposure of discriminatory discourses of sexuality and disease, the two dramas privilege individual psychological explanations and solutions over a systematic socio-political critique of structural homophobia in American society and its connection to prevailing ideologies of class, gender, family and nation. In so doing, they contribute to the very vilification of gay men as ‘contagious monsters’ they seek to undermine.
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THE FOUR HORSEMEN of the Apocalypse traditionally comprise War, Famine and Pestilence, led by Death. Contagious diseases have played a significant role in history, often changing its course by wiping out or undermining entire civilisations. The Plague of Athens in the fifth century BCE; the Black Death; and the ravages of smallpox and other European diseases in the New World are only some of the best-known examples of the fundamental role of contagion in history.¹ And conversely, human-made historical disasters often trail epidemics in their wake: ‘a whole variety of diseases’ was associated with Mao’s Great Leap Forward in China, while climate change is reviving old plagues like Ebola and encouraging the development of new ones.² The imagery of disease has been commonly used to represent various socio-political trends, from the ‘epidemic’ of cellphone usage to the ‘plague’ of colonialism. And of course, the coronavirus pandemic is history unfolding in real time, impacting everything from the global economy to race relations in the USA.

But can history itself be imaged as contagion? And if yes, what does it say about the relationship between the historical imagination and the current socio-political moment? In this essay, I want to consider some of
the ways in which historical memory becomes a source of physical disease in fantastic fiction. I will argue that fantastic tropes of monstrosity can do what ordinary historical fiction cannot: represent not just specific moments in the past but *pastness* itself.

In *The Varieties of History*, historian Franz Stern points out that ‘history is the cognitive expression of the deep-rooted human desire to know the past . . . A discipline so close to life cannot remain fixed; it changes with time, with the impact of new hopes, thoughts, and fears.’ The narrative malleability of history, the way in which history is also a *story*, underlies Hayden White’s scepticism about the veridical claims of history-writing. The ensuing debate is well-known and does not need to be rehearsed here. What interests me is the convergence, extensively discussed by White, between forms of the historical imagination and narrative genres.

Epidemics generate their own post-apocalyptic genre of fantasy, in which the continuity and inconclusiveness of infectious disease figure the continuous and inconclusive nature of the historical process. But I would argue that recent socio-political and cultural developments have led to an interesting mutation in the narrative ‘dramaturgy’ or common plot of pestilence. While previously the source of contagion was the polluted body of some enemy *du jour* – blacks, Jews, gays or what have you – more and more frequently it is located in the historical process itself. Time becomes a pathogen.

**Ends of History**

In 1992, one year after the collapse of the USSR, Francis Fukuyama published his influential book *The End of History*. It has been misunderstood as forecasting the end of the historical process, which is absurd. In fact, it was about the end of History with a capital H: that is, the notion that this process has an inbuilt salvational or destructive directionality. Events, even momentous events such as 9/11, will keep happening. What has ended, though, is the belief that these events are inescapably building up toward some preordained goal, whether it be a communist society of equality and plenty, or a total collapse of civilisation.

The end of historical teleology has created the world in which ‘late capitalism seems to have no natural enemies’. Apart from its political implications, this foreclosure of utopian/dystopian alternatives paralyses the historical imagination itself. One of Jameson’s most famous essays is
subtitled ‘How Can We Imagine the Future?’ and the answer seems to be that we cannot. We live today not in the expectation or fear of the future but in what Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht calls the ‘Chronotope of the Broad Present’, the representation of time and space in our shared cultural discourse:

Different from the ever shrinking and therefore ‘imperceptibly short’ present of the historicist chronotope, the new present (that continues to be our present in the early twenty-first century) is one in which all paradigms and phenomena from the past are juxtaposed as being available and ready-to-hand. For this present, instead of leaving the past behind, is inundated with pastness, and at the same time it is facing a future which, instead of being an open horizon of possibilities, seems occupied by threats that are inevitably moving towards us (think of ‘global warming’ as an example).8

Paired with the end of history, in Fukuyama’s terms, is another trend that signifies a rupture between past and present: the ascent of randomness or contingency across all fields of social interaction. Ted C. Lewis offers a model of what he calls punctuated reality (by analogy with the evolutionary concept of punctuated equilibrium) to describe the historical process of the interconnected, global world. In this model, ‘independent random events’ are replaced with ‘highly dependent conditional events’.9 In other words, extreme events come in waves, amplified by the unpredictable interactions across the social and political field. These waves ‘are pulled toward extreme values’, statistically speaking, and thus cannot be described by the ordinary historical methods derived from the narratively continuous paradigm of the realistic novel, which is based on what might be called the literary regression to the mean.10

Both the ascendance of the ‘broad present’ and the establishment of ‘punctuated reality’ represent a significant shift in our perception of history. Instead of being haunted by the presence of the past, we are haunted by its absence. Or rather, we are haunted by the absence of pastness: that is, we can no longer distinguish between past, present and future by organising memories and premonitions into an orderly linear narrative. Gumbrecht describes this situation as being ‘flooded’ by inchoate and chaotic histories: ‘Between the past that engulfs us and the menacing future, the present has turned into a dimension of expanding simultaneities.’11
Hegelian teleological history is denied or bracketed out. But, as we know, what is repressed comes back in the shape of a monster. And the particular morphology of its monstrosity mirrors the forms of repression that have created it in the first place. When the past was tangible, present and inescapable, as in the classic nineteenth- and twentieth-century Gothic, the monster appeared as tangible and discrete: a specific haunting, tied either to a particular location or to a particular person. Contemporary monsters, however, are plural, multiple and contingent: just like Lewis’s ‘highly dependent conditional events’, they come in waves and are spread by a mechanism of contagion across the entire cultural field. If previously the historical imagination was spurred, as Stern argues, by the desire to remember, it may now be hobbled by the need to forget.

When history is represented as contagion in fantastic fiction, several common narrative strategies appear across a range of texts. Some of these strategies include pollution, proliferation and reproduction. In what follows I will give examples for each. I do not claim that this list is in any way exhaustive. Rather, I will try to show how a new narrative language of monstrosity has evolved to cope with the ‘chronotope of the broad present’. What distinguishes this language from the familiar Gothic and post-Gothic tropes of monstrosity is its emphasis on multiplicity, uncertainty and non-linear expansion. In other words, time itself becomes an epidemic generating diseased and polluted bodies.

Utopian Pollution

All utopias are dystopias; and vice versa. The genre represents a future that is radically different from the present; and this difference may be articulated in either positive or negative terms, depending on the ideological position of the implied author and/or narrator. Utopia/dystopia marks the terminus of history: the millennium or apocalypse. Precisely because utopia is situated after history, it is essentially defined in spatial terms. The original Utopia was an artificial island whose inhabitants separated it from the mainland by a deliberately dug ditch, to keep out the pollution of violence, inequality, stupidity and frivolity. Since then, utopias are under strict quarantine to keep their purity intact. Ursula Le Guin’s utopian novel *The Dispossessed* (1974) opens with a description of the ‘quarantine’ wall that both hems in and separates the anarchist utopia of Anarres from its capitalist twin Urras (Le Guin 1974, 1). Indeed, one may argue that
all the walls, ditches and other spatial barriers (including mental ones) are ways to separate utopian space from historical time; to prevent the contamination of the perfect world by the mutability, contingency and randomness of the historical process.

It is not surprising, then, that when the walls of utopia are breached, the flux of history is often imaged in terms of a disease. In George Orwell’s *Nineteen Eighty-Four*, O’Brien tells Winston Smith that his opposition to Ingsoc is a form of mental illness in need of a cure. But there are utopias/dystopias that go much further in embodying history itself in a corporeal form of a contagion. I want to discuss one well-known, though in my view under-theorised example: Lois Lowry’s *The Giver* (1993). Though the book is ostensibly a YA, it actually contains all the thematic and structural features of the twentieth-century utopia/dystopia in a condensed and highly self-conscious form.

*The Giver* depicts a regimented and regulated world, in which all differences are smoothed away by a combination of social engineering and biomedical intervention. Names, occupations, spouses and children are assigned; every citizen goes through predictable and uniform life-stages; sexual desire is tamped down by medication; and a form of eugenics is practised, in which less-than-perfect babies and old people are ‘released’ into Elsewhere, or, in less euphemistic terms, killed by a lethal injection. The short novel is narrated from the point of view of a young boy Jonas who gradually realises the horror of his society and escapes with a baby Gabriel whom his ostensibly caring and nurturing father is about to ‘release’. The ending of the novel is ambiguous, as it is not clear whether Jonas and Gabriel die in the snow or indeed reach some better destination.

The unusual aspect of this dystopian society, however, is the role of historical memory. Instead of being simply repressed, as in *Nineteen Eighty-Four*, history is entrusted to a single individual called the Receiver whose role is to advise the Elders of the community based on the knowledge derived from the collective memory of the past. Jonas is appointed the Receiver-in-training, absorbing memories of the past through a physical contact with the previous Receiver who, therefore, becomes the Giver. History in the dystopian imagination is often represented in the form of records: the old photographs and newspaper articles that Winston Smith falsifies in *Nineteen Eighty-Four*; or the burning books of Ray Bradbury’s *Fahrenheit 451*. But in *The Giver* history is intensely physical. Not only does it have to be held in an individual’s memory as an actual
recollection but it is passed on by touch. History is literally a disease. And like any disease, it causes pain.

The memories that the Giver passes on to Jonas through laying of hands are not tidy narratives or general facts: they are raw emotions and sensations. When Jonas absorbs memories of war, he does not learn the dates of famous battles but experiences the death of a soldier on the battlefield:

> From the distance, Jonas could hear the thud of cannons. Overwhelmed by pain, he lay there in the fearsome stench for hours, listened to the men and animals die, and learned what warfare meant.15

The previous Receiver-in-Training, the Giver's daughter, could not stand the pain of history and asked for euthanasia. The Giver tells Jonas, 'I couldn't bring myself to inflict physical pain on her. But I gave her anguish of many kinds. Poverty, and hunger, and terror.'16 History is not something you teach but something you infect others with. History is like flu: an insidious virus that is transmitted by physical contact. And while the Giver is wracked by remorse about the death of his daughter and Jonas's pain, he is also convinced that this is something that needs to be done. If historical memory is not contained in one person, it will spill into the community at large, contaminating and infecting everybody. The physicality of history is such that it sparks off corporeal changes in Jonas. Released from the pill regimen of the community, he goes through puberty. The inhabitants of the utopia perceive everything in black and white while Jonas acquires colour vision. This is emphasised in the rather pedestrian movie based on *The Giver*, in which the splash of rainbow colour onto the grey screen makes the audience accept Jonas's transformation as wholly positive. But the novel is more subtle in this regard. Jonas is happy to see that apples are red and grass is green; but he is also aware that his 'heightened feelings' include rage, mood swings and grief.17

Jonas's near-suicidal escape from the community is powered by his desire to save Gabriel, whom he regards as his brother. But it is also the result of his wholesale rejection of the utopia of Sameness:

> [T]he orderly disciplined life he had always known . . . The life where nothing was ever unexpected. Or inconvenient. Or unusual. The life without color, pain, or past.18
The ambiguity of the ending, however, emphasises that the alternative is not another form of perfection that embraces all that his community has rejected, while offering the same safety and equality it provides. The alternative to utopia is history; and history is filled with suffering:

You have never been starving, he had been told. You will never be starving. Now he was. If he had stayed in the community, he would not be. It was as simple as that. Once he had yearned for choice. Then, when he had had a choice, he had made the wrong one: the choice to leave. And now he was starving.19

The subtlety of Lowry’s novel lies precisely in her emphasis on the positive aspects of the utopia of Sameness: the elimination of pain, suffering and inequality. In that respect, it is significantly different from later-generation YA dystopias, such as Susanne Collins’s *Hunger Games* (2008–10), in which the brutal society of the future has no redeeming qualities whatsoever. Lowry, on the other hand, balances the need for historical memories with the full awareness of their dangers. History can easily become a vampire: the past feeding off the future, infecting it with memories of unresolved conflicts and unsettled scores. History is a disease. But if violence is one symptom of this disease, choice is another.

A similar image of the diseased body of history occurs in Ursula Le Guin’s meta-utopian story ‘The Ones Who Walk Away from Omelas’ (1973), in which the happiness and stability of a utopian society depends on the ‘abominable suffering’ of one child. This story juxtaposes the perfection of the utopian city of Omelas with the vividly described physical pain and degradation of the child’s diseased body. No explanation is offered as to why this suffering is necessary, but it fits into the wider framework of symbolic dichotomies which define the relation of utopia and history: space/time, stability/change, health/malady. The putative health and stability of utopia are wholly dependent on the diseased mutability of history. And history is contagious. The conditions of the child prompt some of the inhabitants of Omelas to reject utopia in favour of an escape into the unknown and precarious future. Those who ‘walk away’, much like Jonas, are carriers of the virus of change.
Zombie Origination

The stunning popularity of zombies has engendered its own plague: that of critical texts about zombies that are trying to explain this phenomenon. In this short section I am not going to offer a comprehensive overview of zombie culture. But I would like to consider one particular aspect of it: namely, zombies’ origin. Compared to other signature monsters, such as the vampire, the zombie is astonishingly rootless. By this I mean that as opposed to, say, Dracula that creates an elaborate narrative of origin for the ur-vampire, most zombie texts, whether literary or cinematic, hardly bother with a fig leaf of even the most minimal justification of the plague. At best, some vague ‘virus’ is mentioned; at worst, nothing at all. Tony Monchinski’s Eden (2008) is fairly typical in simply rejecting the issue of origin as irrelevant:

Some survivors refer to the coming of the undead as ‘the plague’. The more religious among us dub it ‘the apocalypse’ or ‘end times’. No savior has appeared. The origins of the outbreak are unknown. The nature of the contagion, spread by bites, is unclear.

The reason for this is the zombie’s essential ahistoricity. The zombie is a monster of the present, not the past or the future. It is a cultural cypher for an ever-adaptive barrage of social anxieties and fears. Its contagion does not generate a narrative time-arrow but rather exists in the perpetual ‘now’ of the self-originating, self-sustaining and self-consuming proliferation of the electronic media. Zombies are fake news made (undead) flesh. But zombies by now constitute a whole ecology of monstrosity; and within this ecology, just about any permutation of meaning may be found. There are zombies who buckle the trend of recycling, repetition and ahistoricity. I want to discuss two texts that do engage with zombies’ past and future. But in doing so, they also reflect the profound unease plaguing the contemporary historical imagination.

M. R. Carey’s popular novel The Girl With All the Gifts (2014; made into a movie in 2016) is a zombie utopia, in which a fungal contagion that reduces adults to mindless predators also generates a new breed of post-human children who combine zombie ferocity with agency and sentience. This is not the static utopia of The Giver but rather what Tom Moylan defines as a dynamic utopia: a narrative that traces the emergence of a new form of society and a new form of subjectivity. As Carey’s novel reminds
us, not all utopian subjects are positive (from our point of view) alternatives to the status quo. Indeed, most utopian subjects of the last century, from the Futurist ‘Man-Machine’ to the Nazi ‘Ubermensch’ and the Soviet ‘New Man’, would make an average zombie appear peaceful and harmless. However, a dynamic utopia, as opposed to its static counterpart, can at least point to the open-endedness of the historical process and evoke the idea of change.

In Carey’s novel, it is the future that is the source of contagion. When Melanie the zombie protagonist releases the fungal spores that will infect the last remaining ‘true’ humans, she symbolically kills the past and ushers in the brave new world of posthuman monsters. The last sentence is not meant to be pejorative. The word ‘monster’, after all, comes from the Latin ‘monere’, a portent or a sign; and a ‘hopeful monster’ was a term used in nineteenth-century biology to describe a new and promising mutation. Melanie’s zombiehood is a symbol of her historical newness. Yeats’s ‘rough beast slouching to Bethlehem’ may be monstrous but it is also messianic.24

Another interesting feature of Carey’s novel is its relationship with historical memory. As opposed to *The Giver*, in which the utopian/dystopian society is predicated on collective amnesia, the zombie utopia presents itself as a legitimate heir to Western culture and history. Melanie is metaphorically related to Greek Pandora (‘the girl with all the gifts’); she is a ferocious reader and scholar; and the last words of the novel are an invitation to her beloved Miss Helen, spared from the zombie plague, to start a class on world history, in which the pupils have to be shackled in order not to eat the teacher. As grotesque as this may appear, it is in fact a positive image of historical continuity and the way in which a posthuman condition may be a fulfilment of the humanist tradition rather than its denial.25

There are other texts, in which a zombie plague arises out of the past rather than the future. Nicholas Wolff’s *The Binding* (2016), for example, cleverly transforms the extra-textual origin story of the zombie myth into the intra-textual origin stories of zombies. The zombie myth originates in Haitian folklore (though traditional Haitian zombies are very different from the ravenous hordes of *The Walking Dead*). In Wolff’s novel, the epidemic of the undead that strikes a small college town in Massachusetts originates in the shameful historical legacy of the US occupation of Haiti at the beginning of the twentieth century. This little-known episode of colonial history becomes a source of contagion, striking the descendants of the
occupiers with a virulent supernatural form of Cotard Syndrome, in which a living person believes themselves to be dead. Zombie epidemic generates a liminal zone, in which the living dead and the dead living re-enact the tragedy of an unresolved and largely forgotten historical atrocity.

Zombies are agents of post-history and post-utopia, existing in the ‘broad present’ of global capitalism. But exceptions such as Carey’s and Wolff’s texts point to the implicit historicity of the trope itself. Whether as memory or premonition, the zombie may be used to figure the disquieting monstrosity of time. Some critics argue that zombies are perfect metaphors for ‘a way of thinking that posits capitalism as the only viable system for social organization and geopolitical relations as well as for economic exchange’.26 This is largely true; but at the same time, this ‘way of thinking’ is, in itself, a product of a very specific historical configuration. And no matter how timeless the zombie poetics of recycling appears to be, it can be turned around to represent the contagion of history.

Ghostly Reproduction

Ghosts, of course, are monsters of history, condensed repositories of historical memory. Every run-of-the-mill haunted house novel is rooted in some traumatic event of the past, which is replayed by the ominous apparitions within the decaying walls of the old mansion (or the suburban bungalow, as the case may be). It is interesting, though, that in what is perhaps the most famous non-fictional use of ghostly imagery, Karl Marx’s *Communist Manifesto*, the spectre that is haunting Europe is of the future rather than the past.27

Despite the ubiquity of zombies, ghosts hold their own as our culture’s most popular monsters. But the changes and mutations in their representation signify shifts in our uneasy relation with history. The most interesting of these mutations, in my view, is ghostly reproduction: that is, ghosts reproducing and multiplying in order to become agents of contagion. At first blush, the idea seems ridiculous. Zombies are bodies without minds: naturally, their figuration of bio-power is expressed in the perversion of the two main biological functions of the human body – feeding and reproduction. But ghosts are minds without bodies, removed from the reach of bio-politics and subjects to a different regimen of power: that of historical memory and forgetting. How can they reproduce? And if they do, what does it say about our relationship with history?
To answer the second question first, I would contend that ghosts-as-disease point to the same historical malaise as utopian epidemics and zombie plagues: the sense that history has lost its directionality, and that the past and the future indiscriminately ‘bleed’ into the present, contaminating it with indigested memories and inchoate premonitions. And as to how incorporeal spectra can accomplish the seemingly impossible task of becoming bodies of contagion, I would like to discuss briefly two recent novels: Simon Bestwick’s *The Faceless* (2012) and F. G. Cottam’s *The Waiting Room* (2010). It is not an accident that the history both invoke is that of the First World War: the ‘forgotten’ war, eclipsed by the clear ideological divisions of the Second World War. It is precisely because the First World War does not fit into the same storytelling mould as the Second World War, with its good-versus-evil narrative, that it becomes a source of historical contagion.

In Bestwick’s novel, a small English mill-town becomes the stage for an invasion of the ghosts of First World War soldiers. Starting on Armistice Day, strange events begin to occur. First in a trickle and then in a flood, spectral figures crowd both individual homes and city streets. The fact that public and private spaces are equally subject to the ghostly invasion is significant. The traditional ghost story relies on the clear distinction between the two. The history that breeds monsters is strictly a history of private life; when social and political events intrude, as they do occasionally, it is in a mediated and indirect way through an individual victim. This ‘singularity’ of the genre is flouted in Bestwick’s novel where first the entire town and then the entire country become engulfed by the busily multiplying incorporeal hordes.

The ghosts (also called the Spindly Men) are horrifically mutilated First World War soldiers. Their lost corporeality is gradually ‘returned’ to them as the description of contemporary events, focalised through a number of characters, is interrupted by first-person testimonies of the dead, graphically focusing on their pain and suffering:

felt like there was a chicken bone in my mouth then realized it was part of my jawbone couldn’t smell the trench either thought that was a blessing at the time all I could smell was copper blood.28

The masks worn by the disfigured soldiers in the pre-plastic surgery era become a synecdoche for this corporeality of the historical rage that has not been resolved or appeased by the following century. As the Spindly
Men take on increasingly physical shapes, they belie the traditional view of ghosts articulated by one of the characters: ‘I’ve never heard of a spiritual being causing direct physical harm’. These beings can be physically harmful, however, precisely because they are not ‘spiritual’ as ghosts are traditionally imagined to be. They are bodies torn apart by military violence that revolt against being buried under the layer of comforting platitudes about patriotism and the community. They are the past demanding accountability from the present. Their resurrection in the monstrous flesh represents the historical infection of unresolved conflicts, unsettled scores and distorted memories.

The plague of the Spindly Men spreads from one small town into the whole of the UK until the dead literally force the living out. At the end of the book, the British Isles are taken over by the ghostly soldiers. History has come back with vengeance:

‘The glorious dead,’ said Gideon. ‘The fallen. So many names for them. For some, it’s broken promises: a land fit for heroes, a war to end all wars. For others, it’s decadence and immorality – interracial marriage and homosexuality. Others see hard-won rights and freedoms stripped away, saw a better world built in the years following their death, and now see it dismantled with no-one lifting a finger to stop it. Whatever your political or religious bias, there is ample food for your discontent. You’ve heard the saying: for our tomorrow, they gave their today. Well . . . some of them don’t consider it a fair trade, and they want to cancel the deal.’

The dead have their politics, just like the living. The contagion they spread is the same kind you see in newspaper editorials and online forums: the contagion of history, in which conflicts of the past breed wars of the present and the future.

Cottam’s *The Waiting Room* (2010) also resurrects ghosts of the Great War in a shockingly corporeal form. But in this novel, time itself is bent, as the abandoned waiting room of the title, in which soldiers waited for their train to the frontline, becomes a conduit to the past. Faulkner’s saying that the past is never dead, it’s not even the past, becomes literalised as the protagonist Julian Creed physically travels to the year 1916 to prevent ‘the plague of death’ spread by ‘the soulless, growing ranks’ of ghosts. At the centre of the supernatural mystery of the novel is a dead soldier resurrected by some necromantic ritual who survives into the present, spreading the
contagion of First World War violence, which is repeated and amplified in the Second World War Two and the Falklands War. He is a Typhoid Mary of history. The novel’s time-loops, unusual in a supernatural thriller, dramatise the ‘broad present’, in which both chronology and teleology have broken down. Creed, who fought in the Falklands War, dismisses it at the beginning as ‘ancient history . . . fittingly barbaric’, and yet it is his skill with a bayonet acquired in the 1980s that enables him to survive in 1918.32 Past and present bleed into and contaminate each other.

The contagious ghosts of these novels belie the common understanding of the literary ghost as a metaphor for persistence of memory. Rather, they become an image of the culture in which memory and experience, history and policy become muddled and indistinguishable. In a world with no future, there can be no past.

The Sense of No Ending

The contagion of history is one way in which the current crisis of the historical imagination expresses itself in popular culture. As Hayden White pointed out, narrativisation of history is what allows us to make sense of the chaotic and unruly progression of events.33 Only when made into a story with a beginning, middle and end does history become part of the collective imagination. In order to create a future, one needs to understand the past. And this understanding expresses itself through narrative.

Contagion, however, rejects what Frank Kermode called ‘the sense of an ending’.34 The ‘dramaturgy’ of an epidemic is of an infinite duration, proceeding in heads and starts, receding and then starting again. An epidemic is never totally defeated. Albert Camus’s celebrated ending of The Plague (1948) emphasises contagion’s resistance to narrative:

And, indeed, as he listened to the cries of joy rising from the town, Rieux remembered that such joy is always imperilled. He knew what those jubilant crowds did not know but could have learned from books: that the plague bacillus never dies or disappears for good; that it can lie dormant for years and years in furniture and linen chests; that it bides its time in bedrooms, cellars, trunks, and bookshelves; and that perhaps the day would come when, for the bane and the enlightening of men, it would rouse up its rats again and send them forth to die in a happy city.35
What ‘never dies or disappears for good’ can never be laid to rest either. If the past is never quite gone, the future is never quite born.

Fantastic images of contagion, from the utopian zombies to the infinitely multiplying ghosts, articulate the twin anxieties that haunt our post-historical era: longing for the past and fear of the future. Whether as the malignant politics of nostalgia or as the inability to imagine a viable alternative to the neoliberal order, the loss of history unleashes forces compared to which actual viruses and bacteria may appear positively benign.

This essay was written before the current pandemic; however, I believe that its emphasis on the peril of ahistoricity is only made more topical by the confusion, muddle and fear engendered by the coronavirus. Despite the media saturation of our environment, we seem to be no better at telling the comprehensive story of COVID-19 than we are at understanding the trajectory of global history in general. ‘Punctuated reality’ is only exacerbated by the randomness of a viral outbreak. As opposed to viruses, human beings live in historical time; and we need a narrative to steer us through an onslaught of unpredictable events. Victory over a biological contagion will be in vain unless we tame the contagion of history as well.
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EPILOGUE

CONTAGION

CONTAGION
No, listen, it’s really, I mean – it’s difficult, because we’ve got, in my mind, we’ve got three viruses that we are dealing with: The obvious one, the coronavirus that we’re all trying to survive. But the second virus is the Trump virus that needs to be, ehm, eradicated, non-violently and legally, at the polls. And the third virus is what I call the virus – the pre-Trump virus, the one that we’ve had for many years, long before Trump. It’s not Trump. Trump didn’t fall out of the sky. We had a number of things that we hadn’t quite fixed yet in this country. And they were causing us still a lot of pain and despair and whatever. And so, if we can get to that third virus, after we get rid of this – the coronavirus, the COVID-19 that we have right now, and if we can remove Trump from office in November, then I think – I think that a lot of people – those who have been fortunate enough to be at home, like I have been – . . . have been thinking about, like, how do we want to live after the pandemic?

(Michael Moore on the quarantine version of the The Late Show with Stephen Colbert, promoting his new documentary project Planet of the Humans (2020, with Jeff Gibson, dir.), 22 April 2020.)

‘Contagion Contagion’
Viral Metaphors, Lockdown and Suffering Economies in the COVID-19 Pandemic

Sandra Becker
This epilogue was first drafted in mid-May 2020, three weeks after this interview with Moore aired. Since then countries like Italy, France, the Netherlands, the UK, Germany, and thirty-one out of fifty US states have already started easing their varying lockdowns and coronavirus containment measures. Like the documentary Moore is promoting in the above quotation, this collection was in ‘post-production’ when the COVID-19 epidemic started to spread. Only one month after the official naming of this virus, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared it a ‘pandemic’ on 11 March 2020 with 113 countries confirming first cases of COVID-19. Writing and revising this epilogue (as well as the collection as a whole) while the pandemic still continued felt like trying to hit a moving target. Through the acceleration of information and events around the coronavirus, and contagion more broadly, this epilogue risked returning to the common pattern of ‘contagion, contagion’ illustrated by Moore’s excessive use of viral metaphors above. It is an outstanding example of how contagious ‘vocabulary and metaphors from outbreak narratives have infiltrated how news media, policymakers and the general public view the world and the people within it’, as Priscilla Wald postulated in her pre-COVID draft of the preface to this book. Next to keywords like ‘flattening the curve’, ‘social distancing’ and ‘herd immunity’, Moore’s usage of the ‘virus’-metaphor shows just how this real, ongoing pandemic invites one to fall victim to the twenty-first-century ‘plague of self-referential contagiousness’. His characterisation of the present moment in the United States as marked by a threefold virus of COVID-19 pandemic, Trumpism, and inequality caused by neoliberal capitalism, distract from his actual goal to promote his new documentary Planet of the Humans and the pressing topic of climate change. Overall, Moore’s discussion obscures more than it reveals about these other issues.

Priscilla Wald rightly points out that this volume offers insights into how apocalyptic stories and fantasies ‘titillate us’ and ‘shape experience’, and this concluding analysis of our current, real life apocalyptic threat likewise allows for a timely understanding of ‘who, what and where a culture locates . . . its definitions of “us” and “them”, its response to other cultures and to the planet’ and ultimately who and what is considered worth protecting. While it is too early to speculate about how and in how far the life around the globe will be affected by the COVID-19 pandemic in the long-term, or what future fantasies of epidemic realities will look like, it is worthwhile to make some preliminary observations about how this pandemic has been framed and made sense of so far. The patterns in the
following examples from European and US news media and politics reveal that the coronavirus pandemic is already being transferred into yet another contagion narrative that ‘[is] not about disease at all, but rather about the warring horrors and desires inherent in human and non-human embodiment, networks and contagion vectors in an increasingly risk-averse world’ in late capitalism (introductory chapter).

As both Priscilla Wald (in her 2008 book *Contagious: Cultures, Carriers, and the Outbreak Narrative*) and Sara Polak (in chapter 2 in this volume) emphasise, the differentiation between us and the dangerous Other forms as much a part of any outbreak narrative as ‘patient zero’. Due to the speed with which the coronavirus spread globally, and spread within the US at the beginning of 2020, it was the ‘foreign virus’ that president Donald J. Trump identified as threat in his ‘Address to the Nation’ on 11 March 2020, shortly after the WHO had declared the pandemic. While Canadian flight attendant Gaëtan Dugas was framed as patient zero in the 1980s AIDS epidemic, and the Liberian Thomas Eric Duncan in the 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa, it was the whole Republic of China and Europe that were framed as ‘threat to our citizens’ by the US president in this address.8 As the scholars Jérôme Viala-Gaudefroy and Dana Lindeman demonstrate in *The Conversation*, within a month Trump had switched from praise of China’s leader Xi Jinping in February to calling COVID-19 the ‘Chinese virus’.9 Both phrasings ‘foreign virus’ and ‘Chinese virus’ are problematic in their own right and clearly express the need to blame an ‘exotic other’.10 Given the trade war between the US and Europe that started in autumn 2019, it was less of a surprise that Trump warned in his speech that ‘a large number of new clusters in the United States were seeded by travelers from Europe’. This allegation criminalised Europeans by implying that they consciously ‘seeded’ the deathly ‘foreign virus’ in the United States to weaken the country, and served as a basis for the US president to declare a thirty-day ban for European travellers.

Media emphasis on the origin of the virus caused racist resentments towards China, the Chinese and ‘Asian-looking’ people on both sides of the Atlantic. In February and March, the news media were filled with cases of anti-Asian assaults, and xenophobic violence against Chinese and Asian expats and minorities around the globe.11 In an interview with the *Leidsch Dagblad*, Polak reminded Dutch readers that videos also circulated in the Netherlands that showed Chinese people eating bat soup, perpetuating Western fantasies of the Chinese as a people with outlandish tastes and habits, and spreaders of lethal disease.12 Two months before this interview,
a 25,000-signature-strong petition under the banner ‘We are not a virus!’ helped ban a racist carnival song by Radio 10 broadcast, titled ‘Voorkomen is beter dan Chinezen’ [Prevention is better than Chinese]. The broadcast warned listeners about eating Chinese food, playing with the Dutch proverb ‘Voorkomen is beter dan genezen’ [Prevention is better than a cure].

In the UK, the government observed a 21 per cent increase in anti-Asian hate-crimes during the coronavirus crisis, while the US Homeland Security warned about ‘[v]iolent extremists . . . seeking to exploit public fears associated with the spread of COVID-19 to incite violence, intimidate targets and promote their ideologies’.

The employment of the outbreak narrative in the coronavirus crisis goes further than the search for a ‘patient zero’, though, or a people as scapegoat for the pandemic. Although the COVID-19 pandemic differs from the extent of the spread of the virus and the monstrous discourses that were circulated during the 2014–16 Ebola epidemic, the ‘outbreak was [yet again] employed politically . . . to advocate for isolationism and border closures’ in the US and elsewhere. Whereas ‘most countries in the world have [had] imposed partial or complete border closures to foreign nationals due to coronavirus outbreaks’ by 31 March 2020, according to data collected by the PEW Research Center, the US government decided to extend the ‘30-day restriction on all nonessential travel’ enforced by the CDC on 21 March 2020 for another month. The resulting closure of the US-Mexican border has widely been recognised as a move by the Trump administration to employ the health emergency in the pandemic ‘to justify restrictive immigration policies, including halting flights of refugees, naturalization ceremonies and the issuance of many green cards to those outside the United States’. This is not to say that suspensions due to the coronavirus crisis at the European borders do not similarly affect lives of immigrants and asylum seekers. As Megen de Bruin-Molé shows in chapter 7, migrants have long been equated with ‘killable [zombie] hordes’, a ‘de-humanising metaphor for groups of people considered “threatening” to Western civilisation: immigrants, enemy combatants, the poor, and so on’. Greece, Italy, Germany and France suspended or reduced migrant services, such as asylum-seeker hearings and integrational courses, and in March and April the closure of the US-Mexican border added yet another restriction to immigration into the US, following the extension of a travel ban in January 2020 to include Nigeria, Myanmar, Eritrea, Kyrgyzstan, Sudan and Tanzania. Hidden under the cloak of viral ‘contagion contagion’-rhetoric that Moore uses to interpret the current situation are yet more forms of inequality and facets of Trumpism.
The US is far from the only nation state to use the pandemic for drastic political action. China and Hungary also took advantage of the health emergency to extend state surveillance and the power of their autocratic leaders. As with earlier viral outbreaks, such as the Zika virus in Brazil in 2018–19 discussed by Madison A. Krall, Marouf Hasian Jr and Yvonne Karyn Clark in chapter 3, the COVID-19 pandemic also fostered the ‘use of military and security frames’ to ‘declare emergency’. In his televised address to the nation on 16 March 2020, for example, France’s president Emmanuel Macron emphasised seven times that ‘we’re at war’. Preliminary scientific studies like the Agent-based Social Simulation of the Coronavirus Crisis (ASSOCC), however, suggest that testing together with continuing hygiene measures and masks pose more successful lockdown exit strategies than the usage of apps.

The coronavirus war metaphor resurfaced in other contexts and countries as well: in the UK, for instance, the media discourse around the valuation of the work of the NHS staff as ‘the nation’s “frontline” defenders’ is framed via the ‘Clap for our Heroes’-campaign. The clapping campaign, as well as other forms of symbolic support like nationwide minutes of silence and window signs of solidarity, distract from missing financial compensation, a deficient supply of PPE equipment for the safety of doctors and nurses, and the disproportionate number of low-paid migrant NHS workers who have died in the pandemic.

PPE masks have been a dominant figure in coronavirus media, framed as crucial for the lockdown exit and slow return to a ‘new normalcy’. Data from 17 May 2020 showed that mouth coverage had become an obligatory requirement for individuals to be allowed to enter supermarkets and to participate in public life in over fifty different countries in Latin America, Asia, Europe and Africa. As Yiğit Soncul and Jussi Parikka rightly indicate, however, masks had already been dominating media messages for over a year before the coronavirus outbreak: first in the form of oxygen masks of firefighters in the large-scale Australian bushfires, then in the pandemic with health-care workers, doctors and caricatures of the earth wearing PPE masks. Thus, while the president of the US continues to avoid wearing a mask, showing off his superiority over the ‘invisible enemy’ (as discussed in chapter 6), the growing importance of masks and respirators has long since entered public awareness.
This shift in outbreak awareness can be traced both in academic literature and pop cultural imaginations of ‘the coming plague’ – or, as has been the distinction throughout the book, ‘Epidemic Fantasies in Reality’ (Part I) and ‘Epidemic Realities in Fantasy’ (Part II).\(^{29}\) The congeries of new virus pandemics since the 1990s and the new awareness of ‘toxicity’ (illustrated by this term being chosen as word of the year 2018 by the OED), have also led to a change in book covers on contagion. Monographs and collections on contagion from the early-2000s often attempted to visualise a microbial, invisible threat, or pointed out the animals that could serve as potential carriers, such as rats and apes, whereas a variety of masks have conquered book covers (including this one) in the last decade.\(^{30}\) Contagion’s symbolic relevance has likewise evolved beyond academia in the context of twenty-first-century dangers and survival due to the numerous pop cultural fictions of (post-)apocalyptic futures, ranging from *Book of Eli* (2010), *Mad Max: Fury Road* (2015) to the video game series *Fallout* (1997–2020).\(^{31}\) In anticipation of the coming plague (as well as in the coronavirus crisis), numerous historic pandemics have been re-examined.\(^{32}\) In this context, the beak-like masks of seventeenth-century plague doctors have found their way onto many twenty-first-century book covers and broadcasted documentaries.\(^{33}\) PPE masks emphasise the embodiment of contagion in ‘leaky bodies and boundaries’.\(^{34}\) This not only reflects the horror of embodying contagion oneself, or the risk that others as potential contagious bodies pose to the self; masks also serve to ‘visually mark and differentiate’ people, and impacts ‘their capacities to relate to one another’ in our face-centric, globalised networked culture.\(^{35}\) As an opaque medical device that covers the mouth and nose – and thus half of the human face – PPE masks interrupt technology-based networked communication, and render visible humanity’s fragility in the face of natural, viral disasters.

But how much do media and political discourses actually revolve around humans in the current pandemic? On 29 June 2020, the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases globally exceeded 10 million – with a death toll of 500,000 – and the whole world feared the second wave to come.\(^{36}\) As with other rhetorics of ‘contagion contagion’, discursive tokens of paroles of solidarity (‘we are all in this together’) too often obscure inequalities with regard to vulnerability (i.e. due to pre-existing conditions or disabilities), availability of tests and health care coverage, medical literacy, and housing. Examples from the UK showed a heightened risk for Black, Asian and minority ethnic (short BAME) pregnant women to contract COVID-19, and in the United States detailed statistics of infections and
deaths in New York City, ‘the epicenter of the U.S. coronavirus outbreak’, revealed that low-income areas with large households were hit the hardest. A study from Germany – ‘a country with universal welfare and health care access’ as the authors emphasise – found that long-term unemployed people faced an 84.1 per cent higher risk of hospitalisation if contracting SARS-CoV-2. This is not to say that BAME or poor people are inherently likelier to contract COVID-19, but that they are often less protected in other essential ways, and often form part of an ironically underpaid class of ‘essential workers’.

From one perspective, the coronavirus crisis is understood as a global crisis because of its impact on white middle-class people. It also radically exposes and intensifies the extreme inequality that already existed in neoliberal capitalism. Up until the end of June, when the global death toll exceeded half a million and the International Energy Agency (IEA) announced its online summit on a ‘green recovery’ on 9 July 2020, human lives seemed to be of less interest than governmental pushes to ‘reopen’ their countries for the sake of the economy. The coronavirus crisis has often been read as a kind of fire drill for climate change in its demand for global action and solidarity, but too often the economy has been the central body of concern. Ironically, as literary scholar Nicky Marsh pointed out after the global financial crisis in 2007–8, the ‘diseased body’ has, in fact, long served as ‘a familiar figure . . . to narrate both the attacks upon and the potential recovery of, the holistically imagined economy’. Those threatening the health of this holistic economy, such as the greedy, speculative stock market traders of the financial crisis, or the Dutch company Flow Traders who have been profiting from the pandemic, have been classed as an autoimmune disease: the ‘AIDS of the world economy’. In the continued absence of global solidarity, economic stability, or long-term salary increases for essential workers, Kim Stanley Robinson’s optimistic article on how ‘The Coronavirus Is Rewriting Our Imaginations’ seems like little more than a naïve utopian fantasy. Robinson envisions that the severe inequalities in neoliberal capitalism, laid bare by the pandemic, will lead to a post-capitalist world with ‘rent and debt relief; unemployment aid for all those laid off; government hiring for contact tracing and the manufacture of necessary health equipment; the world’s militaries used to support health care; [and] the rapid construction of hospitals’. In stark contrast, conspiracy theorist Alex Jones has stated that he would feed his neighbours to his children before considering going to buy food. Despite the worldwide, deadly coronavirus crisis and the major
inequality and racism it uncovered, envisioning the apocalypse – as Fredric Jameson once stated – still seems to be easier than envisioning the end of neoliberal capitalism. We remain trapped in a contagion contagion, and it will take more nuanced rhetorics and strategies to move us towards a truly ‘new’ normal.44
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